RESURGAM.'

TECHNIQUE USED
The original drawing
was done on hard-sur faced Srrarhmore paper.
Soft degrees of T >pho11it e Eldorado pen ci ls
were used: 2B co 6B,
each kept as sharp as
possible.

The 500-year-old Chttrch of St. Lattrens-Groote Kerk-towered
rtbove qztaint old Rotterdam streets. On May 14, 1940, the G erman
L11ftwaffe bombed the city after it had surrendered.' In a desolately
flattened area of 1 1;2 miles, Groote K erk alone stands to.day, though
badly battered, its walls rising pro11dly above the mbble. Samttel
Chctmberlain reconstmcts one of E1tro pe's most impressive examples
of 15th Cent11ry G othic with his T yphonite Eldorado pencils. The first
in a ne11 Eldorado-Chamberlain series bro11ght to yo11 by Pencil Sales
D ept. 225-Jl, JOSEPH DIXO CRUCIBLE CO/\IPA Y , JERSEY CITY, N . J.
1
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WE ARE IJOING TODAY • • •

Some Facts We'd Like You to Know About Mesker Brothers
Founded in 1879, Mesker Brothers has always been in the construction industry. First, complete store froats of sheet metal (the
original pre-fabricated house). Then, wood windows . .. stairs,
other fabricated steel products. Today ... one of America's oldest,

largest and best-known makers of metal windows. New equipment,
like the Multiple Automatic Pressure "\Veldcr above, plus many
new techniques, assure even better, adva11ced-type Mesker Windows
romorrow ... for the modest bungalow or the towering skyscraper.

Mesker Engineers ... the country over • • •
ALABAMA
Montgomery-Thomes M. Gorrie
CAllfORNIA-los Angeles-Felix & Co.
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport-Modoloni Bldg. Spec. Co.
FLORIDA
Miami-Lindsley lumber Co.
Orlondo-J. l. Bulmer
Tom po-A. 8. Zierleyn
GEORGIA-Atlonto-lewis & Co.
llllNOIS
Champaign--Morrts L Hec.\ter Co.
Chicog~Bronch-Nicoloff Co.
Decatur-Ornamental Metalworks Co.

INDIANA
Columbus-Jomes E. Ferry
Evonsville-lnternotionol Steel Co.
Fort Wayne--Oon White
lndionopolis-W. J. Hollidoy & Co.
South Bend-The Builders Ag ency
IOWA
Davenport-Builders Service Co.
Des Mo ines-Perkins Concrete & Lum. Ser.
Woterloo-C. M. Berkley Hdwe. Co.
KANSAS-Solina-The lee Hardware Co.
W ich ita-Watkins, Inc.
KENTUCKY
Lexington-Faulkner Bldrs. & Sup. Co.
lou isville--Philip Core y Co.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans-Orleans Mtl. & Equip. Co.
MARYLAND
Baltimore-Talbott & Deg ele
MASSACHUSITTS
Boston- Stel -Wod Eng . Co.
MICHIGAN
Oetroit-C. 8. Mo e Co.
Kolomozoo-Kalomazoo Fdry. & Mch. Co.
Lansing-James E. Payne
MINNESOTA
Duluth-Duluth Bldrs. Sup. Co.
Minneapolis-George T. Worne r

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson-Mississi ppi Steel & Iron Co.
Meridion-lenroy Glass & Mtl. Co.
MISSOURI
Joplin-Gen eral Steel Prods. Co.
Kansas City-Southwest Mtl. & Eq uip. Co.
St. Louis-Meske r Bros. Iron Co.
MONTANA

Grea t Falls-Building Service, Inc.
NEBRASKA
Ha stings-R. W . Kerr Co.
Omaha-Earl S. Lewis & Co.
NEW JERSEY-Nework-Boormon & Co.
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque-Superior lbr. Co.

YESTERDAY AND TOMORROW
CASEMENT WINDOWS• MONUMENTAL WINDOWS • INDUSTRIAL WINDOWS • SCREENS • INDUSTRIAL DOORS • DETENTION WINDOWS• REINFORCING MESH GRATING ... plus
..• tomorrow ... some other interesting new products!
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Att 194X ?'«JjeaL

WINDOWS ARE CHEAPER THAN WALLS ... o fact that is strikingly
demonstrated by Architect McMahon's rendering above. Note the large.
glass areas, set off and well supported by unusually practical, eye·
appealing, /ow-cost 194X Casements.

Not many years ago, Mesker scrapped an entire manufactunng process ... equipment, special steel shapes, tools, dies ...
because a better way had been found to produce a better product. The same process is being repeated today, on an even
larger scale. America tomorrow will buy Mesker \Vindows that are fresh in design, even better in quality, trimmer, more
attractive, easier to operate, more weather-tight. And this is very important to YOU ... previously, Mesker METAL
\Vindows were installed only in luxury homes ... few being found in modest houses. But, when the war is won, they'll be
priced ·within the reach of all.. .. not a select few! Yes, even the small home owner will enjoy the many advantages of
Mesker Metal Windows. That's something we've been working toward for years; but, until now, the techniques and equipment which will make it possible had yet to be developed. By doing what we are today, you ... tomorrow ... will more
than ever be justified in remembering: "In the future, specify the window WITH a 'future' ... Mesker Metal Windows!"

Do You Have Your "Red Book of Steel Sash?"

Consult Your Mesker Engineer Now!

If not, ·write for this comprehensive volume, personalized

His job is to help you with your war-time construction

·with your name. Covers metal windows from A to Z ...

problems ... involving windows or whistles or whirly-gigs

ideal to have at your elbow when working up specifica-

.. to assist on post-war projects requiring the kind of

tions, details, etc., on post-war projects. No obligation.

windows only Mesker can produce. Consult him NOW

In War and Peace . .. at your servicel
NEW YORK

OHIO

Albany-Builders Agency
Buffalo-Wm. C. Kroetz
New York City-Boorman & Co
North Tonawanda-Rose Coal & Bldrs. Sup.
Co.
Rochester-Bowerman Bldrs. Scrvic')

Clevcland-M. M. Chancy
Columbus-Howard Bldg. Service Co.
Marietta-E. A. Williams
Portsmouth-Earl C. Hayes & Co.
Toledo-Spencer Comstock

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte-Walter L. Hoover
Goldsboro-A. W. Griffin Sales Agency
Winston-Salem-Steel Service Co.
OHIO

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City-Roy W. Scovil Co.
Tulsa-Patterson Steel Co.
OREGON

Portland-McCracken-Ripley Co.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia-Eberle & White

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia-A. A. Bradford
Greenville-Cheatham Hdwe. Co.
TENNESSEE

Memphis-l. S. Akers
Nashville-Englert Engineering Co.
TEXAS

Austin-Modern Supply Co.
Beaumont-Harding & Lawler
El Paso-C. C. GO ines
Lubbock-W. E. Inmon
San Angelo-San Angelo Bldg. Mt!. Co.
San Antonio-Arthur S. Jones

Canton-0. J. Weigand
UTAH
____
c_,n_ci_nn_a_ti_-_F_r_ed_M_._C_o_le_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
P_itlc.•b_u_rg"-h_-_S_co_tt_&_H_o_ig"-h-------S-o~lt Lake City-Structural Steel & Forge
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VIRGINIA

Norfolk-Building Supplies Corp.
WASHINGTON

Seattle-Tourtellotte-Bradley, Inc.
WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington-E. L. Warnick

WISCONSIN

Green Bay-Northern Metal & Roofing Co
Milwaukee-Frank W, Kimball
PUERTO RICO

San Juan-Prisco Jimenez, Jr
TERRITORY OF HAW All

Honolulu-The van Hamm-Young Co. Ltd.
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Now Serving in Two New Chapels
for the Armed Forces ..• RADIANT HEATING and
BYERS WROUGHT IRON
In war, as in peace, Radiant Heating continues to demonstrate its
adaptability and versatility. The
illustration shows it being installed
in one of two new chapels, built for
the military forces.
The chapels are 131 feet by 50
feet. The 2 Y2-inch supply lines,
2-inch headers, and % -inch coils
are all wrought iron, laid on a
gravel base and covered with a
concrete slab 4 inches to 5 inches
in thickness. The system was designed by F. E. Markel, Engineer,
Mechanical Department of Robert
and Company, Architects. Byers
Wrought Iron Pipe was used.
Radiant Heating is receiving
particular attention from active
architects and engineers today, because of its economy in material
requirements. A comparative check

recently made on a projected job
revealed that metal needed (exclusive of boiler) for a hot water
system was 1425 lbs.; for a steam
system, 977 lbs.; and for a Radiant
Heating system, only 727 lbs. With
conservation so important, the
ability of Radiant Heating to do the
job with less makes it an invaluable tool. Further, several Radiant
Heating users have reported substantial reductions in comparative

Corrosion

fuel requirements-another advantage of particular value today.
Questions of availability and delivery naturally arise in connection
with all jobs today, when allocations must be made on the basis of
greatest individual contribution to
war effort. When you have such a
question, we urge that you do not
depend on rumor or hearsay, but
contact a Byers Field Service Representative, the nearest District
Office, or the Home Office in Pittsburgh. You can thus be sure of an
authoritative answer.
If you do not have our technical
bulletin, "Byers Wrought Iron for
Radiant Heating Installations" .. .
or if any of your associates who are
concerned with heating do not
have one . . . we will be glad to
send you a copy or copies, on
request.
A. M~ Byers Company. Established 1864. Offices in Pittsburgh,
Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, Chicago, St. Louis,
Houston, Seattle, San Francisco.

costs you
MORE than
Wrought Iron

GENUINE
WROUGHT IRON
Tubular and Hot Rolled Products
Steel Tubular Products

C HAPELS FOR THE ARMED FORCES
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industrial plants are still needed
in the war effort, and will probably
account for the expenditure of a billion and three-quarters dollars during
1943. In December, the new developments in the structure of wartime
industrial plants was the subject of
our Building Types Study. In February, the mechanical plant considerations of industrial building will be
set forth authoritatively by men who
are in the thick of producing America's wartime factories. They will discuss the architectural and engineering
features of the heating and air conditioning, of lighting equipment,
plumbing and sanitation, and of pro·
viding cafeterias and restaurants for
24-hour-a-day production . . . . High
on the list of buildings now being
planned for postwar construction are
school buildings. In February, therefore, our Building Types study will
be devoted to the changes and progress
NEW

in the designing of schools, the new

conception of the school as a cultural
center for the community, for both
children and adults, and the implications of these changes as related to
the planning and structure and equipment of American schools .... Other
features include presentation of the
trailer house in action, and the reaction of the users to this type of dwelling. Also, several designs for community shopping centers, presenting
advanced and practical ideas in the
planning and design of these important neighborhood units.

57

THE ART IN HOUSINC
By Joseph Hudnut. .. A stimulating discussion of the human values, and
specific needs in our planning of housing.

THE ARMY'S PENTACON BUILDINC

63

The new "World's Largest" office building housing 40,COO workers on five
floors, treated with emphasis on the completeness and progressiveness of
its equipment.
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71

l. By Tracy B. Augur, Town Planner ... Planning Principles Applied in Wartime.
Planning the Postwar Community ... what it promises to be and how it can
be made that wa'y.
2. By Thomas W. Mackesey in collaboration with Gilmore D. Clarke ...
... The conception of a community to house the workers near Willow Run
and how it developed technically until its program was changed.
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Conserves critical war materials ...
Meets War Department Spec. PE-623
Built to give lasting, reliable service

...

~

A.R projects must have flush _valves that are
WJughly
dep endable ... long-live d ... watcravin g. Yet the critical mate rials u sed in the
manufacture of su ch valves must b e h eld t o th e
minimum.
T o m ee t this n eed, Imperial develop ed and is
concentrating its produc tion for th e duration on
\ Vatrous " V" Flush Valves. These valves ave
brass, bronze and other extrem ely critical m e tals
r equired for th e war. They conform to War Department Specification PE-623 and arc approved
fo r u se on government proj ects.
Th ese " V" model valves r e tain, however , Watrous proved design and excelle n ce of workmanship, and they will give lastin g, e conomi cal
ser vice.
As will h e noted from the illustration at right,
Watrous " V" Flush Valves are similar in gene r al appear an ce and features to the well known
W atrous " J ewel" Flush Valve. The alternate
materials u sed in place of brass and bronze in
these valves h ave b een selec te d with ex trem e
car e to the end that e fficien cy and dep endability
will b e r etaine d.
It is important to note that all v ital w orking
parts of the v alve remain brass, a v ital point in
assuring long, trouble-free serv ice.
F or de tailed information on Watrous " V"
Flush Valves and the combinations to u se to
comply with War D e partment Specifications,
write for Bulletin 858-W, or see the 1943 Swee t's
Ca talog File, Section 27 , Catalog No. 39.

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO.
1240 West Harrison Street, Chicago, Illinois

"V" Model retains Watrous proved design
and excellence of workmansh ~p
Like all Watrous Flush Valves,
the " V" model offers a water·save r
adju tment. Thi enables val ve to
be regulated to MI IMUM water
requirements of fixture b y a sli ght
turn of the adju stin g screw.

... -

Advanta ges of Wa trous system of
"Sin gle -Step· Servicin g" are full y
embodied in this valve. Under thi s

ys tem complete op eratin g unit m ay
r eadily b e lifte d out. This m akes
possible qui ck, con venient repla cem ent of worn washers, etc., if ever
n ece sary.
V alve is shown complete with
vac uum breaker whi ch provides
p o iti ve protecti on aga inst ba r k·
siphona ge.

QUICK REFERENCE CHART
Showing Watrous 'V' Flush Valve combinations which correspond to various Item Nos. in War Dept. Spec. PE-623
War D•pt.
Spec . No.

Item P-1
Item P-2
Item P-3
P-4

Watrous Comb inat ion
to Use

WD-933-WVB
WD-949
WD-949
WD-949-VBF

War Dept.
Spec . No .

Item
Item
Item
Item

Watrous Comb inat ion
to Use

P-oA

WD-932-YB

P-30

WD-939-YB

P-31

WD-939-VB

P-32

WD -941
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WASHINGTON NEWS

By WILLIAM ). CASEY

WPB-NHA War Housing Policy • Material Use • Housing Programming
Occupancy • NHA Inspectors • War H~using Man~al. • Construct~on
and Essential Industry • AA-4 for Conversion • Building. Funds Runn!ng
Low • FHA Has Its Own Priority System • Changes m Construction
Control •
Builders' Hardware Simplification
THE BIG BUILDING NEWS in Washington is the joint declaration of policy
on war housing, signed by Donald
Nelson for WPB and John Blandford
for NHA. This is the latest attempt
to integrate the war housing program
and the release of critical material for
housing. It applies to all who are
building housing, whether publicly or
privately financed. There is, however,
still no commitment that war housing
programs, when approved, will receive
from WPB materials necessary to finish them. The nearest thing to a commitment is this flexible statement made
by Donald Nelson:
"When war housing programs have
been approved, WPB will endeavor to
provide materials necessary to carry
them to completion as expeditiously as
is consistent with all other elements
of the war effort."
The agreement itself hedges just as
heavily, using the following language:
"After determination by the War
Production Board as to the availability,
of critical materials for war housing,
the Board will allocate the critical
materials by quarters and the National
Housing Agency will determine the
divisions of such materials between
publicly and privately financed war
housing."

or cancel the authorizations and preference ratings. Wherever a project
requires further formal action by
WPB, such as authentication of purchase orders, rerating or extension of
the expiration date of the applicable
preference rating order, NHA will see
that any practical changes are made to
effect the conservation of materials
and put the project in conformity with
the war housing construction standards and the latest war housing critical list. NH.A gets a delegation of
authority from WPB to enforce authentication of purchase orders.
Housing Programming

NHA will do the programmingafter consulting other agencies. NHA
will submit to WPB each quarter a
complete breakdown of materials requirements and types of units proposed. The breakdown will be by location and number of the units which
it programs for construction in each
of the following categories: perma-

WHAT
WHO •
WHY
WHERE •

•

•

WHEN
HOW

nent family housing, temporary family housing, dormitory apartments and
dormitories. WPB will act within
thirty days; pending definite action,
interim allocations may be made.
WPB will determine the availability
of critical materials for housing, allocate the critical materials by quarters
and NHA will determine how materials allotted ought to be divided between publicly and privately financed
war housing.
Two programming conditions are
imposed on NHA.
1. All war housing is to be so located as to be accessible to the industry it is intended to serve and with
due consideration to the need for conserving critical materials in the construction and utility extensions.
2. NHA will continue to provide a
large proportion of its total program
in the form of temporary housing, including family dwelling units, dormitory apartments, and dormitories.
Occupancy

The agreement provides that occupancy is to be limited to eligible war
workers, as defined by NHA in consultation with WPB and the War
Manpower Commission. NHA reaffirms its policy of making maximum
(continued on page 10 I

Material Use

On the use of critical materials,
the new agreement largely formalizes
existing practices. The new war housing standards and the latest war housing critical list continue to control
the use of materials. These restrictions apply to all materials used,
whether taken from stock, secured
without priority assistance, secured
with priority assistance or by gift or
loan. WPB and NHA join in a policy
of standardizing utility and equipment
installations, size of units, etc. Where
NHA finds that an established quota
for a "Housing Critical Area" is excessive, it will revise or cancel the
quota and WPB will similarly revise

JANUARY
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"It was a little white envelope and it contained the directions and the front-door key 1"
--Drawn for the RECORD by Alan Dunn
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OMORROW is ~ell
The bright Tomorrow about which so many people are tall~
ing and writing will not come to us on a silver platter ...
We mal~e our tomorrow as we face CHANGE today! In a
comparatively short time, as history goes, this war will end.
As you go into the "new era" that will follow it you may
wish the help of an organization that l~nows how to harness
air for comfort, health, or processing. When you choose such
an organization to match tomorrow, picl~ one which has
proved itself today: NESBITT.

* You can judge

N E SBITT

by the achievements of yesterday. To mention just a few:

NESBITT was first to give syncretized ventilation for schoolrooms, offices, and public buildings ... first to use dual
steam-distributing tubes inside the condensing tubes of heating elements and heat transfer surface ... first to introduce cooling surface with a special drain feature ... first to
meet wartime necessity by converting from copper to steel
for radiators and fins ... and first to develop non-metallic
casings for unit ventilators and heaters.

* The real T omor-

row is all about us in the babble of little children whose
world Tomorrow will be. To their good future NESBITT
is committed. Come on, Tomorrow ... NESBITT is ready!

NESBITT
Manufa c turers of the N esbitt S y n c r e ti ze r Heatini;l and V entilatin g U nit,
Ne sbitt H e atin g and Coolin g S urf a ces, a nd We b s t er-Ne sbitt U nit Hea ter s

John ]. 1Vesbii1, In c., H olm esburg, P /1i/ade/p/1ia, Pa.

on its .vay !

DISTRIBUTION:
T/w 1Vesbitt Syncretizcr [ Tnit
Ventilator is sold by Jo/111 ].
1Vcsbitt, Inc., and American
nlower Corporation.
Nesbitt Heating and Cooling
Sur/.1ccs arc

so/J by /cot-ling

111anu/acturers

of /an-systenz

apparatus.
\'(7 cbster-Ncsbitt Unit Healers
arc sold by Warren Webster
f':: (_""L-,>1lp1,,_711y.
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(continued from page 7 ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

use of existing property to house eligible war workers. Emphasis will continue on securing the use for housing
war workers of the maximum number
of rooms and family accommodations
in existing constructions and on the
conversion of existing space in the
apartments and rooms for housing
accommodations.
For the duration, war housing projects will be on a rental basis with the
proviso that after four months of occupancy a privately financed housing
unit may be purchased by the occupant.
N HA Inspectors

NHA will send out inspectors to
insure that all housing conforms to
rules, regulations, and orders of NHA
and WPB. WPB will enforce compliance by:
1. Revoking authorizations or preference rating orders and otherwise
penalizing any builder guilty of violating any provision of any application to, or any order or regulation of,
the War Production Board affecting
housing.
2. Promptly investigating every
charge of violation brought up by the
National Housing Agency.
3. Requesting the Department of
Justice, in appropriate cases, to institute civil or criminal proceedings.
4. Instructing its Compliance Division to make inspections to supplement the inspection service of the National Housing Agency.

construction of war facilities is one of
the industries considered essential by
the War Manpower Commission. This
will aid in getting deferments from
Selective Service for key workers and
recruiting new labor through local
U. S. Employment Service Offices.
Manpower Boss McNutt has just
ruled that lack of adequate housing
constitutes a valid reason for war
workers to quit their jobs. Under
McNutt's freezing orders, workers
are not allowed to leave their jobs
unless they can show a good reason.
If they can show that health, family,
or similar factors would work severe
hardship if they don't change jobs,
the transfer will be permitted. The
U. S. Employment Offices will regard
poor housing as a sufficient reason for
authorizing a change of job. This ties
in war housing with war production
more closely than ever.
AA-4 for Conversion

Both privately financed conversion
of houses and buildings and publicly
financed conversion projects will get
AA-4 rating for use in obtaining necessary materials. AA-4 is the highest
rating granted for housing construction of any type. WPB assures that
AA-4 ratings are sufficient to obtain
all building materials from the stocks
already allocated to housing under the
NHA-WPB agreement.
Building Funds Running Low

The Housing Branch of the Construction Bureau of the WPB has just
issued a War Housing Manual. This
Manual lists the "L" and "M" orders,
contains WPB Housing Utility Standards and the War Housing Critical
List, and lays out the procedures necessary to obtain preference rating
orders. It is an extremely helpful job
and every person who has to deal with
construction restrictions should get a
copy.

There will have to be more appropriations for public housing and an
additional authorization for FHA.
Lanham Act Funds are scraping bottom. Almost the entire $600,000,000
appropriation has been earmarked for
specific projects. FHA is now handling about 80 per cent of the nation's
mortgage business and is getting close
to its limit on Title VI. Present funds
will not last until spring. The new
Congress will be asked to authorize an
additional amount of insurance and
to appropriate additional funds for
public housing.

Construction and Essential Industry

FHA Has Its Own Priority System

Manpower is a big pinch ahead.
Federal control over hiring and at
least an informal job freeze is only a
matter of months away. Meanwhile,

From now on FHA will account
first on those applications which show
the most economical use of lumber
and methods and which compose the

War Housing Manual

10

least burden upon the public transportation systems in carrying war workers
from residence to war plants. To put
this into effect, FHA is rating all applications on this basis:
1. Access to nearest designated
place of war employment requiring
housing-up to 24 points.
2. Economy of consumption of critical lumber-up to 100 points.
3. Economy of consumption of critical metals-up to 100 points. Local
FHA offices can tell you the details of
this new method.
Changes in Construction Control

By virtue of major amendments
made to conservation order L-41 several changes were made in construction control. The amendments include the following changes: (1) construction of railroad tracks is exempt
from L-41; ( 2) agricultural construction incident to the erection or installation of machinery or equipment
which is now controlled by L-170, is
exempted; (3) construction of communication facilities, such as telephone, telegraph, is exempted. The
assignment of a preference rating by
PD 1, PD IA, or other certificate or
by any order other than those listed
in the new amendment, shall not constitute authorization to begin construction.
Builders' Hardware Simplification

In an extensive simplification program, WPB has reduced builders'
hardware lines from a present total of
27,000 to approximately 3,500 items.
As a result of Schedule I of Limitation Order L-26, producers will be
prohibited after January 15, 1943
from putting into process any builders' finishing hardware which does not
conform to the permitted sizes, types,
grades, finishes, weights and standards. Materials that may be used in
the manufacture of approved items
after January 15 are restricted to ferrous metals and antimonial lead for
most purposes. Some items such as
trim and fittings for doors and cabinet hardware may be of plastic, wood,
or pottery. Merchandise lines covered
by the order include lock sets, door
trim, hinges of various kinds, window
and transom hardware, etc.
(continued on page 12)
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HONORING THE MEN AND WOMEN
OF WARREN WEBSTER & COMPANY

II

• • • for outstanding achievement
in producing war equipment/1
DEPARTMENT
WAR
UNDER SECRETARY
OFFlCE OF T~E
o. c.
wASHlttGTOH.

This badge of honor will be
worn proudly by every employee of Warren Webster &
Company. It is a daily reminder that their production at
high rate and quality is urgently needed for Victory ...
production of Ordnance materials for our fighting men ...
production of Webster Steam
Heating Equipment for Army
and Navy buildings, warplants,
ships and other essential uses.

Decernber 12. 1942.

To the Men and Wom~n Company
of Vfa.rren Webst~r Streets
17th e.nd F:d~:~sey
s.nd Navy a.re
CB.mden, Ne
.
au that the ~rmY A.we.rd for out6
.
. to 1 nform Y
Production

.

T~~~nl~ou t~e ;..rm~:~~~

war equipment.

conferring h.ievement in pro
flovm e.bove
standing a.c
nsists of a flag t~e~~r of W~rren
The award co.
in which every f an inspiring

and a lapel p
the mark o
your ple.ntCom any may wear a~ our countr,f•
the future o
a.st year has set

Webst~r ~ion ~o

P-nt during, the p

contrl bu

the Arm'J a.nd

vaur e.ccompllShm l pe.trlotlS!TI, yetfuture val l raise
~
e.ctica
the
high sts.ndo.rd o~ ~~et your record in
~e.V)' a.re conf1!:~n htt;her •
that standard
sincerely yours.

·-8

~p~~
Robert p. t .. y of We.r
Under Secre e..

,
Systems of
Steam Heating

*
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*
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*

*

*

*

WARREN WEBSTER & COM PA NY, CAMDEN, N. J.

Pioneers of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating, Representatives in principal U. S. Cities
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*
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THE RECORD REPORTS
(continued from page 10)------------------------------------------ART AND THE WAR

What the artist can do both to aid
the war effort and to function effectively in the postwar period will be
the central topic for discussion in
two leading courses scheduled to open
at the New School for Social Research,
66 West 12th Street, New York, early
in February.
Members of the Art Faculty, headed

by Camilo Egas, are offering a 16week cooperative course for which no
fee will be charged which is in the
nature of a preliminary survey of the
function of the various arts in wartime. The course, entitled "Plastic
Arts and the War," will be both theoretical and practical, and will attempt
to give students some idea of the nature of the contributions of each par-
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GRILLES & REGISTERS

AUTOMATIC

AIR

C 0 N.TR 0 l S

DIFFUSERS

RECESSED MODEL

ticular field to the war effort. Two lectures will be given by each member of
the Art Faculty, and experts in particular fields will be called in as guest
lecturers.
In a 15-week course beginning February 2, Dr. Josef Frank, well-known
Viennese architect, will discuss such
fundamental and vital problems of the
postwar era as the relationship between different forms of society and
its architecture, city planning and the
past and future of non-objective art.
An exhibit of drawings and architectural designs by Dr. Frank will be
held at the New School from January
18 to February 9.
NEW FPHA
TECHNICAL HEAD

Gilbert L. Rodier, formerly director
of war housing in metropolitan Washington, has been named Acting Director of the Technical Division of the
FPHA. He succeeds A. C. Shire, who
resigned to accept a position with the
Board of Economic Warfare.
RURAL LAND USE

FOR BETTER AIR DISTRIBUTION

CROSS-SECTION OF UNIT
The sectional view shows the location and
arrangement of the various elements. The
arrows indicate the flow of supply air and
how it picks up room air by suction created
in the venturi throat section, discharging
the diffused mixture in a slightly downward
direction at the periphery. VENTURI-FLO
units are made in a wide variety of sizes.
capacities, and finishes, for various types of
s-ervice. Selection of the proper unit for any
situation is accomplished by use of scientific data and not by guess-work, and satis·
factory operation is guaranteed.

THIS is one of several models of
VENTURI-FLO Air Diffusers specially
designed for properly distributing air from
overhead outlets. The internal construction
of this diffuser makes use of the Venturi
principle to obtain a suction effect which
draws in room air through the bottom of the
unit, mixes it with the supply air, and discharges a properly mixed and diffused flow
uniformly around the periphery in all directions. At the same time, the air flow is so
smoothly handled by the carefully designed
contours of the directing elements, that there
is a minimum pressure drop and an extremely low noise level. VENTURI-FLO Overhead Air Diffusers are not only highly
adaptable to all air supply systems with
overhead outlets, but are very decorative
as well. For full details, consult the Barber.
Colman UNI-FLO Catalog (filed in Sweets'
Architectural).

Comprehensive programs of postwar public construction to conserve
and improve rural lands are outlined
in "Public Works and Rural land
Use," a report compiled by the National Resources Planning Board.
Forming a part of the Board's program of postwar planning, this report
was prepared by representatives of
construction agencies in the Department of Agriculture and the Department of the Interior. It consists of
5 statements covering public construction on agricultural, grazing, forest,
recreational and wildlife lands. Each
statement outlines the general objectives of the program of land conservation, development and economic use in
the field covered, indicates the types
of public works which contribute toward accomplishment of this program
and sets forth certain standards for
evaluating individual works projects
of various types.

* * *
ERRATA

The editors regret the misspelling
of the names of Alice Morgan Carson
and her associate, Mr. Kilham, on pp.
63 and 64 of the November issue.
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RAYMOND installed the pile foundations for the above structure for which

over forty-one thousand concrete piles were placed aggregating over

1,100,000

lineal feet. The general contractors were John McShain, Inc., Doyle & Russell

and \Vise Contracting Co., Inc. The work was done under the Direction of the

Corps of Engineers, Arlington District. The project is described in this issue.

Branc11 Offices in Principal Cities
i

JANUARY

1943

40 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ALBERT KAHN
ARCHITECT
1869-1942

WITH THE PASSING of Albert Kahn on December 8 the
world lost its foremost industrial architect. His is a remarkable record: buildings of his design stand on five continents; in Russia alone over 500 factories were built by his
engineers in three short years.
Almost all his life was devoted to architecture. Born
in Rhaunen, Germany, on March 21, 1869, he came to this
country with his family when he was 11 and settled in Detroit. An enterprising youngster, he soon found a job as
errand boy in an architect's office in that city and won the
interest of Julius Melchers, sculptor and father of Gari
Melchers, the artist. Melchers took him into his drawing
school free of charge, and later found him a place with
George D . Mason, another Detroit architect, in whose office
young Kahn spent 14 years of hard work and study.
With a small scholarship awarded him by American
Architect when he was 21, Mr. Kahn went to Europe for
two years of further study. Upon his return he set up an
office in Detroit with two other architects, one of whom
died shortly afterward, the other turning to teaching.
Left alone, Mr. Kahn subsequently took three of his
brothers-Julius, Louis and Moritz- in with him. His rise
was rapid. Commissioned by the Packard Motor Car Company in 1903 to design his first factory, he broke away from
traditional design and, using reinforced concrete frame and
steel sash, introduced a new form of industrial architecture
that combined beauty with utility. He it was who inaugurated the "all-under-one-roof" type of factory, following it
with the still more revolutionary "all-on-one-floor" design.
He it was who designed the majority of the Army air fields
and a great many Naval bases, cantonments and other military and naval buildings in the last war. It was to him
that the Bureau of Yards and Docks turned for designs for
the Naval bases at Midway Island, Honolulu, Alaska,
Puerto Rico, Jacksonville and other points.
In 1928 Mr. Kahn was awarded a commission by the
Soviet government to build a $20,000,000 tractor plant.
The 25 architects and engineers whom he sent to Russia,
headed by his brother Moritz, so impressed the Soviet authorities with the excellence of their work that the firm was
given full charge of the huge industrial building program
of the first Five-Year Plan. In less than three years the firm
not only built some 521 factories in 25 Soviet cities, but
trained 4,000 Soviet engineers to carry on the work.
With war once again on the horizon Albert Kahn was
plunged into the greatest program he ever had undertaken

14

-that of making America in reality the "arsenal of democracy." On speed of construction and large-scale manufacturing would depend the future of the country. Kahn could
do the job-and did. The Detroit (Chrysler) Tank Arsenal, Wright Aeronautical plants, Ford Bomber plant (Willow Run) , Glenn L. Martin, Curtiss-Wright and Pratt and
Whitney plants are among the many war plants built by
his firm since the present emergency arose. And almost
without exception, the completion of each such undertaking
has marked a new world record for speed in steel and
concrete construction.
The number of buildings designed by Albert Kahn and
his firm is phenomenal: plans for more than 1,000 factories and buildings for Henry Ford; 127 major buildings
for General Motors ; the half-thousand and more Russian
factories mentioned above; hundreds of other structures
both here and abroad, including hospitals, university and
office buildings and newspaper plants. The erection of industrial structures alone supervised by his firm in 40 years
amounted to .$2,000,000,000.
His foresight often was considered almost uncanny, but
perhaps he was correct in attributing it to nothing more
than logical inference based on close observation. Having
noticed that successful firms built on the reputation of one
individual often tend to disintegrate after their leader is
lost, he early took steps to guarantee for his own firm a
future as enduring as the building which it designed.
As many as twenty years ago Albert Kahn called in the
key men of his organization, gave each of them an interest
in the business and a chair at the conference table, and began to train them to carry on after he was gone. This policy
was continued without interruption until about two years
ago when the incorporation of the firm was changed and
the name Albert Kahn Associated Architects and Engineers
was assumed.
Then in 1942, evidently foreseeing the approaching end,
he and Louis Kahn , his brother and long-time associate in
the firm , signed a foreword of a book in which their associates were presented as the nucleus of the Albert Kahn
organization. This foreword stated the facts simply:
" It is with much pride that we present in this booklet
the men who direct the work of the organization of Albert
Kahn Associated Architects and Engineers, Inc.
"Several years ago, the 25 men whose pictures appear on
these pages were asked to become partners in the firm. To
( continued on page 16 1
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Saved 11 tons of copper
HOW WESTINGHOUSE CAN HELP YOU
SAVE TIME

•

CRITICAL MATERIALS

• e lecting the Right ystem- \'rid e application
experience in all types of indus tri e e na ble \res ting.
hou se en ginee rs to reco mmend th e cl is l ribu I ion
sys tem bes t fitt ed to your plant.
• Air-Cooled Trans former s - pe rmit loca lion
close lo load centers with maximum saCety, e liminate
ex pe n ive vau lts.
• Iii per ·il- a n exclusiv e Wcs lin,.h oubc dcvclo p m cnt with J'3 more llux-carrying ea paeil y than
orrlinary FO ili co n Rl cc- 1. Redu ces lran s f o rmt·r size

and weight.

vital war p lant faced the problem of providing reliable power
upply . T he d istribution sy tern originall. p lanned required 70,600
pounds of copper.
By recommending a plant network sy tern c usto m-filled to the job,
West inghouse engineers were able to prov ide greater flexibility with
increa eel sabotage protection- u ing only 48,400 pound of copper.
Result: 22,200 pounds of c ritical material saved- more than 11 tons.
W stinghou se p lans and bu ilds all types of di stribution sy terns.
Thus broad engineering exp ricncc i brought to b ear on yo ur particu lar prob lem. The fina l recommendation i based on nature,
density and location of load - and critical material saved . II sy tern
recommend d arc d signed Lo use s tandard di tribution equipment.
No Lime is lo L in bui lding specia l apparatus.
For prompt a c tion, ca ll our loca l office. Or send for th e helpful

bookle t below. We ·tinghousc Electric & Mfg. Co., E. Pitt burg h, Pa.

• Loading by Copper Temperature- permit s use
o f all the transform er capaeily, with co mple lc pro·
tcclion against burnouts.
• Improving Power Factor- thro ug h use o f
ca pacitors, ca n o ften save ins tallation of new Ceeclcr
lines. \'f csl in ghou sc e ng in eers are in a position to
make such practical reco mm endalio ns.

@ Wt ~.?.-gh,,9,~,~~
----"•"•~~!.
0

J ·9453 1

UP-TO-DATE FACTS
ABOUT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Kee p 11 p·to·datc on late t p lant dis tribution
sys te m s. e nd for this 24-page Book, B-3152,
which briefly d escribes different plant dis tribution
sys tem s, and points out the advantages of each.

PLANT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

After 37 yearsSTl LL A GOOD FLOOR

ALBERT KAHN
( continu ed from page 14) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

them can be attributed much of the strength of the entire
organization and its ability to execute important architectural and engineering assignments.
"The partnership will assure the permanency of the organization which will carry on even after the retirement
of the present administrators."

LaJd in r905 i11 a Lowell, 1''1i'ISS., weave room, this Afaple floor shows sca11t signs
of wear. Looms 11101111/ed OIJ Fellers Unisorb, ·w ithout bolts or lag-screws.

!Jt~

Maple
(!)J eOWIJ,e

NORTHERN HARD

In hundreds of textile mills, floors of Northern Hard Maple
are rolling up records- for long life, sturdy resistance ro wear,
low cost of upkeep. The Lowell, Mass ., floor pictured above,
demonstrates again the long life of Hard Maple in textile mills.
A Maple floor is modern! Warm, dry-ir increases workerefficiency. Its rough, non-dusting surface protects machinery.
Mill traffic moves easily over its hard smoothness!
Correctly finished, brushing alone cleans a Hard Maple floor.
This smoorh, tight-grained wood is non-line-catching. Beerer
working light is reflected by its bright, clean surface. Consider
carefully these many advantages of orthern Hard Maple
whenever you're planning new Boors or reflooring. pecify
MF MA (trade-marked, guaranteed) Northern Hard Maple,
in strips or blocks.
MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1782 McCorm ick Building, Ch icago, Illinois
IVrite for fold er on li eavy-duty finish.es for old or new Maple flo ors, wk ic h
further reduc~ cleaning costs. See Sweet's, Sec. 11 /5 7.

Floor with
M. ~M,~ M~ple

LOUIS KAHN

Albert Kahn, Chief Administrator, has retired. Louis
Kahn, Assistant Administrator, steps into his place. Otherwise the organization continues as before. (For an interesting chart showing the careful integration of the Kahn
firm, see the ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, June, 1942, p. 41.)
The 25 associate members of the firm are: Henry F.
Altmiks, architect and coordinator; Frederick K. Boomhower, chief engineer, mechanical and electrical departments; William C. Bunce, architect and chief of drafting
room; 0 . L. Canfield, chief estimator and manager of
projects; Edwin Huston Eardley, structural engineer and
coordinator; Frederick A. Fairbrother, architect and associated chief of drafting room; D avid Fettes, chief superintendent of construction, architectural division; Joseph N .
French, architect and coordinator; John T . N . Hoyt, chief
structural engineer; Robert W. Hubel, chief designer;
Le Roy Lewis, Jr., chief of specifications department; Robert E. Linton, structural engineer and manager of projects ;
Sheldon Marston, mechanical and civil engineer and manager of projects; Joseph Matte, Jr. , assistant chief structural
engineer; George H. Miehls, structural engineer and manager of projects; Offer Preuthun, structural engineer and
coordinator; Paul Preuthun, mechanical engineer in charge
of power plants; Norman A. Robinson, architect and coordinator; Chester T. Roe, mechanical engineer specializing in
sanitation and fire prevention; Saul Saulson, associate chief
engineer, mechanical departments; John Schurman, architect and coordinator; George K. Scrymgeour, architect and
coordinator; Hubert E. Sloman, mechanical engineer specializing in refrigeration and kitchen equipment; G . S.
Whittaker, mechanical engineer specializing in heating;
Herbert E. Ziel, mechanical engineer specializing in ventilating and air-conditioning.
The personnel of the organization today totals more
than 600.
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DOOR CLOSERS

NOW 100°/o SMALL PARTS PRODUCTION FOR

ICTDRY

How Consolidated Aircraft

GETS 61% MORE LIGHT . • •
... AND

20%

MORE LIGHT

How you can help war plants s peed production this
same way- with light-re flecting floors

T

HESE pictures tell a story that many

plant owners would like to know
today. The riveter is getting maximum
light on the under side of an aircraft
wiqg on the Consolidated Aircraft Corporation production line at Ft. Worth.
His work is faster • • . surer, because he
sees more dearly. He's standing on a
white concrete floor made with Atlas
White Cement. And this floor, according to light measurement tests by General Electric lighting engineers, reflects
613 more light on these under-side
surfaces than do the gray concrete
floors in the same plant.
The tests in this plant show that the
white cement floor also produces 203
more illumination on vertical work
surfaces than does the gray cement
floor. Given these two increases in
light, you can imagine the satisfactory
effect on work efficiency and plant
production.
This new development in lighting

brings many other advantages to new
structures or old. You can learn about
them by writing for "LIGHT FROM
FLOORS," a new, 2 4 -page manual
checked by leaders in the lighting
field . It contains photographs of installations, charts, studies of light·
measurement tests, chapters on the importance of better lighting in industry,
and recommended practice for laying
white concrete floors. This book will
help you show clients that floors can
now be a valuable aid to lighting efficiency. Mail the coupon. Universal
Adas Cement Company ( U nited States
Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler
Building, N . Y.

OFFICES : New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Boston, Albany, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Alimwapolis, D ;d11th, St. Louis,
Kamas City, Des l\1oines,

Bir11.'ingham, JP'" aco.

---r( --u ni versa! -Atlas
Cemen t Company
f

I
I

I

Chrys ler Buildin g,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me copy of new book, "Light
from Floors."

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

[

Position _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

I

Company·- - - - - - - - - - - - - Address._ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

!
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INSULUX GLASS BLOCK ARE AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE SASH REPLACEMENT

Today, when production is vital, industrial plants
need protection against the inefficiency of faulty
windows.

The St. Louis Independent Packing Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Despite steam rising adjacent to panels during all weather
extremes, the block continue to retain their original efficiency.

When worn-out windows are replaced with
panels of INSULUX Glass Block, the plant is prepared for more efficient production now and after
the war. INSULUX panels transmit ample daylight;
have high insulating value; insure low maintenance;
are fireproof, noncombustible.

If you have a job that requires window replacement, specify INSULUX Glass Block. They can be
easily installed without critical materials. Our book,
"Alternate Construction Details'', contains full details on construction. Owens-Illinois Glass Company,
INSULUX Products Division, Toledo, Ohio.

OWENS-ILLINOIS
Any competent bricklayer, using regular equipment, can lay
up INSULUX Glass Block panels. Little or no metal is needed
for replacement panels like this one.

JANUARY

1943

~~~®~(!)~
GLASS BLOCK
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How GOLD BOND can help you
HOUSE WAR WORKERS IN A HURRY!
ROM all reports we're over the hump in
emergency military and industrial building. The next big job is adequate housing for
war workers. Already plans are being made
to lick it. Remodeling existing structures is
the first step. Unused space in homes will be
put to work. Warehouses, idle factories and
stores will be made into living quarters.
Then, as present material shortages let up,
new construction will again take the lead.

F

In designing wartime housing remember that
you get better construction at lower cost with
Gold Bond materials. Advanced Gold Bond
research has provided "everything for walls
and ceilings"-materials which go on faster
because they're easier and more efficient to
use. Here are some Gold Bond products to
help you design better housing for war
workers-all are ready for shipment.

Gold Bond Exterior Board-is an extra thick gypsum board with a durable overcoat of asphalt roofing. A combination sheathing and siding which comes
in large sizes covering up to 20 square fe<!t in one operation-really saving
workers' time-sturdy, rigid, permanent finish.

Gold Bond Sunflex Deluxe Wall Paint-dries
in one hour with no painty odor.
Immediate occupancy the moment
the job's finished. Covers any surface, even wallpaper with one coat.

Gold Bond! " Solid Partition Panels- save lumber- save time- build solid , rigid construction. No nails are used except to
hold wooden mouldings , a nd panels
can be completely salvaged when temporary structures are torn down.

r_;>

·~)l

BUILD BETTER WITH

( '~~ , Gold ]ond
.

/

WRITE FOR
Gold Bond Gypsum Roof Plank - permanent, weatherproof, fireproof roofing for either remodeling or
new construction . Quickly applied by any carpenter. Nails directly to wood joists. Perfect base
for builc-up roofing-1 1/ 2 " and 2" thick, 24 " wide
and 8 ' , 9' and 10' long.

DETAILS AND
SPECIFICATIONS

More than f 50 different products fot

MODERN CONSTRUCTION
AND WAR PRODUCTION

WALLBOARD ... LATH .•. PLASTER ... LIME ••. METAL PRODUCTS .. . WALL PAINT .. . INSULATION . . . SOUND CONTROL

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY •• EXECUTIVE OFFICES, BUFFALO, N. Y.
21 Plants from Canada to the Gulf . . . Sales office~ in principal cities

20
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The new
floor that
checks on
every point!
Combines

GREATEST ECONOMY
with

MAXIMUM DURABILITY

MOISTURE PROOF - Unaffected by moisture;
can't rot. mould, disintegrate, curl or buckle.

with

GENUINE BEAUTY

AVAILABLE - A non-critical material. And the re
are installers everywhere ready to serve instantly.

Perfect even in
problem areas

DURABLE -Virtually proof against traffic-even in
factories . 1S year old installations still perfect.

(for instance, directly
on concrete which is
in contact with earth)

UNDERFOOT SAFETY - Never slippery, even
whe n wet; favorite in schools, hospitals.
SIMPLE MAINTENANCE - Mild soap and
mopping only. Waxed occasionally if desired.
LOWEST COST-Lowest cost type of long wearing resilient flooring sold.
NON-STAINING -No ordinary staining substances
can p e netrate surface; wash right off. GREASE-PROOF
KENTILE is even proof against greases (animal. vege table or mineral) that stain almost any other type
of floor .
RESILIENT -Though supe r-tough Kentile is resilient and comfortable underfoot.
QUIET -Muffles footsteps, reduces ordinary traffic
noises.
ALTERABLE - Separate tile installation permits altering in part any time.
ODORLESS - Has no odor; so close-textured it
can't retain odors.

A patte rn of 6" x 6"
til es in Whit e. P e acock

FIRE SAFETY- Meets every fire underwriting board's requirements in any part of country.

Blue and the marbleized Fleecy Cerule an
- with a border and

6" base of Peacock
Blue. Could be made
w ith many other sizes
of tile - for instance:
4" ;c 4", 9" x 9" or
12" x 12" .

LIMITLESS PATTERNS- Made in 15 different
sizes of loose tiles that are available in 44 colors. No
one knows how many patterns are possible;
floor can be different.
IMPERISHABLE COLORS- The pure, bright,
non-fading colors of Kentile go right through to the
back-can ' t be "worn off."
BASEMENT PLAY

for

STORES -

OFFICES -

RESTAURANTS -

SCHOOLS -

ROOMS

HOSPITALS

Azure Blue (D-12 8 )

Emerald Green (C-130)

.,

.....

...........!!#'~..

....

*Battleship Gray ( C - 1

White (D- 132 )

Dove Gray (C-125)

Aspen Green (C-136)

*Oak Green (C-105)

Morena Green (B - 13 1

Genoa Green (C-244)

Sea Green (C-228)

*Cippolino (C -2 14 )

-

~

!"'"--

Gardenia (D-234)

.
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Travertine (D-247)
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*Bardilla (C - 238)

Napoleon Gray (C-222)
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Serpentine (B -22 9)
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*Grand Antique (B-204)

Verde Antique (B-209)

:; .. _..__;:;

--~

Fleecy Cerulean (D-225)

Letters before identifying numbers indicate price groups, " A" group being lowest priced, "B" slightly more, etc.

Griotte (B-246)

'E.

These color reproductions are as faithful
• as printing processes permit. Tc appreci.
y the richness of Kentile colors ask your conto show you the actual samples or write us.
cheerfully send samples to anyone requesting.

• • • • • •

KEN'TILE

Peacock Blue (D-122)

*Toledo Red (C- 109)

*Andorra Tan (C- 110)

Buff (C- 127)

Scotch Gray (B-108)

*Sumac Red (B-129)

T angeri ne (D - 134)

*Morocco B rown (A -104)

Leather Tan (B-103)

*Quarry Red (A-106)

*Black (A- 102)

I stria n ( D-253)

J.ray Bardiglio (B-230)

Waulsort (B-24 1)

R usset (C-23 9)

R ose Tweed ( D -232 )

*Draycot (B-242)

*Veined Ca rnel ia n ( C -206)

M edoux ( C-243)

*Breccia (B-245)

*Light Al ge r ia ( C -223 )

G reek S k yros ( C -221)

Penman (B-252)

~yptian

Porphyry (B-203)

*indicates "Also available m GREASE PROOF Kentile"

EASY INSTALLATION:
In every part of the United States there are Kennedy contractors ready
to install Kentile floors-instantly. The material is plentiful and stocked in
warehouses strategically located. And no flooring cl equal resilience and
durability can be installed as speedily and economically as asphalt tile.
Kentile can be installed directly over any hard, smooth, firm surfacecement, steel, terazzo, tile, concrete. Over these underfloors it requires no
underlayment. It needs no special protection against moisture or alkali.
The tiles are simply fastened to the underfloor by an adhesive. Even concrete on ground, below level, is perfect, and rough concrete need only
be smoothed by an asphalt underlay or cement finish . Expansion joints
should be filled but paint need not be removed except when the floor is
in contact with earth.
On double wood floors with top floor boards Kentile has been proven by
years of wear to be an excellent covering provided a lining of 15 lb.
saturated felt paper is used. Even on wood floors with wide boards Kentile
has been most successfully used providing a firm base is made for the
tiles with Plywood or an asphalt underlayment.

15 SIZES:
REGULAR SIZES

9" x 9"
6" x 12"

12" x 12"
18" x 24"

9" x 18"
12" x 24"

EXTRA COST SIZES- (A) 6" x 6", 12" octagon, 6" x 12" hexagon
"A" Group lowest,
(B) 4 1/4"x 4 1/4', 4 1'2 "x4 1'2", 4 1'2"x9"
"B" next, etc.
(C)
3" x 3",
3" x 6",
4" x 4"
HALF Tile (for diagonal installations)
6" x 6", 9" x 9", 12" x 12"

FEATURE STRIPS:

available in 18" lengths
from 1/2 " to 4" widths in multiples of 1'2".

3 THICKNESSES:

1

1. .. -

1

1... -

-?...

FACTORY WAXED:

burnished right into the tile at
the factory - saving an operation at the job - protecting the
tile immediately - providing a stronger, better original finish.

GREASEPROOF TILES: Standard Kentile is untouched by
every ordinary staining material-even common alkalis and acids. Cigarettes and matches leave no scar. And Greaseproof Kentile, although costing
slightly more, is a definitely low cost material that is absolutely proof
against any animal, vegetable or mineral fat or oils. They wash right oil,
even after being on for days. We urge you to prove this for yourself by
sending for our grease testing kit. Just mail a post card. Without obligating
you in any way we will gladly send the kit-an interesting laboratory experiment anyone can make. And notice, on our color chart, the sixteen
Kentile colors available in both Standard and Greaseproof Tiles-to be
used as needed.

The overall checkerboard ii

made of 9"x9" Veined Carne
lian and Travertine. It coulc
be made of any size tiles such as 4" x4", 6"x6", 12" xl2' '.
A l" White feature strip wai
used with the Toledo Red bor
der and 6" wall base. The set
in hop-scotch game was mad<
of 12"xl2" Cippolino tiles will
the lines and numbers of l'
White strips.

MR. BUILDER -

you can develop business by showing owners
the advantages of modernizing and improving interiors - today,
without using critical materials. Think how much freshness and
beauty can be created with simple wood, paint, and a colorful
Kentile floor . We will help you. Over 1,000 Kennedy dealers. located
in every part of the country, will gladly cooperate; inspect interiors ,
show samples or lend them to you, furnish quotations, etc. They will
work with you or for you. Call on your local Kentile dealer for
cooperation now (without any obligation.) If he is not known to
you, write our nearest office.

KEN.NE
• E:.DY.

~

~

evt/~

BROOKLYN, N. Y. -

.

INC.

58 Second Ave., Phone SOuth 8-7040

LOS ANGELES, CAL.-1815 W. 11th St., Phone Exposition 1189
ATLANTA, GA.-208 Bona Allen Bldg .. Phone Main 1488
CHICAGO, ILL. -

30 N. Michigan Ave .. Phone Central 6817

CLEVELAND, OHIO- 815 Superior Ave .. Phone Main 0623
BOSTON, MASS. -

40 Partridge St .. Watertown, Phone Watertown 9149

Manufacturers of Aluminum arch i tee tural products
were read ying them selves for thi s war, unknowingl y of course, for years past. The fabricating
m ethods they bad developed , the skilled workers
they had trained , enabled them to swing over
quickl y to war production.
Substitute some part of a combat plane for the
Aluminum window frame that's und er the weld er's
torch in the above before-the-war photograph .
N ow y ou have a eene today in an y one of the
plants that were form erly manufacturing Aluminwn windows.
The war effort has caused
development work to go on
at a greatly accelerated
pace. N ew problems are

being encountered and ;,,olve<l. M ethod of forming
and assembling Aluminum parts are b eing simplified, speeded up, improved. Additional thousands
of workers are b eing trained in these arts.
Vital to the war effort, this fac t also ha an
important bearing on the products y ou will b e
offered in the future. The advantages ofAlwninum
Alloys gained in making mate1·ials of war will b e
the same for the new produc ts at yo ur command ;
light weight, high strength , fine appearance, resistance to corrosion.
Aluminwn windows and sills, storefronts, sk y lights, coping will b e be tter than ever, lower in
co st , r eadil y availabl e from man y sources.
AL ~UN UM CoMPA Y OF AME RICA , 2167 Gulf
Building, Pittsburgh, P ennsylvania.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
IANUARY

19-43
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Jacket Design by Herbert Bayer for "Can Our Cities Survive?"
CAN OUR CITIES SURVIVE? By Jose

Luis Sert. Cambridge, Mass. ( 38
Quincy St.), Harvard Univ. Press,
1942. 259 pp. 12 by 9 in. illus. $5.00.

Tms MAY WELL prove to be an epochmaking book in the history of city
planning in America and Britain. For
while in our several ways we are often
thoroughly dissatisfied with our cities,
administratively, economically, aesthetically and so on, our several discontents have been for the most part
recorded in public documents, in
books for specialists and journals
reaching only limited groups. Now,
when large scale destruction is forcibly in the public mind with prospect
of reconstruction only at some distant
date, comes Mr. Sert's report in a
form calculated to reach a wide general public and work powerfully toward forming that public opinion
without which the most enlightened
recommendations of experts are powerless.
Mr. Sert, an architect, and vicepresident of the C.I.A.M., subtitles
his book "an ABC of urban problems,
their analysis, their solutions, based
on proposals formulated by the
C.I.A.M.," that is on the "chart" of
the International Congresses for Modern Architecture.
The format is striking, the short
wide page lending itself admirably to
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the almost poster-like popular presentations of the "chart" or manifesto or
confession of faith adopted at the
C.I.A.M. congresses of 1933 and
19 37. Well selected large types and
variety of page arrangement make for
easy reading. Over 300 illustrations
-plans, tables, diagrams, modern
photographs, old prints-help to hold
even the most casual reader, and the
very jerkiness of the text is effective
in a way lacking in a smoother, suaver,
fuller and more unified statement.
C.I.A.M.'s analysis of problems and
its statement of aims in planning for
human needs are in agreement with
those of most modern authorities and
with some of the outstanding experts
of antiquity and of the Renaissance;
and this is the stronger part of the
work. Even a brief summary of the
work done by other congresses and
conferences-national and international-by public bodies and by leading
private organizations and individual
experts would have given further support to these as well as definiteness to
the solutions proposed. Some of
those solutions have been already
realized in part, thousands of projects
are under consideration by planning
bodies of which there were almost
1500 in the U.S.A. and Britain alone
even a decade ago. Details of the
how and how much of the new type

By ELISABETH COIT, AIA

towns planned, proposed or built, and
of extensive legislative, engineering
and financing problems involved in
extensive replanning achieved would
help. So too would mention of solutions differing from those of C.I.A.M.
which, for example, has no mention of
allotments, uses "garden" as applied
to urban life mainly in the sense of
public gardens, and would house city
dwellers mainly in apartments with
communal green spaces, whereas the
great majority of families at least in
Britain and the U.S.A. prefer individual houses with private ground space.
A list of citations would have had
many uses quite apart from simplifying the somewhat erratic index. That
is not an essential. Not utterly detrimental either are the vagaries of the
translation with sequences and constructions awkward sometimes to the
extent of being obscure and renderings often dictionary-true but of dubious value in conveying an idea.
The test of a book's value is how
much it is read. And this one will be
read by the many in club, library and
school as well as by the relatively few
who can own copies of a book even
as moderately priced as this.
REMEMBER THAT. New York (Fifth

Ave. at 82nd St.), Metropolitan
Museum, l 94 2. 2 4 pp. 5 V4 by 7 V2
in. illus. $0.25.
ARCHITECTURAL MODELS: English and

French Miniature Rooms. By Mrs.
James Ward Thorne. Newark, N. J.
(Washington Park W.), Newark Museum, 1942. 32 pp. 7 V2 by 10 in.
illus. $0.25.

"THE RECORD of an exhibition of interiors of a generation ago" recently
held at the Metropolitan, "I Remember That" shows in careful documentary watercolors the full range: from
the salon where "provided there is
space to move about . . . there is
hardly likely to be too much in a
room," to dining room, kitchen, dentist's waiting and consulting rooms,
grocery, soda fountain, saloon, pullman. The watercolors are reproduced
from the informing Index of American Design compiled by the New York
City Art project of the WP A.
Alike for those who have seen Mrs.
Thorne's miniature rooms in the several centers where they have been ex<continued
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Art Guild pencils ore availab le in 17 p recision-mille d
degre es - 68 to 9H. Beautifully finished in green
lacquer, they come neatly pocked in a metal box.
Try the m at our e xpense. We will gladly send you a few
Art Guil d pencils for p erso na l test. Just drop us o note
on your le tterhead, specifying the deg rees you p refer.
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LINTON PENCIL CO., Lewis&urg, Tenn.
SALES OFFICES
112 West Ninth Street
Los Angeles, California

38 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois

3525 Southwestern Boulevard
Dallas, Tex•s
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hihited and to those who have not,
this beautiful catalog prepared for the
showing just concluded at the New.irk Museum will have value. Each
page is illustrated, the concise informative text well matches the fine
research and craftsmanship that went
into the making of the collection, and
the understanding of architecture is
not a little helped by the accompanying selected list of books on the life
and m<rnners of the times here presented in architectural microcosm.
FROM PLAN TO REALITY: THREE. New
York ( 400 Madison Ave.), Regional
Plan Assoc., 1942. v.p. 8 V2 by l l in.
illus. $1.50.

There will be FEWER OF THESE
Eyeglasses symbolize eyestrain. By reducing eyestrain through
proper lighting, your war production can be increased both
in quantity and quality. Fewer man-hours will be lost, fewer
rejects will come off your production lines.
Silv-A-King offers a complete lighting service-fine equipment (either fluorescent or incandescent) plus skillful engineering to lay out your lighting installation for maximum
effectiveness. Our ability to serve you well in lighting comes
from 21 years of experience as industrial lighting specialists.
A Silv-A-King lighting engineer is at your call wherever you
are located.
Bright Light Reflector Company, Inc.,
1033 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Write for new, 16-page Silv-A·King book:
"Light ls An Essential Production Tool"

A FewTypica/Silv-A-King Users:
AC SPARK PLUG
GENERAL MOTORS
FISHER BODY
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS

and many othen

SILV-A-KING MAKES
28

;'11-/iC WORK

FOR YOU

THE THIRD report of progress to date
and statement of problems ahead in
the development of metropolitan New
Jersey - New York - Connecticut. The
first two reports covered the years
1929-37, following publication in
1929 of the basic "Regional Plan of
New York and Its Environs." The
present work continues the record to
the end of 1941. Some of the material has already appeared in the Association's Bulletin, there is some new
matter, and the variously paged book
of some 4 score large well packed
pages is at once the record of achievement, almost a text book on some aspects of planning in a region composed of 22 counties including 495
municipalities in 3 states, and a readable guide to the new region in the
making.

PLANNING FOR PRODUCTIVITY. By
K. Lonberg-Holm and C. Theodore
Larson. New York ( 130 East 22nd
St.), International Industrial Relations
Institute, 1940. 43 pp. 7V2 by 93,4.
$0.50.

THIS GUIDE to planning, the work of
two architects, is "offered as a tool in
the constructive social task of increasing productivity for higher standards
of living," with reference especially to
building, considered from conception,
design, construction, use, and on to
elimination. For various types of
buildings designed for various types
of human endeavor it analyzes trends
and standards, and suggests means
looking to new and improved standards of performance.
Planning, even large scale planning,
can be shortsighted and irrational.
This short analysis is at once an outline to philosophy of planning, a guide
to how to plan, and a check on illconsidered plans.
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Safe - Time-Proven. The
Walker System of Underfloor Distribution hos universal acceptcince today
among leading architects,
engineers and electrical
contractors.

The World's Largest Office Building Uses

WALKER SYSTEM
OF UNDERFLOOR DISTRIBUTION
The Walke r o r ganization i s proud of the fa c t that the
Walke r Syste m of U nde rfloor Distribution was u sed in
th e n ew W a r D e partme nt Building a t Arlington County,
Va. For this huge, p entagon-shape d building i s " tops"
in office buildings !
W alk e r Broth e r s s upp li e d all und e rfloor mate rial s .
H arry Alexand e r , Inc. ins talled the e lectrical work.
Approx imate ly 550,000 fee t of s teel unde rfloor du ct were
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installed. More than 100 miles of it! In addition-Walke r
Brothe r s suppli ed thousa n d s and thousands of junc tion
boxes, preset in serts and ser vice fittin gs.
And-we are plea sed to r eport: This record job w a s ("ompleted in record time!
Talk with your e lectrical contrac tor about th e Walke r
Syste m of U nd e rfloor Distribution or write u s d irect.
Walke r Brother s, 30 Rocke fell er Plaza, New Yo rk Ci ty.
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Intersection of longitudinal and transverse girders
showing butt weld in face plate (bottom flange)
of transverse girder which carries reactions of longitudinal girders. Welding preserves continuity of
both the transverse and longitudinal girders.

,ARALLEL WELDING METHODS
FOR MARINE ANO BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Arc welding has become the accepted

In addition, many structural steel

method of building merchant ships be-

fabricators are today acquiring broad

cause of its demonstrated superiority

experience in welding fabricating steel

and its economy in the use of steel. In

for welded ships and other war con-

most respects welding methods em-

struction.

ployed in the marine field are applic-

Air Reduction's Applied Engineer-

able to steel building construction,

ing Department will supply detailed

since the structural engineering prob-

information on structural welding methods. We will be glad to assist you in

lems are similar, and the materials
used, as well as the fundamental welding problems are virtually identical.

Air

working out any problems of design for

Hatch end beam supported by main pillar carries
longitudinal stringers and girders, which in turn
support deck beams.

welded structures.

Reduction
General Offices: 60 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
IN TEXAS:
MAGNOLIA-AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO.
General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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When Today's Visions
Take Shape

No MAN can say what tomorrow's world will be like, but this much seems
assured: There will be new forms , new methods
and new economies of building that will have a farreaching effect on the way of life in this country.
Today, Stran-Steel is doing things with steel
that enlarge its scope and create new fields of

STR"N
ST££L
DIVISION OF GREAT lAKES STEEL CORPORATION
1130 PENOBSCOT BUILDING, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

usefulness. Traditional limitations of desi~n have
been overthrown, old practices revised, and a
vast fund of engineering knowledge acquired as a
reservoir for peacetime problems. Stran-Steel is
a progressive organization, well qualified to serve
the men whose visions will shape the future.
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NATIONAL
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-Hle'ltk
SIDE BY SlDE in the planes of Minneapolis-Honeywell and
ics subsidiary, The Brown Instrument Company of Philadelphia, control research for war and control research for
peace go on twenty-four hours a day . Our present job is co
provide the nation with the necessary equipment for combat,
for milica~y and defense housing and for essential war industry.
Out of this experience are coming developments in automatic
controls for American industry and American homes chat

will provide an effortless, scientific comfort and efficiency,
for pose-war living and working. To all who own or sell
heating and air conditioning equipment, or who use industrial instruments, we say: "M-H and Brown Engineers are
building, every day, every hour, for the war and for the
future." Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 2804 Fourth
Ave. S., Minneapolis , Minn. In Canada: Toronto, Ontario.
Jo Europe: London, England and Stockholm, Sweden.

AND NOW FOR 1943
JN

looking ahead at this year and the years to follow, we can learn much from the
experience of 1942. And the future looks much brighter than the year just past.
•
After a period of the most violent readjustment, of drastic changes in occupation,
in type of work, in location, in all business relationships, most architects and engineers
of the country are now "converted" perforce to war work. They have found, as best
they could, the places where they can be of greatest service for the immediate future.
•
Wherever they are, they are making good, their adaptability to new tasks is
proved; their ingenuity, combined with common sense, is now more widely recognized than ever. Every branch of the armed services has its quota of the professionsome in specialized services, some in combat divisions, some in civilian capacities.
Many others are in various government services where design, administration, and construction ability are needed, or they are serving war-production industries directly.
Others are engaged in postwar planning. Further readjustments are indicated in 1943
as the war construction program changes. Every architect we know of has done his
utmost to find the place where his abilities would count for most in the war effort.
•
In spite of this effort three significant mistakes mark the 1942 conversion effort.
First was the failure of government agencies and departments, with but few notable
exceptions, to take advantage of the architects' abilities immediately, and to the full,
in their building programs. Buildings better suited to their purposes, better planned,
using less critical material, costing less and built faster, would have been possible if
the best architectural talent had been called in at the inception of the building programs,
and had their advice been followed. Antiquated types of building and outmoded
standards could have been changed to measure up to immediate needs. The rigidity
of routine minds, ignorance of the abilities and functions of competent architects, pride
and prejudice, self-protection and justification of entrenched bureaucracies were in part
responsible for this mistake. Men were picked on the basis of some or any "engineering" degree rather than on the basis of proved ability in the construction field.

•
The second error was on the part of the profession itself in not recognizing the
situation, in being taken by surprise by the attitude of those in charge of war building.
And the third mistake was in not taking any effective action as an organized group to
correct the situation. True, individual firms did get government work for themselves
but on the whole the profession was not effective in selling its services to aid the war
effort in its professional capacities.
•
Now what have we learned from this experience that we can profit by in 1943
and the years that follow, especially looking toward postwar reconstruction?
•
First-we need to correct the misconception of both government and the general
public regarding the abilities and functions of the profession. This is possible in
two ways-one, by offering more completely integrated and efficient services on a more
rational business basis; and two, by more effectively selling such service through group
publicity and individual firm activity. An extension, rather than a contraction of architectural functions, is necessary. And now is the time for architects to plan to
enlarge this sphere of action, to formulate their plans for creating new technical teams,
new firms offering more complete services. It is time to devise means for selling such
service, and for setting up business procedures that will correct the erroneous impression
that both government and the public have held. The future place of the architectengineer depends on the profession itself, on the individual and collective plans of
its members, and its aggressiveness in carrying out those plans. Opportunities for
service will not be lacking in the postwar period, competition will be keen and the
profession must be prepared to meet it on the firm footing of sound business methods.
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CHURCH

OF

SAO

FRANCISCO

de

ASSIS

At Ouro Preto, Minas Gerais, built 1772-1794.
One of Brazil's finest Colonial north-of-Portugal-Baroque churches showing typical single
door, twin round towers, elaborate doorway
and medallion. Carving by El Aleijadinho, the
famed crippled mulatto sculptor of Ouro Prete.
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Jn the interests of closer relations with our good neighbors of South America and of better understanding of their
architecture, Philip Goodwin, AJA, representing both the
American Institute of Architects and the Museum of Modern Art, made a flying trip to Brazil. G. E. Kidder-Smith,
AJA, accompanied him and recorded their findings in the
superb 1photographs here reproduced. Still more of his pictures, many in color, are displayed at the current exhibition "Bazil Builds" at the Museum of Modern Art, from
January 13 to February 28, 1943, and are also included in
the book published in connection with the exhibition.
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RILLIANT contrasts give character to Brazilian life and Brazilian architecture-sunlight and shadow,
oad sea
rugged hills, lazy siestas and
progressive activity-and, in
esque, traditional C
nial,
of Portugal, and the most mo
"eth Century design.
e of
the modern work is brilliant,
hed, some xotic,
interesting. Throu
the
il,;.kij:iii~;;i:Jffi!)~
finds the imprin o
The hot sun,
and have been-~~~~~~~~~~~~~f;;~~~;-:;~~~
problem of prot
masonry, withs
of large louvers
ers). These ra
tical or ~mDJi:till
the SU

portions,
a
these have di. ~,.....~~""'1
heat, and encr
g veget t
tenance. The airplane may
While the dense hardwood
might provide some beautiful woods .,..·~·~"''"
Lumber, however, has not been universal
only preferred traditionally, as the usual
but because masonry also withstands the ,._,.,.......,...
subject to either dry rot or termites. In a 1
cement and manufactures its own reinforcing r
shapes of steel are not manufactured locally. Rer
ural successor, therefore, to the traditional stone
and engineers of Brazil are making increasing u
material. Brick is both plentiful and cheap.
Three other major factors have influenced th
architecture, from the founding of the first Por~~eg
These are the established Roman Catholic Church, t 1
the end of the Seventeenth Century, and the extensive ~~-·~
the feudal system which existed in the earlier days.
Development of style and taste in architecture has
trends-Portuguese and Spanish, at first, and later, in th
e ee t
tury, the influence of the Beaux Arts architects. In the 1 t er part
Nineteenth Century, L'Art Nouveau played a brief and
' r par
Modern architecture took hold in Brazil with a
eance
h n
Vargas government came into power in 1930. Yo
Brazilian ar
adopted the philosophy of Le Corbusier and, n
lly, adapted
as well. They were also influenced by the work o
of Germany and by the more monumental moder
contribution of the United States came largely through
skyscraper, with its elevators, its modern plumbing, and
ent lighting
rather than through any design cliches.
The government has had much to do with the development of modern
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architecture and many competitions have been held for the designs for
government buildings. They have boldly accepted the new architectural
concepts and have neither reverted to ancient Rome for their monumental
buildings, nor adopted the lavish Baroque of Portugal or Spain. The educational and cultural institutions are likewise advanced in architectural
concept. Hospitals, commercial buildings and, naturally, airports, are
modern almost without exception.
Some modern housing is being provided, although it may take time to
educate the poorer people away from the mud huts with thatched roofs
which perch on the mountainsides. There are some excellent examples. of
modern residential design and many excellent apartment houses which
have sprung up recently. Only a few owners and architects take advantage
of the almost infinite variety of plant material in planning their gardens
and patios.
Modern architecture in Brazil is vigorous, stimulating, vital, reflecting the
character of the country and its peoples-a country where contrast heightens
the values of both the new and the old.

J6

FORT SANTA MARIA
A splendid example of one of the old
forts guarding the harbor of Salvador,
capital of Baia. Simple in its architecture
and picturesque in its setting, and in its
use of materials, it remains as a monument whose military usefulness has
passed. The photograph makes an interesting contrast with the picture opposite, though they are far apart from
each other in point of time and place
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CASINO
PAMPULHA
Near Belo Hori:zonte

Oscar Neimeyer, Architect
The Casino is one type of building
little known in the United States
but a center of entertainment and
conviviality in most South American cities, as well as in Portugal,
Spain, and France. Dancing, floor
shows, restaurants, movies and
theatres, are often parts of the
Casino which caters to the pleasure-loving public.
The Casino is beautifully located
on the shore of an artificial lake
at Pampulha, the new development
of the vigorous city of Belo Horizonte. The spendid views of the
lake form a natural, continuous
and changing mural through the
glazed walls.
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CA S I N 0

P A M P U L H A, Oscar

Neimeyer,

Architect

Entrance Front, above; Plans, below
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The plans show the openness, the freedom of form and the
functional separation of the three parts. The kitchen and service
wing is well segregated from the public portions of the Casino.
From the large main hall ramps run to the second floor and serve
the dining, dancing and entertainment portion of the Casino.
One wall of the main room is made of small pink-toned mirrors.
Many of the floors are of deep yellow Portuguese marble. The
ramps are faced with onyx. The glass floor of the dancing portion
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of the restaurant is lighted from below. In this portion of the
building, the walls of the alcoves are made of tufted satin.
Vertical vanes, covered with tufted satin, are arranged to keep
out the glare and heat of the sun and yet to permit reflected
Iight to enter. The peculiar projecting canopy at the entrance,
which is seen in the illustration below, is not as arbitrary as
it might seem for it was designed to serve as an architectural
setting for a Maillolesque statue which was soon to be placed
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NORMAL

SCHOOL,

SALVADOR,

BAIA

This large Normal School is designed in simple rectangular masses,
and gains interest by the variation of fenestration . Long vertical
windows, grouped in tiers, contrast with broad wall spaces and
smaller horizontal rectangular windows. A two-story colonnade is
utterly simple in form, and is as pleasing in its proportions as it is
functional in its purpose . The swimming pool is an asset both
functionally and aesthetically. The reflections in the pool of the
light and shade of the surrou ndings add life and movement to the
views of the court. The simplicity and directness of the design
is characteristic: of much of the recent public: building in Brazil
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The light and shade of colonnades relieve the plane surfaces

High glazed doors fold back for light, air and ventilation

Wide covered porches serve both for circulation and for outdoor activities in inclement weather
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Niteroi, Rio de Janeiro

42

The open ground floor provides shade for outdoor activities.
Benches around the columns are pleasant adjuncts to the
design and to the comfort of the students. The small
windows of the outer facade light and ventilate the corridors but still provide a baffle against the hot sun. The
classroom windows, as shown above, open horizontally. The
building makes the most of the beautiful view across Rio bay.
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PASSENGER

STATION

FOR

COASTAL

BOATS,

Rio

de

Janeiro

Atilio Correa Lima, Architect
A design which achieves distinction with the simplest possible means, through the use of slight projections and careful
proportioning of plane surface and fenestration. The horizontal vanes of the windows are adjustable and fend off
the hot sun while still permitting through ventilation. The
windows near the ceiling of the first floor are well shielded
from glare by the projection caused by the nicely calculated
setback of the first floor wall, as seen in the illustrations
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VI TA L

BRAZIL

I N S T I T U T E , Rio de Janeiro,

Alvaro Vita! Brazil and Adhemar Marinho, Architects
One of the architects is the son of the scientist for whom
the building is named. The building is a laboratory for the
preparation of anti-snake-bite serum. The small window•
open on the corridors of the north, or sunny side of the
building. The photograph below shows the south, or shaded
side, with its large vertical banks of windows. The stair
tower has one unfinished wall to take future additions
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AIRPORT ,
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Janeiro

Atilio Correa Lima , Architect
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THE
SANTOS

SEAPLANE

STATION

DUMONT

AIRPORT

Atilio Correa Lima, Architect
Th is passenger station now serves both the land and seaplanes, as the landplane station, designed by the brothers
Roberto, has not yet been built. The design is utterly simple
but unusually attractive. Probably one reason for this is
the interesting contrast of the spiral stairs, which are
prominent in both the exterior and interior design, with
the simple, rectangular masses and plane surfaces of the
building itself. The extension of the lower floor, to provide
the observation platform above, contributes to the interest
in the disposition of masses, as well as serving entirely
utilitarian purposes. The contrast of Iight and shade of plane
surface and void-of thin, vertical mullions with dark,
glazed areas, contributes to the effectiveness of the design.
Planting has been very well carried out as a foil for the
architecture, and adds much to the pleasure of passengers.
The building is of reinforced concrete covered with yellow
travertine from the Argentine. The very attractive spiral
stairs are also of reinforced concrete.
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Looking down into the station from the mezzanine. The
upper floor with its glazed-in restaurant looks out over the
embarkation pier and opens on the observation platform.
The spiral stair is seen at the right below the second floor

An attractive covered passage connects the station with the
embarkation pier. The roof over the passenger walk is supported by diagonal steel struts which form a pleasing contrast
with the rectangular lines of the building from which it leads

A prominent feature of the interior is the spiral stair, of an unusual design,
the central support of which terminates at the landing. The raised-outline wall
map at the far end of the waiting room is both decorative and informative
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STREET

48

SCENE

IN

RECIFE

A picturesque, winding street in the capital of the state of Pernambuco, which was founded in 1548. Recife was occupied by
the Dutch from 1630- 1654 but few traces of this period remain.
Brazil established, in 1936, its SPHAN which has charge of the
preservation of the more important monuments of old Brazil
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AB I

ABI

Rio

BUILDING
de Jane

ro

Marcelo and Milton Roberto,
Architects

1rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
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One of the most famous modern buildings
in Brazil is probably best known for its use
of permanent vertical louvers which give
character to the facade. The architects provided in this building many different types
of space, ranging from the usual business
offices to club rooms, restaurants, a theater,
and an exhibition hall. The building is of
reinforced concrete faced with Tijuca granite
and travertine. The sun baffles are faced
with white cement and Alba sand. Thermal
insulation is provided by an air space between the concrete exterior walls and the
inner lining of hollow brick. This building
was published fully, with photographs, plans,
details and description in ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD for December, 1940, pages 73-79
inclusive.
Below, the terrace of the restaurant and
roof garden from which there is a splendid
view over the city and Guanabara Bay. The
planting is both colorful and cooling, as the.
many specimens of Brazil's exotic plant life
add color and prevent the undue glare which
would be reflected from an ordinary terrace
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A P A R T M E N T

HOUSES

Many new apartment houses have sprung up within the last
few years in the better residential sections of Brazilian cities.
At the right, the Alameda Sarao de Limeira apartments, Sao
Paulo, Gregori Warchavchik, Architect. Windows are protected from the sun by large, rigid, movable awnings, and
draperies which can be pulled across the openings. Again,
planting is used effectively, even in a small front yard.
Below, the apartments Praia do Flamengo, Rio de Janeiro,
Armando Faria Costa, Architect, built about 1938. Wellplanned, medium-sized apartments are provided in the most
desirable section of the waterfront. Deep balconies project
slightly from the facade and privacy is assured by the side
walls and the separation of balconies on both sides of the
building. The windows are especially noteworthy as sliding
sash are interchangeable with louvered shutters, at will.
Cloth awnings are also employed to provide shade.
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Another interesting apartment house, rua Bolivar, 97, Rio
de Janeiro, Dr. Soldanha, Architect, built about 1940. The
projecting terraces, centered on the facade, add greatly to
the interest of the design. The concrete grilles make interesting pattern and give scale to the building. Simple
awnings are used to shade the balconies and, again, planting
plays an important part in the attractiveness of the setting

Below, one of the large, modern apartments is the Edificio
Esther, Sao Paulo, Alvaro Vital Brazil and Adhemar Marinho,
Architects. The design is striking in the contrast of the
light wall slabs with the dark lines, which outline the edges
of the building and mark the floor levels. The shaft of the
completely glazed stair enclosure is another striking featu,-e
of the exterior. The penthouse apartments have garden terraces. All windows exposed to the sun have adjustable,
louvered awnings. The ground floor is occupied by shops
and in the basement below is the garage.
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AN

OLD

HOUSE

IN

OLINDA

A fine example of the architecture of the Colonial period is
shown in this photograph of a late Seventeenth Century
house, in Olinda. Its thick, rubble walls are covered with
pink stucco which contrasts with the typical rich, dark tile
of the roof. The delicately latticed balconies, supported by
heavy brackets, is typical of the older residential work.
Slender wood columns, widely spaced, which support the
roof of the balcony, are enhanced in contrast with the heavy
moulded capitals of the corner pilasters. The heavy, raised
panel doors are also typical of this period.
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HOUSE

FOR

JOAO

ARNSTEIN,

SAO

PAULO

Bernard

Rudofsky

Architect
Photographs taken in Brazil's winter
time, under adverse weather conditions,
cannot do justice to this outstanding example of modern domestic architecture
in Brazil. The house is planned with skillful directness in creating a garden home
in the city. It is virtually a country house
in the metropolis, and its five gardens are
closely related to the various living portions of the house which they serve. In
fact, because the architect carried the
walls to sufficient height in enclosing
each of the gardens, the owner has, in
effect, outdoor garden rooms. The enclosing walls (only a corner of one can be
seen at the left in the picture above)
are so designed that they will allow the
circulation of air, and while one can see
out through them, they obscure the garden from the street. The walls in summer are covered with vines and flowers.
The plan will bear minute and careful
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F0 R

study for it reveals a most skillful arrangement of its parts
and serves so effectively the way of Iife of the owner. The
parts are all easily accessible and yet are as easily isolated.
Actually the family could entertain five different large
parties which would not meet, if they so desired.
The house is as efficient in its construction and equipment
as it is in plan, for it is entirely air-conditioned and appointed with the most modern plumbing, lighting and kitchen
equipment. As the house is located on a former swamp,
concrete piles were used for the foundation. The house itself
is almost entirely reinforced concrete with brick fill, and it
is insulated throughout as well as having very thick walls.
The floors of the main rooms are of rich hardwoods, in solid
blocks some 1 6" square. For the large openings, and many
of the smaller ones, thick plate glass was imported from
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A R N STE I N ,

SA 0

PA U l 0,

Continued

the United States. The windows have sliding steel sash
and there are shutters which can be pulled down and
pushed out at an angle to act as awnings. Over the larger
openings there are sliding grilles or heavy, sliding, louvered
panels for protection against marauders.
The principal rooms are high-ceilinged, and the roof over
the central portion of the house is considerably higher than
is shown in any of the photographs. In this upper roof portion are run the large ducts for the air-conditioning of all
the rooms. Also, in this "attic space" is a large water tank
which supplies baths and kitchens.
The exterior of the house is of white stucco, since color is
provided by the profusion of flowers and shrubs of the various gardens. Orchids entwine around the slender porch
columns and the gardener's task is one of restraining pro-
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fusion and trimming back rather than making things grow.
The views above and below show the "sunbath" garden
which adjoins the master bedroom. Large glass doors slide
back to make room and garden one. Unfortunately, the
views were taken in June, during Brazil's winter . . . . The
vine-covered trellis protects the terrace at the west of the
sons' rooms which open on their own private garden
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THE

HOUSE

OF

OSCAR

NIEMEYER,

ARCHITECT

Cavea, Rio de Janeiro
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FLOOR

OPEN

••II

I

Architect Niemeyer's interesting modern
house was still under construction when
Mr. Goodwin visited it in 1942, and Mr.
Kidder-Smith took the photographs. The
house commands a magnificent view
across the bay, and was planned to take
full advantage of it.
The high living
room, the studio and the principal bedroom open toward the view, as do the
veranda and the deep shaded terrace under the house. The ground floor is open
except for the garage, storage rooms, and
a lavatory.
The spacious living room
and studio mezzanine occupy about twothirds of the enclosed space, and the
ramp, which serves both studio and bedrooms, forms one side of the living room.
The house is of reinforced concrete,
white stucco faced. The roof tile is red
and the sliding, louvered shutters at the
windows are blue.
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SEVERAL YEARS AGO l asked an architect who had just
completed a housing project to tell me the principle upon
which he had designed his facades.
"l got them," he said, "from the plates in Ramsay's
'Late Georgian Houses.' "
For some reason the remark seems less preposterous
after the passing of years than at the time it was made.
Not that the XVIII century flavor he gave his designs has
grown more congruous to the busy life which they enclose,
but rather because these facades, whatever may be their
absurdities, reveal at least the consciousness of an art in
housing: of a need for feeling and for expression, as well
as for science, which is too often unacknowledged in our
more recent projects. Strange as it may seem, these
Georgian exteriors were added on with love; a love which
was illusioned no doubt and misdirected but which was
nevertheless real. The architect, I think, built with his
heart, and the structures he has erected tell us so. We
perceive beneath the veneer of his scholarship an intention
to convey a mood, a thought; and that perception seems
to lift his work above the arid materialism which clothes
so often the more advanced science of our own day.
Not less of your ingenuity, gentlemen: not less of your
admirable common sense and practical genius, your commendable solicitude for the public purse. More of these,
not less; but could you not, without abridgment of your
zeal for firmness and commodity, include also that sym·
pathy for the human no less than the technical objectives
of your program which, fused into your buildings, might
illumine their dismal efficiency? I do not suggest that this
light should be made to shine from Georgian or Tudor
adulteries or from trimmings and furbelows of any other
style or from anything added on, whether in the name of
taste or of scholarship: still less from the application of
principles and rules of form gathered from the text-books
of aesthetes. I suggest, rather, that the architect should discover and guard some deeper purpose in his work than
that of mere shelter and sanitation-and that he should
find the means as an essential part of those practical processes by which materials are assembled and shaped for use
to make this purpose evident. l mean, in short, that the
housing project should be not an agency for social reconstruction merely but also a theme for art.
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the subtle force of idea and emotion in human affairs. They
would persuade us with argument when the way to our
hearts lies open before them. It has yet to be proved that
mechanical refrigerators have power to promote the good
life; but the power of window-boxes has been proved a
hundred thousand times.

*

It should be understood that I am not speaking of an
abstraction. I do not use the word art in the drawingroom sense of something to talk about. The art I have in
mind is essentially a process of giving emotional content
to things made by man. That is, in a housing project,
something real and very much to the point. I shall go so
far as to say that without such art (which I will call architecture) the housing project will fail as an agency for
social reconstruction. Those wise and compassionate persons who in their zeal for cleanliness and fresh air, for
decent sanitation and comfort, for economy and sound construction, have ignored the arts of expression little know
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*

*

At this point someone will ask if I expect to win the
war with window-boxes. To be scornful of the utility of
the arts (especially when these are warmed by sentiment)
and to be by that means dressed in a reputation of militancy and stem realism is the fashion since Pearl Harbor;
as if an interest in civilized living were inconsistent with
the objectives of this war. We flatter our enemies too
highly by so gratuitous an imitation. I am not for frills
in defense housing; and yet, even in the most temporary
of "living units," I would admit some considerations other
than the possibility of erecting these in nine and a half
hours. The workers in our war industries will not be made
more resolute by a too Spartan economy practiced upon
their wives and children; and, while we assure these workers in speeches and in print, in radio, poster, and cinema,
of our intention to defend their way of life, our promise
might well be made express and persuasive in the forms of
their dwellings, in the shapes and disposition of the planted
areas which environ these, and in the character of those
institutions, however temporary, which sustain the life of
the spirit. "The Japanese," said Ch'iu Tsai, " are a na·ive
people: they think that wars are won by armies."
Heaven knows that I would not shelter war workers or
the "low income group," or any other group for that matter, in ornamental buildings, and yet I think we have been
somewhat too re olute at times to be simple, functional,
and modern. A balcony or two should not disturb our
conscience, a canopy over a doorway here and there, a
curved line, a panel, a spot of color. String-courses are not
so expensive as to tax the resources of a government truly
intent on human happiness; and although I am not a lover
of cornices I see no reason why we should not cap our
walls with some material which would contrast with their
texture and color. We should consider more curiously the
nature and use of materials, and especially of the materials
of walls. Red brick is practical and wholly respectable,
but it is not the only material available to the architect; and
even if red brick were the only material it would yet be
susceptible to a hundred variations in texture, coloring and
pattern- few of which our architects have even hinted at.
There should be broad planes differing in materials, colors,
and textures; and these should answer each other in considered sequences. There should be also a liberal use of
white wherever that is possible: of a white which captures
and holds the changing tones and radiances of the sky.
Doorways, even in the plainest buildings, ought to have
some emphasis; doorways of stone or wood can give life to
the brick walls upon which they are placed. These, as well
as the other details I have mentioned, could be made less
costly by a reasonable degree of standardization and they
could, as Mr. Albert Mayer has suggested, develop in the
course of time their own idiom, not a "watered-down
version of the middle class"-a sentiment in which I
heartily concur.
We could do much more with windows than as yet has
been attempted. I am not for variations made to avoid
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monotony-these only make the monotony more evidentb.ut rather. for a more sympathetic consideration of proportion, spaong, and treatment. Those antique buildings in
the Harvard Yard-Holworthy, Stoughton, Hollis-owe
their serene dignity almost entirely to their windows. It is
surprising that we have learned that lesson so haltingly
here in Cambridge. This corner of the Harvard Yard is
very like a housing development: built for the use of men
who certainly had as little money as we have to spend
on architectural fripperies. The priceless ingredient in these
houses is a nice sense of spacing and of relationships, of
scale and rhythm. There is no plan or structure of so intransigeant a nature as to prohibit in some measure such
feeling and care; nor should such feeling and care be confined to matters of form merely or of appearances. We
should depend upon windows more than on any other
element in our design for that residential (I almost said
home-like) quality which the facades of a housing project
ought to have. People live behind these windows, and the
sense of that life should and can be made to shine through
them.

*

*

*

The character of buildings depends, more than most of
us realize, upon such details as window treatment and the
materials of surfaces; but I do not need to remind architects that these are after all only minor media in expression. That architecture is an art of three dimensions is a
truth never more evident than in the designs of housing
projects. The elements of those designs, the expressive
elements no less than the useful, are solid objects (buildings) set in space. It is with these that the architect builds
his patterns and the character of these patterns is chiefly
determined not by materials or details but by arrangements:
that is to say, by the shapes, proportions and relationships
of buildings, and by the shapes, proportions and relationships of the spaces between and around buildings.
Now the most usual and most obvious fault with housing projects, considered as patterns, is their extreme
monotony. The buildings are too much alike, too equally
spaced. Their dreary repetitions seem to go on endlessly. I
am persuaded that this monotony is as unnecessary as it is
fatal to good design. I cannot believe that there is any
science so tyrannous as to impose so iron a discipline; nor
can it be excused entirely by considerations of economy. In
an enterprise made up of so many human factors, of so
many and so nice questions of economic balance, there can
be, I think, no formulation of physical requirements so
definite as to prohibit all variations in the forms of buildings. Our faith in "expert opinion" is much too na'ive. Expert can be balanced against expert, as every lawyer knows,
on any topic under the sun and if it be heresy I will yet
declare my suspicion of a code of procedure so precise in
every part as that of the housers. Never, never-try as
they may-will they devise that four-family apartment
suitable for every family of four, Irish or Polish, Yankee or
Middle-West, Catholic or Puritan, tradesman or industrial
worker, nor will they ever suppress (I hope) the influence
of individual taste and irrational preference in the design of
homes.
I remember an argument, fought out to an extreme of
bitterness, over the height of buildings in a certain housing project; and no one knows to this day, and no one will
ever know, whether these should have been three or four
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stories in height. Why not, then, have some of three
stories and some of four? With the variations in heights,
variations in positions would follow (they should follow
anyway) and these could be so managed as to afford not
only sequences of crystallizations and groupings but also
new contrasts and new harmonies in the shape, scale, and
character of enclosed spaces. A quality of suspense or
surprise is essential to all vitality in form, and this is never
more true than in the forms of spaces. These spaces, it
must be remembered, are as important elements in pattern
as are the buildings: their forms and relationships must be
subject to our control. Our housing projects are too often
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cord of color and shape and the fact that they have foliage
and grass about them to give them totality and coherence,
to make of them a distinct and definite identity such as
could be grasped and appreciated as a whole. Without such
identity there could not, of course, be any satisfactory pattern.

like hospitals blown up to insane proportions, with ward
after ward following in an endless march; and they lack
even those central elements of administration and common
services which in hospitals sometimes pull these wards into
a tenuous unity.
It isn't their monotony merely, the tedious multiplication
of standard units, which gives housing projects so inhuman,
so antiseptic an aspect: it is even more their amorphousness,
their indeterminate shape as a whole. They begin in the
most casual way, zigzag endlessly over open spaces nervously dotted with trees, and end nowhere. You could double
their size or reduce them by a third, and still they would
be the same. Nothing is there other than the deadly con-
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I think of housing projects as inward-looking groups.
By this I mean, not only that they should have some appreciable boundaries such as would set them apart from
the city as a whole but that they should have at their
center some interests which are shared in common by all
and which are expressed in structures or open spaces shared
by all, so that the life of the project would be focused towards the center and away from the boundaries. The
residents should of course share the life of the greater city
of which they are a part; and the life should flow in and
out of the area at many points about its perimeter; but,
beyond this, they should feel themselves also a part of a
smaller community, of a neighborhood.
This dual rhythm, like that of a great heart, should be
expressed in the pattern of the whole. It is all very well
to "discourage" outside traffic through residential areas, but
one should not carry the principle so far as to create labyrinths. I have seen housing projects which resemble nothing
so much as rabbit warrens, so confused and intricate are
the spaces; and I wonder that any one who gets into them
ever finds his way out. Something other than traffic, I
think, was discouraged.
I am equally depressed by those designs which go to the
opposite extreme and provide a single wide avenue or
vista, open at one end and leading straight into the center.
The unity here achieved is that of an institution, not that
of a neighborhood. No scheme is more likely to invite an
outward, rather than an inward movement; and this is made
more rather than less obvious when, as sometimes happens,
the vista is ended by some imposing dome or portico or
commemorative monument. What is wanted is a heart
which belongs to the neighborhood alone. Your heart is no
longer yours if every Tom, Dick and Harry can look into
it.
I think that there should be streets and that these, with
the exception of a few circumferentials, should lead from
the perimeter towards an open space at the center and,
whenever such an arrangement is practicable, the walls of
buildings should follow the lines of streets. I would restore
the street as the basic element in my pattern. The streeta term which implies a public thoroughfare lined with
buildings-is a theatre for a habit of life invented near
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the beginnings of social growth, and perhaps we should
think at least twice before we decide that zigzags in a
park are truly more appropriate to a habit of life thus
embedded in history. And how, without history, shall we
hope for expression in architecture? Every one will agree,
I think, that the most beautiful part of Boston is that part
lying on the western slope of Beacon Hill; and yet it will
be thought strange that I should find in this area a lesson
useful for the architects of housing projects. Heaven forbid
that they should copy for the unsuitable pleasure of a
"low income group" the elegant complacencies of Bulfinch,
and yet they might, I think, observe that unmistakable
quality of neighborliness, of people aware of each other
and of a common sentiment, which is in part at least the
consequence of a pattern shared by house and street. The
houses are designed for the streets, the streets for the
houses. Certainly I would copy neither the streets nor the
houses of Beacon Hill; but I would have our buildings
grasp the pattern of our streets in a similar manner and so
attain a similar unity, a similar clarity and definition, a
similar humanity. I would have that sense of scale and
articulation; and, yes, there should be backyards "decently
confined" and recreational areas clearly set apart from
those spaces meant for circulation and service. I should like
those persons who determine the orientation of our new
houses to consider if that might not be worth some abatement of their strict regulations. For my part, I am not so
avid of the sun as to wish its rays to fall on every inch of
my facades.

*

*

*

I think it most unfortunate that housing projects have
so little relationship in their outward aspects with the patterns of their environments. If you fly over them they look
like bright new patches on the worn fabric of the city.
They will never become integral with the city, so opposed
are they to its prevailing lines and scale. And yet they are
parts of the city and not institutions set into it. I would
restore the street if only to recapture in part the unity of
neighborhood and surroundings; and for the same reason
I should establish definite boundaries for my play areas and
see to it that play did not overflow these boundaries. I
have seen more than one housing project in which boys of
the noisy age flow in from all the adjacent areas and fill
the area with the clamor of their games so that the people
who live there are, in effect, living in a playground: a
very moth-eaten playground cut into little pieces, like a
jig-saw puzzle, by squirming lines of concrete walks. The
street is among the most pleasant and beautiful inventions
of man.
It has occurred to me in connection with the use of
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streets that housing developments might be improved (and
made more practicable of achievement) if they were less
compact. A few sites assigned here and there for the littlehigher-than-lowest income group might be left for development by "private enterprise," so that our design is spread
out a little and seasoned by variants which would be congenial also to our social objectives. I should invite a few
accidents in my design; all the more so if these served to
fuse my project into the wider design of the city.

*

*

*

New England villages, in the days when New England
possessed a unique and eloquent culture, had at their
centers a common. I would have a common at the heart
of every housing project; but let me hasten to add, before
some draughtsman draws a picture of my "suggestion" as
elm-dotted field and picket fence and white spired church,
that it is the idea, not the form, that I have in mind. At
one side of my common would be the shopping center; at
the other, the neighborhood institutions. The Housing
Authorities, if I had my way, should assign sites for these,
to be sold at reasonable prices and controlled by reasonable
regulations. You have a city now without a city's amenities;
a place to live in without that which makes life tolerable;
technique without end, and no soul whatever.
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ways an unnatural grouping of human beings; and, while
they give internal strength and direction to the common
life within its boundaries, they should provide also that
symbol and focus which will pull into unity all the diverse
elements of our design.
In and near the buildings which house the neighborhood
institutions I would have sculptures and paintings-and
the art of the landscape gardener should find an opportunity
in the open spaces. Anyone who has seen the sculptures
and fountain at the Harlem project (the one at 155tb
Street) will agree with me that the money which paid for
these "artistic frills" was wisely spent. I know, of course,
that these can't be paid for by housing authorities; but
it would seem that the wise policy of the Treasury in
respect to post offices might be extended to embrace other
buildings built by the Government. I am for restraint and
measure in these things, and I take it that restraint and
measure are not terms which define starvation. Our arts
of sculpture and painting need precisely this kind of
patronage.

*

I would not place the shopping center outside the housing project "at traffic junctions," as so many experts have
suggested. I need no expert to show me what havoc automobile traffic plays with a shopping center. Shops are
unifying factors; yes, and civilizing factors, too. There are
few activities more pleasant than spending money and
when you spend money in the company of your neighbors
-to buy food and other things for your husband and
children or, for that matter, to give a party-that is a
social activity even though it has not yet been identified
as such in the quaint vocabularies of sociologists. These,
and some housing authorities, are much too snooty about
shops and markets. Shops and markets, with their colored
letterings, bright windows, neon lights and the murmur
of crowds, disturb their antiseptic calm-and that is precisely what is needed.

*

*

*

My institutions should include a school, and I am inclined to like the idea of a school district whose boundaries
are co-terminous with that of a housing project. I should
suppose that, with a little good will on the part of boards
of education, that should not be impossible of realization.
I do not like the idea of a club for grown-ups in the school
but perhaps that is only my prejudice. I go to my club to
escape, not to find , restraint and guidance and I imagine
that low-income folk feel much the same way. I should
have a public library and a gymnasium and, above all, a
church- if not one church for all, then several churches and
a synagogue. I don't see how we can expect to create any
social cohesion or any community spirit, still less an
affection or loyalty of residents for their neighborhood, if
people must go outside its limits to meet together in prayer
or to attend a wedding, a funeral, or a christening. These
things of the spirit can be made to illumine our new social
fabri c even though this is patently an artificial and in some
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*

*

The trouble with most of our housing projects lies in the
idea which the architect sought to express. Architects have
been with notable exceptions too concerned with techniques, too intent on economy, lighting and sanitation, to
give much thought to the human significance of their undertaking. Their science has been competent and active, but
their insight and understanding has been neither deep nor
sure. This is the true reason for that quality of unreality,
of deadness, of alien manufacture which most housing
projects seem to possess. Because the idea which is the
spring and life of every work of art was too little understood to admit a deep expression, the search for form, which
was genuine so far as it went, did not carry the architect
beyond an intellectual satisfaction in distribution and arrangement. You can make any number of entertaining
patterns out of the buildings of a housing project without
endowing these with the faintest breath of life. You can
play with these buildings in the way a child plays with
blocks--or, what is quite the same thing, in the way an
academic architect plays with peristyles and domes-and
you delight the aesthetes with no end of balance, symmetry,
rhythm, coherence, and every other quality admired of
schoolmasters, and yet achieve not the slightest imaginative command. For that command you have to look far
beyond the immediate practical exigencies of your problem;
you must discover, far below surfaces and appearances, the
true intent and significance of that which you are doing;
and then you must be resolute to bring that to the surface,
to make it express and visible. Your form must grow
directly out of that discovery: out of the totality of the
thing to be done.
I do not wish to end this essay without an affirmation
of my faith in public housing. There is no more promising
manifestation of that new will to use our collective strength
to promote our collective happiness : of our determination
to reshape our world to a form fit for human living. We
did not expect to create that world without initial failures.
and disappointments : to overcome with a single blow that
terrible genie which has been released from the stacks of
our factories. We see now that our science alone will not
be adequate to that task. We must put more art into our
housing.
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A new "world's largest" office building
--the Pentagon Building, Arlington, Virginia, now being occupied by the War
Department
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THE ARMY'S PENTAGON BUILDING
Construction Division, U. S. Army Engineers; Lt. Col. Clarence Renshaw, District Engr.
G. Edwin Bergstrom, David J. Witmer-chief architects
John McShain, Inc.; Doyle and Russell; Wise Contracting Co., lnc.-general contractors

"world's largest and best-equipped office
building," to a new set of specifications, is the Army's
Pentagon Building, just now receiving thousands of office workers in its more than 6,000,000 sq. ft. of gross
area.
Some years ago, a new "world's largest" meant a new
height record, with similar spaces stacked up vertically
as high as necessary. Elevator shafts were the principal
space problem, and vertical travel virtually the only transportation worry.
All that is reversed in the Pentagon Building. It is
done in concentric "rings" of office space in a few horizontal planes. It occupies a great area in Arlington, Va.,
so that transportation problems are threefold. Inside the
building, transportation involves largely horizontal distances. Outside the structure there are the highly complex
difficulties of access to the building from the Washington
world across the Potomac. And where inside and outside
meet, terminal facilities must provide for 40,000 people,
arriving in automobiles and buses, with a peak of 30,000
people an hour.
The decision to build horizontally instead of vertically
did not rest just on economic considerations such as elevator cost vs. expense of great roadways and cloverleaf crossovers, or city site vs. outlying land. To begin with, the
objective in the original planning was to house all workers
of the \XTar Department, then in 17 scattered buildings, in
a single structure
Washington streets and facilities
LATEST MODEL

were already overcrowded, would rapidly get more so.
Moreover, there was a trend toward living outside Washington, and anything that would encourage that trend was
desirable. Thus did the Pentagon, with its concentric
rings of buildings and courts, come into being.
Describing the development of the pentagonal plan, the
architects' analysis says:
"A building without elevators could not be many stories
high, even with ramps in place of elevators. Ramps were
necessary for the quick and fluent movement of thousands
of occupants. A building housing 40,000 occupants on a
few floors required a very large area per floor. Such a
great floor area, distributed in wing after wing, a score of
wings, in the usual manner of large (and yet much smaller)
buildings would . . . impose long distances of travel.
The center of a circle being the nearest common point from
which to reach any point on the circumference, and a relatively small ring within a larger ring being the shortest
line of travel from which to depart to reach points on the
larger ring, also lead to the determination of a pentagonal
plan, composed of a series of pentagonal and concentric
rings. The innermost part of the inner ring became a
relatively short main corridor from which, much as spokes
of a wheel, radial corridors reached to the outer rings.
Bordering these radial corridors were the logical locations
for stairways and toilet rooms."
Architecturally the building is "far from, yet reminiscent of, the classic tradition." Limestone, so familiar in
U. S. Army photo

SECOND

FLOOR.

Horizontal, not vertical, distances measure the Pentagon Building. There are
virtually no elevators, just a few escalators, but there are 16 Vz miles of
corridors. Eight ramps, 20 to 30 ft. wide,
provide the principal vertical circulation.
The corridor which lines the central
court is the shortest way around the
building and therefore provides the main
circulation horizontally. Radial corridors
fork off from it across the courts to
various sections of the building. Thus
are distances kept to a minimum. Multilevel, fully-enclosed bridges carry the
radial corridors across the inner courts.
One of the courts becomes, at first floor
level, an interior roadway for maintenance vehicles, post office deliveries, and
fire trucks.
Offices are numbered by floors, building rings, corridors, then room numbers. The visitor might be directed to
4-A-3-1 O; 4 being the floor, A the ring,
3 the corridor, and l 0 the room.
Principal entrance for employees is a
great bus and taxi station with a concourse above. At the ground level, buses
come directly in to the station loading
platforms; 28 of the large trailer-type
buses may load at the same time, and
the bus lanes may be cleared in three
minutes. Stairs lead up from the loading
platforms to the concourse, which measures 150 by 680 ft. The concourse is
lined with shops, a post office, bank,
and lunch counter
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Above: The concourse, a forest of red columns between walls of
glazed terra cotta, is 680' long. The ceiling height is 10' - 11 V2"

government buildings, was used for the exterior perimeter. The building itself is of reinforced concrete and
all exterior walls of the inner rings and the center court
are of architectural concrete. The roofs of the outer and
inner rings are sloping and are covered with mottled green
slate. the color chosen to blend with the landscape in the
interests of camouflage. Indeed, the Pentagon Building,
now sheer and stark, was visualized as taking on a friendlier aspect as the trees and shrubs of a 300-acre landscaping
project grow and mature. The proper planting of the site
of any building enhances its design.
Each of the five facades of the exterior portion appears
as the front, with 140 ft. colonnades of 36 ft. columns,
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Below: Air conditioning discourages formation of ice and condensation in the bus terminal. Acoustic tile minimizes noise

and two flanking colonnaded entrances. However, two of
the sides appear more important, the central colonnades
being projecting porticos. Elsewhere the columns are engaged with the wall, and one of the sides provides a
canopied delivery platform 300 ft. long. Reaching out from
each of the two more important facades, there will be an
extensive terrace, and extending toward Columbia Island
and the Lincoln Memorial, there will be a 1,000-ft. landscaped mall. From the terrace looking across the lagoon
and the Potomac to the National Capitol extends a garden terraced in three levels. Each is designed to provide
an approach from lower elevations and a setting of dignity for the building as viewed from important highways.
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HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING AND
LIGHTING THE PENTAGON BUILDING
THE huge Pentagon Building is supplied with heat ana air conditioning from a
separate powerhouse building through an underground tunnel 1500 ft. long. The
boiler-refrigeration plant is constructed of reinforced concrete design and construction was started before bids were received on the ultimate equipment. In
spite of this rush, the plant was completed with a good utilization of space.
·Charles S. Leopold, mechanical engineer, was consultant on this work.
The necessity for speed and design of equipment of the entire building was
such that construction was already in progress before final layouts could be
.made for mechanical equipment. This involved the necessity of spacing and sizing thousands of openings in the concrete frame before the ducts, pipes, shafts,
.etc., had been studied in detail. Another design problem was the saving of space
for fans and conditioning apparatus throughout the building itself. As finally
worked out, there are more than 500 fans tucked away in some 200 small spaces
throughout the building.
.Atmospheric Control System

The air conditioning system was designed for maximum flexibility; partitioning is possible, without change of the perimeter system, as the design in effect consists of one unit for each window. Because of the large areas supplied
by the one system, there is somewhat less flexibility in the interior spaces, but
there are compensating factors in the air supply to counterbalance this difficulty.
The so-called perimeter space is considered to be that within 25 ft. of the windows, which are approximately 10 ft. on center.
The problem of conditioning the space near the windows is solved by the use
of combination window units for either heating or cooling. These units form
the entire sill and stool. They are of the induction type, in which a jet of
air from the room goes through a steel-finned heater within the unit. The re·
suiting mixture is discharged through a grille in the top of the unit.
These units differ from the ordinary application in the following respects:
1. They have a sloping sill which serves the dual purpose of aiding air distribution and preventing the obstruction of air flow by the piling up of books
and papers; 2. the units operate with a constant quantity of air from the jet,
so that ventilation is automatically maintained, and control is effected by varying the temperature of air supply to the jet. The ultimate control is effected
by the use of a self-contained hot water control valve on the forced hot water
heater. The primary control involves the temperature of the air supplied to the
jet, this temperature being determined by outside weather conditions, including
the intensity of solar radiation. The amount of air supplied through the jet
is the equivalent of that required for cooling in peak summer weather.
Although this system was designed to function without local manual control,
provision was made so that independent controls can be managed where small
areas are partitioned from the general space. Adjacent to each window there is a
vertical duct which supplies air to the window unit from the conditioning apparatus located on the fifth floor. These ducts are prefabricated of asbestos,
and comprise a central core and external insulating sheath. All fittings and
tap-offs also were prefabricated. The interior spaces are supplied by horizontal ducts furred into the ceiling. Circular diffusion ceiling outlets are used
in some areas and sidewall outlets in others.
Both the interior and exterior systems are supplied by the same air washer
systems. In general, these comprise return air dampers, relief dampers, fresh
air dampers, direct surface dehumidifiers, spray pump, filters, and from three
to five fans. The air supplied to the local recirculating fans for interior spaces
is the straight dehumidified air. The air for window units is temperaturecontrolled by a reheater and by the admixture of recirculated air, the control being effected by outdoor temperature and the intensity of solar effect.
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Combination window units for either
heating or cooling provide the air conditioning for the space at the building's
perimeters, the units forming the entire
si 11 and stool. They operate on the induction principle, in which a jet of air,
from a vertical duct beside the window,
induces a flow 'of air from the room. The
resulting mixture of fresh and recirculated air is discharged through the top
grille. The air supply is constant, so that
ventilation is always maintained. The
sloping sill aids air flow and discourages
the piling up of books on the grille
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The control room is planned and equipped for efficient operation

For the typical office space of the building there
are approximately sixty washer systems.
The chilled water used for drying and cooling
the air is supplied by twelve 1120-ton centrifugal
refrigerating units. These are capable of chilling
approximately 24,000 gallons of water per minute,
from 53 to 43 degrees. There are 80 spray and coil
type dehumidifiers in which the chilled water cools
4,000,000 cu. ft. of air per minute to 55 degrees.
The boiler equipment consists of five 80,000 lb.
per hour three-drum units with multiple retort underfeed stokers. The plant is equipped with mechanical dust precipitators. The products of combustion pass through the induced draft fan and
emerge from a stub stack approximately 6 ft. above
the roof. Means have been provided to maintain a
high velocity in order to carry the products of combustion clear of the building. The water treatment
consists of the use of deaerating feed water heater
with Zeolite treated make-up water.
The huge bus terminal introduces a special ventilating problem. Here there are eight large fans
which supply sufficient air to keep the carbon
monoxide content within safe limits. The primary
control on these fans is manual, but they are also
mastered by carbon monoxide controllers which will
turn on the ventilation in the event that the operator has not anticipated the condition. A small
amount of heat is used to temper the air in order
to keep the area dry.
The Electrical System

About 570 fans, tucked away in service areas, distribute conditioned air

Pneumatic tubes for interoffice communication save many messenger miles
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The power supply for the whole operation is obtained from the local utility company, and is transmitted at 66,000 volts to two 33,000 KVA transformers located adjacent to the boiler-refrigerator
plant. These transformers reduce the voltage to
13,800 for distribution to the main building and
to the boiler-refrigeration plant. Within the Pentagon Building there are sixteen transformer vaults of
2,000 KV A capacity each. Each vault has four
transformers distributing on a radial feed system,
with provisions for paralleling buses in the event
of transformer failure. The secondary distribution
is three phase, four wire, 125-216 volt.
The general illumination of the building is essentially indirect, utilizing bottom bowl silvered
lamps. The sight line is controlled either by a
glass bowl or by concentric metal rings. In many
cases the lighting fixture has been combined with
the air outlet, this combination consisting either
of the indirect fixtures described above or a prismatic refractor, and in a few cases, of light louvers.
A limited system of underfloor duct is provided
for signal systems, such as buzzers, intercommunicating phones, and the like. All areas are provided with centrally-controlled synchronous clocks.
There is provided also a complete combined watchman's tour and fire alarm system, with other protective systems in large areas.
The Pentagon Building houses the largest private
branch telephone exchange, with a capacity of 12,000 extensions.
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View of boiler room in separate building. Boilers are for heating
only, as electric power is provided by the local utility company
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Air conditioning equipment occupies nearly half of the utility
building, boiler room and control room taking the remainder
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One of six main cafeterias, which serve a total of 6,000 persons at one time
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Additional facilities are provided by beverage bars in corridors

Some appliances in the kitchens and bakeries are heated by electricity
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Acoustic treatment was specified for the
entire building. One group of rooms that
received special study as to acoustics was
review rooms for sound motion pictures.
The ideal condition sought involved two
principal procedures: l. to install an
amount of sound-deadening material calculated to reduce sounds to give an acceptable time of reverberation without
making the room too dead, and 2. to
modify the interior surfaces, as shown
above, so that reflected sound would be
di verged to produce the desired mixture,
or " diffusion," of sound without the
usual resonance effects. F. R. Watson
was consultant on acoustics
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PLANNED COMMUNITIES

PLANNING PRINCIPLES APPLIED IN WARTIME
By TRACY B. AUCUR

PLANNING THE POSTWAR COMMUNITY
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PLANNING PRINCIPLES APPLIED IN WARTIME
An account of the planning of a town for Willow Run workers

By TRACY B. AUGUR"'

THE AMERICAN people build a new city every 11 days.
This is not a war production figure; it's just the average
record of the past hundred years. The 1940 census lists
3,464 urban places with a population of 2,500 or
more. The 1840 census lists 162. In the intervening
century no less than 3,302 communities gained and held
their place as American cities.
Thirty-three cities a
year, 2% a month, for a hundred years-complete, funcThat's quite a record,
tioning, populated new cities!
even in these days of Liberty ships. It establishes the
American people as a nation of new city builders.
In the spring of 1942 the American people decided
to devote their traditional energies to the building of yet
another new city, made necessary by the fast moving
events of war.
This time the need was critical. A mammoth defense
industry had been built in open country on the assumption that labor could be recruited from the farms and
villages for 30 to 40 miles around. Pearl Harbor changed
the defense industry to a war industry. Rubber-borne
transportation lost its source of rubber. Military recruitment and war production cut deeply into the available manpower. Full and early production at the new plant became doubly urgent. Housing for its huge production
lines was nearly complete, the largest factory ever built
by man. Housing for the men and women who would
have to be drawn in to operate the production lines was
practically non-existent. There was scant time to construct it before the coming winter, when needs of the plant
for labor and needs of the labor for housing would become
acute.
The plant in question was the Willow Run bomber
plant, 28 miles from down-town Detroit. The new town
was one part, a relatively small part, in fact, of a housing program designed to meet the most critical needs of
its growing labor force. According to the operating company, that force would reach a peak of 100,000 in early
1943.
The over-all housing program contemplated a
total of 30,000 family dwelling units, half to be built
by private and half by public enterprise, together with
accommodations for around 20,000 workers in temporary
dormitories and apartments. A third of the huge labor
force would still have to commute.
Of the 30,000 dwelling units, the 15,000 to be built
by private enterprise and 9,000 of those publicly financed
were to be built in existing communities within reasonable distance of the plant, where essential services could
be expanded without undue difficulty. That would more than
take up the absorptive capacity of those communities.
The remaining 6,000 dwelling units, 20 per cent of the
*Town Planner
Assistant to Director,
Studies, Tennessee Valley Authority.
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total, were to be built as a new town in the plant's immediate vicinity. By thus dividing the construction program between public and private enterprise, and between
communities ranging from 4 to 12 miles from the plant,
it was hoped to distribute the load without too great
burden over a territory that already was short of water
supply and of needed capacity in other essential services.
The 6,000 houses in the new town were to be placed as
close to the plant as possible in order to reduce dependence
on rubber-tired transportation and were to have their
own utilities and municipal services to avoid overloading
those in other towns. Because the plant would have a
postwar employment of 25,000 or more, according to the
estimates of Company executives, the new town was to
be built on a permanent basis.

Planning a New Town
With this program of need and the terrible urgency of
war behind it, the planning of the new town began. The
first problem was to find a suitable site, the second to
In both particulars
organize it for convenient living.
the increasing restrictions of the war program played a
major role. Transportation was a vital factor. The site
should be, if possible, within walking distance of the
plant, yet safety required that it be at least a mile away.
Materials and labor for basic utilities were scarce, yet
the land around the plant was flat and needed heavy
under-drainage for intensive use. Water supplies were
limited. Wells and auxiliary supplies developed for the
plant were sufficient for its use but no more, and were
jealously guarded against diversion. The supply of nearby Ypsilanti was already over-taxed, and its planned expansion would no more than take care of additional housing
scheduled for that city. The Detroit system, though already extended to within ten miles of the plant, would
need new and larger mains to serve the new housing that
had been programmed along its lines. Utility developments and extensions that would have been relatively simple in peacetime were ruled out by war shortages in materials and labor.
Choosing a Site
Although many of the restrictions on site selection for
the town of Willow Run were born of war, they were not
essentially more severe or more numerous than those that
ordinarily affect the location of a new community. A
brief review of the analysis that preceded final choice
may therefore throw light on the general process of site
selection in the planning of new towns. It involved finding answers to a long list of questions:
1. What purpose was the new town to serve, immediately and in the future?
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Figure 1 : Firs t step in town planning for
" Bomber City ", a diagram of the territory in
which a suitable town site was sought. This
site, near Willow Run , was divided into four
quadrants by transportation I in es and county
line . Plant lies in southwest section. The small
city indicated is Ypsilanti

2. How large should the town be to serve that purpose,
and what were its prospects of later growth?
3. How big a site was needed for a town of that kind?
4. Within what territory were sites of that type available?
5. Within that territory how did alternative locations
rank with respect to
(a) water supply, sanitary sewerage, storm drainage
(b) electricity, gas, telephone services
(c) cost of land in dollars and in disturbance to existing institutions
( d) suitability for urban development
( e) relationship to existing governmental unitscounties, townships, school districts and other
cities
( f) highway and other transportation facilities
(g ) compatability with a sound program of regional
development, etc. ?
The new town of Willow Run had a primary and immediate purpose that overshadowed all other considerations
in site selection. It was to provide living accommodations
for plant employees and their families, in a form that would
provide the security and satisfaction essential to continued personal efficiency throughout a sustained period
of war production. Its postwar functions were of secondary
concern, but would be similar to its wartime function except for an increasing diversity in the nature and location of the employment centers that it served.
The size of the initial population was predetermined by
the town's part in the total housing program, but was
safely above the minimum needed for successful operation
of an urban community. The census puts places of more
than 2,500 people in the urban class. Experience has shown
that ordin arily a larger population is needed to support
essential institutions, at least a thousand families and
preferably several times that number. There is no precise
figure that forms the dividing line between success and
failure, or between efficiency and inefficiency in operation.
The 6,000 families assigned to Willow Run afforded a
good operating base, and there was every indication that
a town of that size would have a useful function even
if employment at the plant were drasti cally curtailed at
war's end. There was no positive indication that a larger
town in that location would be necessary, but neither
could it be said that enlargement never would be needed,
or that a moderate increase would be undesirable.
The amount of land needed for such a town could not
be stated in abstract terms ; much depended on site conditions. It was the amount needed for 6,000 dwellings,
with their streets, schools, churches, shops, playgrounds,
parks, public works and protection from outside encroachment. It was the amount needed to permit economical
development without the necessity of draining swamps,
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clearing woods or incurring excess construction costs. For
purposes of site selection, it was enough to know that
several square miles of contiguous land would be needed.
The territory open for consideration was limited by
the growing transportation crisis. A 5-mile radius from
the plant was the outer limit, a closer location much to
be desired . In ordinary times this restriction would have
been less severe, although reasonable proximity to work
is desirable in any case. But during the years of the plant's
war operation, the rubber tires on which Americans customarily escape their factories were to be critically scarce,
therefore the less dependence on them the better. More
than half of the family housing built for the Willow
Run plant would of necessity be 8 to 12 miles away, along
a rail line that might be pressed into service if rubber
failed.
It was important that the remainder be built
within walking or short-haul distance.
The territory available for town location was further
limited by the size of the plant and adjacent installations
at the center of the area. Within reasonable allowance
for safe clearances, an area approximately 3 by 4 miles was
barred to housing development. In only one sector was
there any possibility of bringing housing within reasonable walking distance of the plant entrance.
Figure 1 depicts in diagrammatic form the territory in
which a suitable townsite was sought. The diagram has
been distorted in scale and details have been omitted
for obvious reasons. The territory is divided into four
quadrants, first by a belt of main highway and rail Jines
running east and west, and second by a county line run ning north and south. The plant lies in the southwest
quadrant and is entered from the west and north.
The two quadrants to the east are wholly rural. They are
made up of flat land with insufficient relief for good drainage and with a high water table. The southwest quadrant is of much the same character, except for the presence
of lakes which break its continuity, and for a strip of urban
development along its northern edge. The city of Ypsilanti occupies the southern part of the northwest sector and
the rest is rural. This sector differs from the others in
one important aspect, namely that the land rises gradually toward the northwest, affording natural drainage for

storm water and providing a generally more attractive
topography for residential development.
In making a choice of location for the Willow Run
townsite, all parts of this territory were very carefully studied, and tentative site layouts were made to test the feasibility of the more promising locations. Through the cooperative efforts of the Federal Works Agency, Federal
Security Agency, National Housing Agency and local governments, the crucial questions of water supply and sewerage for the entire area from Detroit to Ypsilanti were
intensively studied, for those two factors more .t han any
others determined where housing could be built.
In
much of this territory local water distribution lines had
been installed during the hey-day of real estate speculation
without adequate connections to sources of supply, and
local sewers without proper outlets or disposal facilities.
This led to the constant claim, not always made from motives of pure patriotism, that many areas were already
"improved" and available for war housing development,
whid1 in fact were no more ready for such use than open
farmland.
The numerous other questions affecting town development were studied in like manner for the whole area, and
in relation to specific sites. Naturally, some locations were
superior in one respect and others in another, but in the
final analysis the northwest sector stood out clearly above
the others as the best all-round location for a large-scale
war housing development.
From that point on, site selection narrowed to the picking of a specific area and the establishment of a definite
purchase boundary. This involved a detailed examination
of the topography, and of the ownership, use and value of
the parcels to be included. By observation in the field
and use of available maps an "outer" site boundary was
drawn . Within that boundary, detailed information was
secured by making property line and topographic surveys,
compiling property ownership records, making appraisals of
the value of land and improvements, and by field study of
the uses being made of the various parcels. It wa.s particularly important in this case that buildings and even
well-equipped trailer camps already housing war workers
should be disturbed as little as possible.
Since the project was a war project being carried out
directly by the Government, the choice of properties to
be included was made without reference to the identity
of the owners; tracts were included or excluded from the
purchase boundary solely on the basis of their importance
to the project and the extent of their existing development
and use. For the most part they were large farms without
extensive improvements. It was assumed that in wartime
no owner would plead special privileges, and that assumption proved correct except in the instance of a single
wealthy non-resident, one of whose numerous holdings
unfortunately fell near the center of the townsite area.
In contrast, full cooperation was received from farmers
and other resident owners for whom the project frequently
spelled personal inconvenience and at times real hardship.

Site Organization-The Town Plan
While surveys and appraisals of the site were under
way, studies were made on a diagrammatic basis for the
organization of the community which was to occupy it.
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Figure 2: After the townsite was chosen it was divided, in a
theoretic diagram, into five neighborhood units, each unit containing the families necessary to support a school center

A cellular type of organization was adopted, that is, the
town was divided into neighborhood units along the lines
developed by Clarence Perry in his studies for the Russell Sage Foundation, each unit containing the number of familities needed to support a well organized elementary school and neighborhood center.
The neighborhood units were arranged in a radial pattern around
the town center, which contained the administrative buildings, business district, high school and other properties
that served the community as a whole. (Figure 2)
General traffic circulation within the town was provided by roads located between the neighborhood units,
the main street system thus becoming a series of spokes radiating from the town center and extending to the grid
of county highways which provided circumferential and
by-pass circulation outside of the town area. Circulation
within the neighborhood units and between one unit and
another was purposely made secondary and indirect in order to discourage outside traffic from entering the resideotial areas.
It is to be noted that the basis of this diagrammatic
organization was social rather than physical. Its purpose
was to provide a place where people could enjoy the benefits of community life without its hazards; where they
could have quiet and pleasant homes within convenient and
safe walking distance of their neighbors and of the schools,
playgrounds and other social institutions that they and
their neighbors used, and at the same time be free of congestion and the dangers of heavy highway traffic. While
there was a certain amount of symmetry in the design of
the organizational diagram, it underwent considerable distortion in the process of adjusting the diagram to actual
site conditions. Th'.e purpose of the initial studies was
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Figure 3: Final step was to adjust the theoretic diagram to actual
site conditions. Principal factors were natural contours, and
the desirability of avoiding development of wooded areas

to develop a good social pattern of community organization
around which the physical pattern of streets, building and
open spaces could be laid out.
He,irt of this organization w.is the school system, a
school system serving all ages and catering to their many
educ,1tion.il, recreational and other social needs through a
broadly conceived and fully utilized school plant. Because
of the prevailing restrictions on construction it was a
fair assumption that for the duration of the war the school
buildings, and very simple ones at that, would have to serve
all of the town's social purposes-formal education, entertainment, religious services, governmental meetings and all
other occasions for which the people exercised their timehonored right of peaceable assemblage. After the war each
school center could be expanded by the addition of special
purpose rooms and other buildings to meet the town's developing requirements.
Choice of the school system as the core of a new town's
organization does not give an automatic answer to the organizational problem. Towns, like people, have different
characteristics and the school system that fits one community will not necessarily fit another. Educators, like experts in other fields, retain their freedom to disagree on
professional problems.
Finally, despite the universality
of public education, parochial schools still form an important part of the school system in many localities. The
solutions worked out at Willow Run therefore are not
necessarily applicable to other cases, but are of value as
illustrations of the method used in organizing the town
plan.
Since education is the business of educators, the Willow
Run problem was presented to representatives of the U. S.
Office of Education and the Michigan Department of Pub-
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lie Instruction, who jointly worked out the solution on
which the town plan was based. In its simplest form
the (1uestion was, given a town of 6,000 families, almost
entirely the families of industrial workers, how many and
what types of school should be provided? This (1uestion
was faced first on a long-range basis and then adjusted
to wartime restnct10ns. Based on the experience of other
industrial communities in Michigan it was assumed that under normal conditions, about 20 per cent of the school
load would fall on parochial schools, but it was not known
whether such schools could be built during the war. Experience in Michigan industrial centers also indicated that
high school training should place emphasis on preparation
for early participation in business and industry rather
than on preparation for a continuance of formal education in college. The basic school system thus worked
out for Willow Run consisted of a local or neighborhood school for each 1,200 families, one central community school closely integrated with the business and
administrative center, and two parochial schools.
The neighborhood schools were intended, when fully
developed, to take care of all grades from pre-school
through the tenth, and hence would contain all the facilities needed to serve as active centers of neighborhood life .
The central school was intended ultimately to serve grades
11 through 14, or two years more than the conventional
school. Strong emphasis on business and industrial training would give this school plant a special character that
would make it particularly useful as the cultural and
training center of an industrial town. The two parochial
schools were expected to cover only the elementary grades,
overlapping part of the educational functions of the neighborhood schools.
The town organization developed around this school
plan was one consisting of five neighborhood units of approximately 1,200 families each, grouped around a town
center, with sites for parochial schools reserved at points
central to the north and south halves of the community.
Although wartime restrictions promised to greatly curtail
the construction of the total school plant, and probably to
change the initial distribution of grades, it was felt that
the basic organization should be retained in order to have
some facilities for community gatherings within reach of
every resident. In a new town there would be no existing churches, lodge halls, or even unused garages to fall
back on for essential social uses, and the living rooms of
war houses would not accommodate very large crowds:
The schools would be the only buildings available-truly
multi-purpose institutions.

Adjusting Plan to Site
The final step in preparing the preliminary town plan
was that of adjusting the theoretic diagram to actual site
conditions. Here two factors assumed special importance:
one, the necessity of taking full advantage of the' natural
contour of the ground for storm drainage and sanitary
sewer layouts, as a means of reducing labor costs and the
use of critical materials; the other, the desirability of
avoiding development in wooded areas for the dual purpose
of preserving the woods for community use and escaping
the extra labor of clearing. Low ground and a divided
watershed at the southeast corner of the site led to a readjustment in purchase boundary tO exclude !:ind that
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could not be served economically by the town's sewerage
system. A large institutional property to the east of the
town center was also excluded from the development plans.
Figure 3 shows the diagrammatic town organization adjusted to site conditions.
If it were possible to draw a line between town planning
and site planning it would fall somewhere in this process
of adjusting the general theory of town organization to
the actual layout of the various elements. In the case of
Willow Run the line was marked by a shift in the manner
of handling the planning work. Choice of site and general
town organization had been the work of the official staff
of the housing authority, in consultation with representatives
of other public agencies concerned with such related matters as schools, public health, roads and governmental organization. Design of the various elements of the plan
was turned over to private architectural and engineering
firms, and the staff from then on served primarily in a coordinating and supervisory capacity. This did not prevent
the designers from suggesting changes in the basic organization of the town plan, nor the staff from suggesting
changes in individual designs, but it marked a shift in
the responsibility for initiating solutions to the planning
problems.

Planning the Five Communities
Five architectural firms were chosen to prepare site and
building plans for the five neighborhood units, and a
sixth for the town center. An engineering firm was assigned responsibility for the overall problems of water
supply, sewerage and main roads. Frequent group meetings of the architects, engineers and housing staff served
to mold inidvidual contributions into a coordinated town
plan.
Each of the architectural firms was given considerable
latitude in developing plans for its section of the town.
Within limitations of cost and the use of critical materials
imposed by the war program. As a result there was an
interesting variety in the handling of the various sections,
as shown in the "semi-final" town plan depicted in Figure 4. Use of the "super-block" was common, with the
majority of houses served from short loops or cul-de-sacs,
but the relation of house to street varied. In some sections the street was treated as the service side and houses
"faced" interior paths and open spaces; in others, houses
had a conventional street front and service was handled
at the sides. The fact that the majority of houses were of
the single and twin type, with only a small percentage in
rows, made interesting variations possible.
This variation in treatment of the several residential
neighborhoods caused annoyance to some who felt that
there should be uniformity throughout the town, and that
their own particular theory of site design should be its
basis. But the view prevailed that since the town was to
be occupied by human beings, who by virtue of their
natural perversity have different likes and dislikes, it
would be a sounder investment of public funds if opportunities for choice among different types of accommodations were deliberately created. It is easier to provide this
choice by variations in site plan than by variations in house
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plan, since the latter were more closely restricted by cost
and materials limitations. In fact the choice of five separate
architectural firms to design the sites was motivated by
a desire to tap their varied experience in handling largescale housing problems. The results demonstrated that
equally competent designers can attack a common problem
and produce equally competent solutions which are refreshingly different.
All solutions, of course, had to
meet the same basic restrictions on developmental costs.
Despite the differences in site design, the provision
of abundant open space was a common characteristic of all
the site plans. Its distribution through the neighborhoods
was partly a matter of design, and partly a matter of the
natural conditions that prevailed on each site. To avoid
expensive storm drainage installations, the natural surface
drainage courses were left free of development, and
wherever possible woodlots and fine trees were left undisturbed. Steep slopes that would involve excess construction costs also were left undeveloped. To the unpracticed
eye, the degree of openness resulting from this type of
treatment often looks extravagant, but actually it is more
likely to result in economy by reducing the developmental
costs. Where the cost of raw land is reasonable and the
end purpose is its beneficial use, and not subdivision into
a maximum of building lots for high pressure selling,
operi development generally adds economy to its other
desirable features.
One of these features that was given special consideration at Willow Run was the increased safety from air
bombardment. Obviously the fewer houses per gross acre,
the fewer there are to be damaged by any given bomb
hit, and the less is the danger of a spreading conflagration. The more open the pattern of main utility lines the
less is the likelihood of crippling damage to the systems.
So by a fortunate coincidence, the purposes of war and
peace are both served by an open type of residential development.
It is not the purpose of this article to discuss the many
interesting details in the site plans developed for the
residential, commercial and public areas at Willow Run.
Unfortunately most of them, like the plan of the town
itself, will remain paper plans. Changes in program soon
after the preliminary plans were completed reduced the
size of the town from 6,000 to 2,500 units and later
changed the 2,500 from permanent to temporary construction. At this writing it appears that a temporary war
housing project of considerable size will be built on a part
of the Willow Run town site, but the building of a town,
in the sense in which it is herein discussed, is deferred.
What the postwar period will bring, at Willow Run
or elsewhere, is any man's guess. There is no reason to
believe that the American people will not return to their
old schedule of 3 3 new towns a year, and there are at
least two good reasons for believing that they will greatly
exceed it in number and in quality of product. One of
these reasons is that they have definitely chosen an urban as opposed to a rural mode of life. The other is
that the cities we now possess do not afford the type of
urban living that Americans have a right to expect and
that they are coming increasingly to demand. Some new
towns will be built on the ruins of the old and some will
be built outside, but they will be built and built better
than they ever have been built before.
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Figure 4: The composite plan for the originally-planned Town of
Willow Run. Five architectural firms were chosen to prepare site
and building plans for the five neighborhood units. Each was
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given considerable latitude, and an interesting variety resulted.
The "super-block" was commonly used, with most houses
served from short loops or cul-de-sacs, but in different layouts
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PLANNING THE POSTWAR COMMUNITY
By THOMAS W. MACKESEY''
in collaboration with CILMORE D. CLARKE

Assistant Professor of Regional Planning, College of Architecture,
Cornell University.

industries must be accomplished intelligently with full
realization of the impact that a movement of such magnitude must necessarily have on the national economy.
2. The building industry can and must be a major factor
in easing the shift from a wartime to a peacetime economy.
3. The job of building for peace is so big and so important that the Federal Government will have to play a
large part in formulating policy and in providing aids to
localities participating in a building program.
4. There must be a carefully defined plan ready to be

"Parkchester . . . has been criticized for having too many
people on the land, yet had it been developed on the prevailing
gridiron pattern with the ordinary type of Bronx apartment

house . . . the same site would have provided for more than
twice as many families." (Board of Design: R. H. Shreve,
chairman, A. J. Eken, G. Gove, H. C. Meyer, G. D. Clarke)

four points upon which most thoughtful persons, whether economists, city planners or public administrators, who have given serious consideration to internal
postwar readjustments, are agreed.
1. The problems of transition from an all-out war effort to peacetime economy will be many and complicated.
Demobilization of the millions of men under arms and the
reemployment of additional millions now engaged in war
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Boston Post Road, Bronx, N. Y., shows what happens when
through traffic mixes with local traffic on a business street.
Good planning will keep the two apart, and speed them both

"Through traffic will be routed around these neighborhoods on
special through-traffic ways to which local traffic will have
access only at controlled points. Streets will be quiet and safe"

put into effect immediately when the war is over.
The rebuilding of our cities must be on a big scale.
During the war we are learning that obstacles can be swept
out of the way of progress when there is the will to do it.
Our cities, step-children of an age of feverish industrial
expansion, can be rebuilt to be sane, healthy and pleasant
places in which to live if we can carry on with that same
spirit of determination that we now have to win the war.

The growing importance of the plastic industry must be
considered. Plastics are made from a variety of materials.
Should plastics replace some metal in many fields there may
be industrial development in areas where the new materials
are readily available. And new developments in light
metals and alloys will have their effects.
Improvements in the economical transmission of power
may further help to diffuse industry.
Added to these influences which seem to point to the
Middle West as a region of postwar industrial opportunity
is the possibility of public policy encouraging the location of industries essential to the national welfare beyond
easy bombing range from the coasts.
While the forces discussed above probably will result
in some shift in population, it seems inescapable that the
major task facing us is not the planning and building of
entirely new cities but the replanning and rebuilding of
existing centers. In either case the same principles must
obtain if cities are to be healthful, efficient and pleasant
places in which to work and live.

A New Regional Pattern?
The industrial and population pattern of the country has
been determined by a number of forces over the years. As
those forces never are frozen in relative importance, so
the regional pattern never is static but is forever changing
with changing conditions. A question that we must attempt to answer is-Can we expect a major reshuffling of
our population and our production equipment in the postwar period? Will there be new cities to design among the
wheat fields of the West and the cotton fields of the South?
There has been much dislocation of industry and population since the war began. The shift has been for the most
part, however, to already important industrial cities or
regions. There probably will be some shifting of population and industry inland after the war due to a number of
new influences. Chief among these is the enormous expansion of the aviation industry. On June 30, 1940, there
were only 322 transport planes in use by domestic airlines
and I 08 planes on foreign routes. The tremendous investment in planes, machinery and airports during the war
cannot be ignored in forecasting the future of transportation. It will serve to reduce the advantage of those regions
now well served with fixed transportation lines, and may
tend to diffuse industry somewhat. The heavy industries,
however, which arc the backbone of the industrial pattern,
will continue to be dependent on water and overland transportation.
Another development that may alter the transportation
pattern, and so the industrial pattern of the country, should
it materialize, is the projected St. Lawrence-Great Lakes
Seaway. This would unquestionably bring to the Middle
West an advantage of cheap water communication with
Eastern ports and with Europe.
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The Urban Pattern
In spite of the half-facetious comments of an occasional
sensationalist, the city is basicaJly sound and, need it be
said, is here to stay. The city has grown as a result of
social, economic and political demands; it wi II last as
long as the factors that called it into being prevail. A
distinguished expert, when asked his opinion on what to do
about the problems of one of the great industrial centers
of the country, remarked, "Abandon it." That sort of reluctance to deal with realities will not solve the many and
real problems of urban organization and life.
The metropolis is not going to disappear but it is going
to be spread out more. For many years now there has been
apparent in all of the large American cities a natural
trend away from the center toward the metropolitan periphery. The suburban movement has been a natural reaction against the over-built, over-crowded city. A first
need is for a reduction in population densities in cities.
There is no need for over-crowding the land, and the community gains nothing by permitting it. Sir Raymond
Unwin aptly demonstrated the fallacy of crowding the land.
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When that happy day arrives when economists can solve
the problem of land values, the work of the city planner
and architect will become more significant.

Neighborhood Units

" Playgrounds, playfields, green oases amid the heat and dust of
pavement will be required; no city has enough of them." (Sarah
Delano Roosevelt Playgrounds; Department of Parks, New York)

Zoning ordinances need comprehensive rev1S1on, with
particular attention to the control of the density of population. We should not wait until after the war to restudy
obsolete zoning regulations, and there are very few
throughout the country .t hat are not in that category. We
should be revising zoning regulations now as part of the
essential planning for the postwar period. Parkchester,
the gigantic housing venture of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in the Bronx, has been criticized for
having too many people on the land, yet had it been developed on the prevailing gridiron pattern with the ordinary type of Bronx apartment house to the extent permitted
by law, the same site would have provided for more than
twice as many families!
Behind congestion lies the bugaboo of high land values.
It is ironic that many badly needed public improvements
have been blocked by the "land values" that the public itself has created. Urban land of itself is of no value; it
has value only because of the community. The community
must regain some control over the values that exist only
because the corrununity exists. Pressure is building up from
all quarters to control urban land values. In England
above the din of war strong voices are heard calling for
steps little hort of the nationalization of land. It is
not without meaning that these voices come from the
strongholds of conservatism--the Church and the Bench.
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The principle of the Neighborhood Unit, advocated by
Clarence Perry and others, has met with wide approval
among city planners. That theory is sound and should be
followed as far as possible in postwar rebuilding. It means
that residential areas should be organized in neighborhoods,
the nucleus of which is to be the elementary school. In
connection with the school, located near the geographical
center of the neighborhood, will be found ample play areas.
The school building itself in the future must play an expanded role. It is absurd that buildings representing such
a large public investment should be so restricted in use.
School buildings will be designed for and must serve as
neighborhood social and welfare centers. They can fill a
definite neighborhood need during the evenings and summer months when ordinarily they are locked up.
Through .traffic will be discouraged from passing through
the neighborhood. The streets will be quiet and safe, with
local traffic only. They will be laid out in an informal
fashion to fit the topography and to achieve privacy and
domestic scale. Through traffic will be routed around
these neighborhoods on special through traffic ways to
which local traffic will have access only at controlled
points. A system of such through traffic ways will radiate
from the center of the city to the open country.
These neighborhoods will be homogeneous in character.
There are those who advocate the intermingling of all kinds
of people in a single neighborhood under the erroneous impression that such mixing up is evidence of democracy in
action. This sort of proposal ignores the basic principle
of democracy-respect for the wishes of the people. It
further overlooks a cardinal principle of planning and of
common sense-that plans for the physical development of
our communities, if they are to mean anything, must be
based on natural social trends. All students of sociology
recognize that people of similar backgrounds and interests
like to be together. This community of interest is not
limited to the country club set. It is found in all segments of the population, all ethnic and income groups.
Birds of a feather flock together by preference and it is
difficult to see what can be gained from attempting to
force a mix-up of the population.
The transition between areas of different use is always
a danger spot and source of trouble. When residential
property abuts a commercial or industrial area, the residential property tends to deteriorate fast. The most
striking example of this is to be seen in the zone of deterioration that surrounds the central business area of
nearly every city. The general rundown condition and
widespread tax-delinquency here offer an opportunity for a
solution that will serve more than one end after the war.
The problem is big and the solution must be big and bold.
A belt of open space should be cleared around the business area to be used for park purposes, automobile parking
and sites for public buildings. It would at one time clear
out some of the worst blighted areas of the city, help to
solve the parking problem, insulate the residence area
against the influence of the commercial zone, furnish a
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belt of green where it is needed badly, and provide a fire
break about the high-risk area. With a rapidly growing
city, confining expansion of the business area in this way
would not be possible. Many of our cities, however, have
re.tched or are approaching a stabilized population, and
there is no reason why such an open girdle would not be
entirely feasible. Throughout the city elsewhere buffers
of park area should separate one type of land use from
another.
Before the war, technology had progressively shortened
the work week, increasing leisure time. There is need for
more open space, more and larger areas for both active
and passive recreation in the city. Playgrounds, play~elds,
green oases amid the heat and dust of pavement will be
required; no city has enough of them now.
The economies and other possibilities of the "superblock" are too great to ignore. About one-third of the
developed area of our cities is in streets-and still traffic
congestion in the streets is one of the most spectacular
problems of every city. No city has solved it yet. There
is plenty of land-even too much-devoted to traffic movement in the city. The distribution of that land in the street
pattern of the city is wholly bad and archaic. Intelligent
planning can reduce the area ordina~ily devoted to stre.ets
by one-third and take care of vehicular and pedestnan
traffic in a sane and satisfactory manner.
In building new neighborhoods the old street pattern
must be revised. Many streets will have to be closed and
a new type of city block much larger than the t~aditional
city block must be evolved. These super-blocks w1~l be developed as a whole with generous open spaces des1-!?~ed as
supplementary to the building. Living quarters .will f~ce
away from the street and toward the open spaces in the interior. Streets will be regarded as service ways only. Pedestrians will prefer to use pleasant footways in the interior of the block rather than a sidewalk along the street.
Cul-de-sacs will be used occasionally to service residential buildings. They are economical and provide privacy. The cul-de-sac must be used intelligently, h<:>wever,
and not as a universal panacea. Some recent housing developments use the cul-de-sac with all the deadly re_gularity and monotony that the gridiron plan was ever guilty o:.
What a tremendous difference it would make to Amencan cities could they control expansion in this manner. It
is hoped that the immediate necessity o~ rebuildi~g the old
areas of cities in the postwar years will not blind us to
the desirability of controlling future expansion by the
.
. .
acquisition of land reserves.
The only significant area for planning and rebmldtng
the city is the real area of city influence, not polit'.cal
boundaries. This will include the suburbs and satellites
of the central city and may overlap county or even state
lines.

Public administrators will have to work out a for-

mula for resolving the confusion of conflicting and overlapping jurisdictions of independent governmental subdivisions or taxing districts. Plans can be and must be made
for the social and economic region that is the real city,
without regard for the accident of city boundaries. To be
carried out, however, a new and broader concept of metropolitan government is needed.

Transportation
A promising field for postwar public work.s lies '.n. ~he
modernization and coordination of transportation faolit1es.
The need for modern highways is acute. The annual highway accident toll attests to that. The highway engineer must
catch up with the automotive engineer. With notable exceptions our roads are essentially the same as they were
when they carried only horse-drawn vehicles. They have
been paved, widened in places, and have had some of the
worst curves eased a bit, but essentially they are the same
old highways. We must conceive and build between centers of population freeways or thoroughways, based on the
principle of no access from abutting property. The freeway
will by-pass smaller communities and pass through the outskirts of the larger cities. It will carry only through traffic. Only at controlled points will it be possible to get
on or off it. Through open country a right-of-way from
300 ft. to a quarter of a mile wide is desirable. Traffic in
opposite directions will be separated by a dividing strip
of varying width; the lanes may be separated by 1,000 ft.
or more in some places. The old hood-and-tangent type
of highway alignment will give way to smoothly flowing
curves following the natural topography.
Near large centers of population commercial and passenger traffic will be separated, with the latter brought into
the city on attractive parkways.
Within the city, streets must be designed for the purpose
that they are to serve. In the past a city street has been
simply a city street-the same whether carrying through
traffic, serving an industrial area, the shopping center, an
apartment house district or an area of single famd.y
houses. Street pavement is too costly and the space 1t
occupies too badly needed fo.r traffic movem~nt to be
usurped by curb parking. Public off-street parking spaces
must be provided-not haphazardly wherever there happens to be an idle lot, but according to a community-wide
plan. Shops, business places of all kinds, even banks, will
find it advisable to provide auto parking facilities for their
customers. The buildings themselves will be designed with
this in mind. Shops will have show windows on the street
side and also on the parking side.

"Living quarters will face away from the street and toward the
open spaces in the interior. Streets will be .regarded as sen:1ce
ways only." Lockfield Gardens, Indianapolis, a PWA proiect

All phases of our transportation system need coordination and unification. In cities an imperative need is for
modern combined terminal facilities, serving the needs of
all means of travel. It may be that the task of coordinating the terminals of all railways, waterways, airways
and busways can be accomplished only by Government action. If so, it is a public responsibility that must not be
shunned. We must agree with the recent report of the National Resources Planning Board, Tram portatio11 and 1"\·t1tio11ttl Policy. "The most neglected aspect of transport deYelopment has been the proYision of terminal facilities. The
antiquity of port facilities; the duplication and inefficiency in railroad freight yards and stations; the difficulties of urban truck loading and passenger car parking;
and the lack of modern, conveniently located, and properly
protected airports are all familiar manifestations of the
uniYcrsal neglect of terminal operations ... Modern terminal areas should be proYided by appropriate Government
action as an integral part of the city plan, their facilities
open on equal terms to all suitable carriers."

Public Policy Plus Private Enterprise
Plans on paper, however soundly conceived or beautifully drawn, are only of academic interest unless they are
capable of being carried out. The job of reshaping our
cities is so \'ast that all the resources of the community
must be brought to bear on it. This is a total war; it is a
responsibility of all the people. So the reconstruction
that follows must be considered a part of the war effort
and a responsibility of all the people.
Certainly, the
task of converting our national resources of man and

materials and machines to proctucm·e purposes must be
faced squarely by the Federal Government. There must be
a master policy and there must be Federal assistance in effectuating that policy.
That does not me.rn that all plans should be nude in a
Washington bureau, nor does it mean that all construction
should be directed from the Capital. Rather the need is
for full utilization of all the individual enterprise, initiative and daring that built a great nation from a wilderness in the short span of 300 years. Individual enterprise,
is needed-both in preparation of plans and in carrying
them out-but it must work within the limits of public
policy.
Real property must be transferred from the field of
speculation to the field of investment. As a sound investment possibility, city rebuilding should attract the
funds of insurance companies, labor organizations, banks
and fraternal organizations. Some insurance companies are
already engaged in neighborhood building under legislative
authority. Further possibilities arc opened by the Urban
Redevelopment Corporations Law in New York and similar
devices in Illinois, Michigan and Kentucky. In the sort of
cooperative effort provided in those acts, bringing together
the wisdom of the Government and the resources of its citizens, lies the hope of reshaping our environment.
If we must rebuild our environment in the days following Yictory we must plan for it-now. We must be prepared to meet victory with something more than acclaim
and thanksgiving. We cannot sit complacently by and permit the youth, now fit1hting the battle for freedom, decency,
righteousness and honor on the military and civilian fronts,
to return to the WP A, the CCC and the NY A .
. A - CIVI c CtNT{;!l:
£ - 5i<OPPINO CtNT!<R
C- $UOOtSTtb INDUSTl<Y LOCl\TlON.\
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Town planners never had a better opportunity than at Hill, New Hampshire, where a completely new town was built, the
old town to be abandoned because it lay in the site of a new flood control reservoir. Planned by the State Planning and Development Commission, the village provides safe streets, economy. recreational areas, attractiveness, a modern pattern
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Fig. 1-Typical roadway cross section
for minor residential streets in Jowcost neighborhoods. Section by Land
Planning Division, Zone II, Federal
Housing Administration.
Fig. 2-Usual sll!bdivisioon cross section of 50' right of way between property lines. Not recommended as remaining 1'-6" planting strip between
sidewalk and property line is inadequate.
Fig. 3-Prnferred section if wider
right of way is Likely to be needed :for
future traffic growth. •rrees 1located

8'-o

I

45'-o"

17'- b"

Bo'-o"

FIO. Jo

to permit pavement widening. Trees
at property line indicate community
setback regulations.
Fig. 4-Seotion of 36' roadway adjacent to park land showi!Ilg good relative location of trees. Building face
set on property line.
Fig. 5~Same as Fig. 4, but with buildings on property lines on botch sides
of street.
F'ig. 6-First stage of planned throughtraffic highway, or "boulervard," leaving wide planting strips to be used
later for expansion of traffic.

Fig. 7-The ultimate clevelopment of
through-traffic highway of Fig. 6.
Figs. 8-9-10-Diagrams showing evolu·
tion of 80' dedicated street or road,
from residential use (Fig. 8), to
apartme!Ilt 1house use (Fig. 9), to busine·ss (Fig. 10).
"Relative location .of wa1lks and trees
is undergoing a change with res.pecrt
to automobile curb parki!Ilg, to the
extent of placing the sidewalk directly
adjacent to the road curb, .and locating
trees between the walk and the property line."-Alfred Geiffert, .Jr.
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SUBDIVISION PLANNING STAND ARDS
LAND

PLANNING

DIVISION -

This subdivision provides 101 desirable building
sites for low cost homes. A majority of the houses
face east or west and will, therefore, receive sunlight into their front rooms at some time during the
day. In the preparation of the plat for recording,
lots should be numbered consecutively throughout
the entire tract.
The street plan is adapted to the topography and
provides for surface water drainage. Although the
number of entrances from the major thoroughfare
is limited, the street pattern facilitates the flow of
traffic from the principal approach. Curved streets
create greater appeal than is possible in a gridiron
plan. Blocks up to 1200 ft. long are desirable and
reduce expense for cross streets. This subdivision
does not require its own system of major thoroughfares. However, recognition is made of the present
and planned roadway pattern of the city in which
it is located.
A subdivision of this size does not require provision for complete community facilities, such as
stores, schools, and churches, necessary in a larger
neighborhood.
Complete information regarding the site and its
relation to the town or city of which it is a part are
essential to the planning of a desirable residential
neighborhood. Not only is it necessary to have a
closed, true-boundary survey, but also complete
topographical data, including locations of existing
trees that might be preserved. The capacity of storm
and sanitary sewers should be known. The adequacy of a safe water supply system and the existence
of other essential utilities, and of transportation facilities, are important factors.
Residential subdivisions should be located where
they will not be adversely affected by industrial expansion and other non-conforming uses. They should
be in the trend of residential development of similar
type homes. To further assure stability, residential
areas should be safeguarded by recorded protective
covenants, and the establishment and enforcement of
a zoning ordinan"e e;ovP,rning the use of the property
and surrounding areas.
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LEGEND
1. 15-ft. easement for planting screen to provide
protection from non-residential use.
2. 10-ft. walk easement gives access to school.
3. Cul-de-sac utilizes odd parcel of land to ad·
vantage.
4. Turn-around r.o.w. 100 ft. in diameter.
5..'"<reet trees planted approximately 50 ft. apart
where no trees exist.
6. Additional building set-back improves subdivision entrance.
7. Street intersections at right angles reduce hazards.
8. Lot side line centered on street end to avoid
car lights shining into residences.
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9. Residences opposite otreet end set back farther
to reduce glare from car lights.
10. Three-way intersections reduce hazards.
11. Property lines on 30-ft. radii at corners.
12. Lot side lines perpendicular to street right-of·
way line>'.
13. "Eyebrow" provides frontage for additional
lots in deeper portion of block.
14. Secondary roadway eliminates hazard of enter·
ing major thoroughfare from individual driveways.
15. Provision for access to land now undeveloped.
16. Neighborhood park located near center of
tract. Adjacent lots wider to allow for 15-ft. pro·
tective side line set back.
17. Pavement shifted within right-of-way to pre·
1erve existing trees.
18. Above ground utilities in rear line easements.

~ ~~
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~=---

..:.___ ~

~
---+-'-- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - ,

19. 10-ft. walk easement provides acce;;s to park.
Adja .. ent lots wider to allow for 15-ft. protective
side line set back.
20. Variation of building line along straight street
creates interest.

21. Screen planting gives protection from noise
and lights on thoroughfare.
22. Lots backing to uncontrolled land given
greater depth for additional protection.
23. Low planting at street intersections permits
clear vision.
24. Wider corner lot permits equal building set
back on each street.
25. Platting of block end to avoid siding proper·
ties to residences across street.
26. Lots sided to boundary street where land use
across street is non-conforming.
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Fig. 1-Holled eurb and walk. This
type of improvement is inexpensive.
-Land Planning Division-L:one II,
Federal Housing Administration.
Fig. 2-Typical curb of reinforc•ed
concrete. Gutter becomes part of road
area.

f\.

D

flO. B
ENDS

Fig. 3-Typical traditional vertical
curb of reinforced concrete.
Fig. 4-Cob ble gutters, left section
used for straight road alignment, right
section used on curved road or bend
in road.
Fig. 5-Sections of sod gutter at top

VARIES'

FIG.

9

and bottom of bank for road on sJ.oping terrain.
Fig. 6-Paved gutter showing shoulder
and desirable maximum ratio of s.Jope.
Standards courtesy of office of Alfred
Geiffert, Jr., Town Planner, except as
otherwise noted.
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lET'S GIVE tOMORROW'S R~~~::~tRS
A BEllER CHANCE 10
.
That' ju t what K ea b ey & Matti son, with its
prayed " Limpet" acoustical asbes tos, proposes
to do. R esea rch is h elping to win thi s war;
re earch will b e as indi spensable in th e p eace to
com e. Qui e t laboratori es m ean b e tter work!

chemical s, ga es, explosives, inflammables-a nd
th e res t of the plant.

K&M Sprayed "Limpet" is proving that right
now, in many war laboratori e hard at' ork on
urgent Army and l'lavy problems. Sprayed onto
th e laboratory ceiling " Limpet" absorbs mos t of
the sow1d that s trikes that surface. la yer onl y
%-inch thick, for example, ha s th e high noi sered uc ti on coefficient of . 70.

K&M's output of Sprayed "Limpet" is almo
wholl y claimed b y th e war effort, hut wh en th e
war is won it will b e availabl e to the r esearch labs
of th e future, and for other places-offices, hospital s, theatres, radio stations, auditoriums' here accurate sound control is a prime prerequi site. M eanwhile, K&M's own research into
asb es tos goes on, seeking n ew ways in which
ature's s tranges t mineral ma,. henefi t th e
peoples of th e world.

But that' not all! prayed "Limpet " brings
to laboratori es not only more qui e t but more
fire scifety . Being highl y fire-r sistant it is a barrier between th e laboratory-with its inevitable

ature made asbestos;
K easbey & Mattison , A m erica's a sbestos pioneer ,
has made it ser ve mankind . .. since 1873

* * *

K E A S B E Y & MATTISON
COMPANY ,

AMBLER,

PENNSYLVANIA

asbestos-cement shingles and wallboa rds; asbestos and magnesia insulations for pipes, boile rs, furnaces; asbestos
textiles; asbestos electrical materials; asbestos pa per and mill boo rd; asbestos ma ri ne insulationsi asbestos acoustical
materia l; asbestos packings; asbestos corruga ted shea t hi ng and fl at lumbe rs; asbestos-cement pipe for water mains
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FOR BETTER BUILDING·
war plants. The casein flannel bonding methods are less restricted as to
priority and use.
X-ray operators' observation windows, available from stock in all
standard sizes and glazed with x-ray
proof lead glass, are made by the
same company. These, the lead-clad
plywood and the battens are produced
under the trade name "Andelco." Andel & Company, Inc., 5218-20 N.
Kedzie Avenue, Chicago.

NON-METAL SINK

Figure 1

LICHTNINC "UMBRELLA"
A WIRE "umbrella" to shield vital explosives plants and oil storage centers
from lightning has been developed by
Dr. Gilbert D. McCann, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company engineer, and is already in use.
Requiring a minimum of strategic materials, the shield is said to deflect
lightning driving earthward at more
than 11,000,000 miles a minute. It
consists of a steel wire strung above
the building to be protected and anchored on tall wood poles at each end.
(See Figure 1). The wire is connected with steel rods buried in the
ground. Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

X-RAY PROTECTION
Now AVAILABLE from stock in all
regular or standard plywood sizes is a
new lead-clad plywood material developed to simplify lead insulation
against harmful cathode or x-rays in
hospitals, foundries, etc. Lead sheets,
generally 1/16 in. thick, are bonded
or cemented to plywood either by
means of a new specially developed
latex cement, or by casein cements
used with flannel sheeting to gain
some elasticity. The latex bonding
method at present is available and applicable only for requirements of higher priority ratings, such as Army,
Navy, Air Corps and Public Health
Service Hospitals and essential or vital

88

BECAUSE of war restrictions on cast
iron and pressed steel sanitary ware,
one company has developed a new
non-metal line of sinks called PermaGloss. It is made of selected clays
fired at a high temperature with a layer of vitreous china glaze. This process is reported to produce a homogeneous, durable, light, uniform body that
will withstand thermal shock and will
not craze or dunt, with a lustrous,
stain-and-acid-proof surface. General
Ceramics Company, Metuchen, N. J.

COMPRECWOOD
A NEW TYPE of plastic-bonded plywood called Compregwood takes its
name from a combination of the two
words "compressed" and "impregnated." It is made by impregnating
the veneers with resin, then subjecting
them to heat and very high pressure.
The resulting product, according to
the manufacturers, is stronger than
metal pound for pound. Durez Plastics & Chemicals, Inc., 1130 Walck
Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

VOICE PACINC
WITH MASS communication a recognized means of speeding operations in
large plants and other buildings, the
Operadio Manufacturing Company
has developed a system of voice paging and automatic time and fire signal operations which includes equipment for distributing radio programs
or recorded music and for recording
executive meetings or messages. Paging may originate from 2 independent
positions through a "locked-out" circuit preventing simultaneous operation
and resultant confusion. Precedence
can be given to certain vital services

NEWS OF MATERIALS,
EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

or functions (i.e., the fire signal) with
any other service automatically locked
out when such a signal is given. Operadio Manufacturing Company, St.
Charles. Ill.

WOOD LOCKERS AND
SIMPLIFIED SHELVINC
WOOD CLOTHES lockers, originally
designed for the Navy Department
and adopted by them, are made of
plywood, substantially framed and finished in olive-green eggshell enamel.
Various sizes and combinations are
available, including a large double
locker unit with shelves, a 10 locker
unit with coat hangers and seat, and
a stationery storage cabinet.
A SIMPLIFIED (patented) wood shelving offered by the same company requires no hardware whatever. The
shelves can be inserted at any level, as
close together as 6 in., and, according
to the manufacturers, are instantly adjustable and exceptionally strong. All
units are available in selected solid
oak, poplar or clear pine. Backs are
1f4 in. gum plywood. Ivel Corporation,
211 West 61 Street, New York City.

CEMENT DISPERSINC ACENT
A CEMENT dispersing and air entraining agent known as HP- 7 is claimed to
improve all the essential qualities of
concrete when added to a paving mix
-transverse strength, resistance to
wear, freedom from scaling-at little
or no extra cost. HP- 7 is essentially a
combination of an air-incorporating
agent (sodium lauryl sulphate) with
a cement-dispersing agent (a derivative of lignin sulphonic acid). The
Master Builders Company, Cleveland.

LEAD CAULKINC FERRULES
CONTINUING research for means to
accomplish durable sanitary plumbing
installations with minimum use of
critical materials, the Lead Industries
Association has developed and tested
hard lead caulking ferrules. Of noncritical material, these ferrules can
be welded or wiped to lead pipe. The
Association reports them to be amply
strong and rigid to stand caulking into
cast-iron pipe with either lead wool
or poured lead, having tested them and
(continued on page 901
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found them satisfactory at pressures
exceeding those encountered in required plumbing tests. They will be
made in 2, 3 and 4 in. sizes. Lead
Industries Association, 420 Lexington
Avenue, New York City.

COLOR CUIDES
Two RECENTLY developed color
guides reduce the problem of color-

harmonizing almost to a mathematical
formula. These are the Color Harmony Manual, a set of 13 small volumes containing 680 movable color
chips, and the Color Harmony Index,
a set of 6 mechanical indexes which,
at the press of a button, makes the
same 680 colors available for comparison. In both guides the chips are
arranged so that exact color comple-
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Above: "Unit" glued
laminated beams in machine tool plant, Defense
Plant Corporation.

*

Below: One of many
airplane hangars built
with "Unit" glued laminated arches.
f'opyrig-ht 1!14:::,
"Cnit 8tructure;::;, Inc.

shop-fabricated for permanence,
by scientific &Jftl'r~ process
There is a vast difference between
gluing on the job site by haphazard methods, and advanced
techniques whereby "Unit" lami·
nated arches and beams are glue.
welded under rigid shop-control
.•• Practical for spans of 200 feet
and over. "Unit" special equip.
men!. trained personnel. and
proved methods (US Patents Nos.
2177395 and 2172093) are now

serving leading war construction
firms. Ample facilities for quick
deliveries. Simpler detailing, laster erection save additional time.
Engineering service available , , •
For quick action and permanence,
work with established specialists
{since 1934). Write, phone or wire
UNIT STRUCTURES, INC ..
Peshtigo, Wis. Plants at Peshtigo
and at Sayville, L. I., N. Y.

New 12-page 2-color catalog •..
(also included in 1943 Sweet's), just off the press, illustrates every
conceivable application. Deals with glued laminated construction exclusively. Functional designs and beautiful finishes, facts on fire.
resistance are eye-openers. Ask for free copy on your letterhead.

ments are adjacent to each other, and
in both the chips are glossy on one
side, dull on the other for texture
comparisons. Container Corporation of
America. (Condensed from Business
Week, November 21, 1942).

NEW STANDARDS
GYPSUM LATH: Standard specifications
for gypsum lath (ASA No. A67.l194 2) , gypsum sheathing board (ASA
No. A681.l-1942) and gypsum wall
board (ASA No. A69.1-1942) have
been approved by the American Stand<1rds Association. All three standards
cover such aspects as composition, flexural strength, sampling; dimensions,
weights and permissible variations;
finish, packing and marking. The new
standards, which were developed under the leadership of the American
Society for Testing Materials, also specify procedures for inspection, rejection and claims for rehearing.
GAS FLOOR FURNACES: Standard minimum specifications for gas floor furnaces of the gravity circulating type
have been approved by the American
Standards Association (Commercial
Standard CS99-42). With the latest
American Standard Approval Requirements for Central Heating Gas Appliances (ASA: 221.13-1940) as basic
prerequisites, this standard covers construction and installation requirements
for gravity circulating type gas floor
furnaces, including those having single or dual wall register outlets, for
use with natural, manufactured, mixed
and liquefied petroleum gases. This
new standard, which was developed
by the National Bureau of Standards,
includes the sizing, placement, general
installation requirements, venting, gas
connections and methods of certifying
compliance with the standard.

EMULSION PAINT
A NEWLY DEVELOPED oil resin emulsion wall coating called Opaltone is
said to be readily washable and easily
applied by roller, brush or spray. Its
manufacturers report that it requires
no primer or sealer, contains no critical raw materials and has no objectionable odor. It comes in 8 pastel shades
and pure white. Truscon Laboratories,
Caniff & G.T.R.R., Detroit.
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Any inexperienced person
01,.

can operate an Ozalid Whiteprint Machine

et &

:ls ad1

day ... and he's already opM
erating the Ozalid Whiteprint Ma-

was hired yester-

tion to other wasteful operations
which throw print production off
stride.

chine at top efficiency ... making
whiteprints of engineering drawings,
charts, and letters in seconds.
This illustrates how Ozalid DRY
DEVELOPMENT has revolutionized
printmaking - transforming what
was once a tedious job into a simple
routine. You merely feed the original
and the Ozalid sensitized material
into the machine. Two q~ick stepsEXPOSURE and DRY DEVELOPMENT
. .. and you have positive reproductions which are ready for immediate
use in the shop or field .
Compare this simple process with
blueprinting, which demands the
services of more than one trained
operator to check water sprays, potash baths, temperature of drying
drums, tension of rollers , •. in addi-

Follow the example of thousands
of manufacturers who have been
convinced of Ozalid's superiority.
Install a compact Ozalid Whiteprint

ISS ARCHER

JANU A RY

1943

Machine in your drafting room.
You'll be sure of a "head start" in
war production . .. and sa Ying in
labor and materials.
Write for "Simplified Printmaking;'
which c01n7Jletely explains the Ozalid
P rocess.

SIMPLIFI ED PRINTMAKING is an illustrated booklet
containing valuable "know how" information. It
shows how to eliminate unnecessary drafting; make
prints with blue, black, maroon, or sepia lines on a
white background; redu ce trimming waste; make
"new" originals for subsequent print pro duction.

Ozalid Products Division
GENERAL ANILINE & FILM CORPORATION

Johnson City, N. Y.
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. ht miles up. Up in the stratosphere.
Six ... seven ... e1g
.
I
h
lanes will be streaking t uoug
Soon our fl yers an d P
.
heights fit only for angels, before.
Because these heights do strange thrngs to men and
machines, industry is untiringly testing the performance
of special motors, instruments and parts under act~al
stratospheric conditions. It is also seeking facts that will
help medical science protect the men who rise lo these
rarefied heights where concentrated oxygen must be
breathed and - 100 ° cold combated.
Large testing chambers, like the one in the Douglas Air·
craft Company plant, pictured above, bring the extreme
temperature and atmospheric conditi ons of the stratosphere down to earth. These chambers are built with large
glass windows so that work inside can be observed.
Because of the bitter cold inside, this would have been
one of the most difficult windows in the world to glaze if
it had not been for a remarkable Libbey ·Owens ·Ford glass
development . .. Thermopane.
Thermopane might be likened to an air-conditioned

. l It is made of multiple panes of glas
h
glass sand wic 1 . .
't The air space between eac
bonded together rn one um .
.
l
. dehydrated and sealed. This unusua
pane 0 f glass is
insulating window eliminates conden ation bet~een panes,
even under conditions of extreme cold. No dirt nor dust
can get in ide the gla

to impair vi ion. Jn h rt, Thermo·

pane, for the first time, provides a glass window that
insulates and affords the clearest vision at the same time.
Today, Thermopane is making an important contribution to the war effort. Tomorrow, this new glass unit, per·
fected by Libbey ·Owens· Ford, promises to open the way
to revolutionary benefits in the fields of clear-vision insulation and window conditioning for postwar construction.
Libbey ·Owens·Ford glass research is multiplying the
usefulness of fl at glass, both for military and civilian
needs. L ·O ·F flat, bent or tempered glass products undoubtedly will help solve design and construction problems
for architects who will plan the buildings of the future.
Libbey·Owens·Ford Glass Company, 1339-A r icholas
Building, Toledo, Ohio.

LIBBEY•OWENS• FORD
QUALITY
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From Architectural Collection-The Bettman Archive

100~~----busy office buildings
need modern built-in
telephone booths • • .
The modern way to provide public telephone facilities
is by means of attractive, doorless, built-in telephone
booths. By specifying Burgess Adaptor Acousti-Booths,
you eliminate design problems. These booths are ready
for installation in any modernization or building project
and can be finished to harmonize with any interior decorating scheme. They will add a distinctive note to your
plans for future building.
Telephone users like these booths because their patented
Burgess acoustic construction makes them quieter and
more private inside than ordinary closed-in booths. They're
always well ventilated and easy to keep clean. Burgess
Battery Company, 2821-A W. Roscoe St., Chicago, Ill.

'$$ )q-

L

Private. Acoustic construction keeps noise out, keeps
user's voice inside. Conver·
sation won't be overheard.

Easy to use. Ample room
Inside. No door to jam or
cause trouble. Always well
ventilated.
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Operating under Burgess Patents

BURGESS TELEPHONE r(~T-~
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The P1j1i11g Corrnectirms of the Gas Cooling Coil and the Refrigcmtirm S_nte/ll

1d1ich lllakes it r)()ssiblc to cool electric
fi1macc protectii·e gas to rc11101·c moisture.

Protective atmosphere solves war production
problem that saves precious metals
and machine tools
HE ELECTRIC

Furnac<' Company. Sakm,

TOhio, an important manufactun·r of
hcat treating equipment, had to create a protPctive atmosphere in the sintering furnace
it produced. In powdered metallurgy, the
ml'thod that saves machine tools and materials in the manufacture of bushings and
single articles for vital war industry, powdered metal is placed in the form dl'sired,
suhjectf'd to tremendous hydraulic pressure
and then trPat<>d in the sintering furnace.
The prot<'ctive atmosphl'rl' was required to
prevent oxidation and scaling created by the
air in the furnace.
It has been found that this protective atmosphere can be produced most economically by partially burning comm<'rcial fuel
gas. l!nfortunately, hmn·ver, this burning
process producPs watl'r vapor "hi ch is also
an oxidizing agf'nl. Only a V<'ry low watf'r
vapor <'.Onte11t is permissible for satisfactory
results.

Cond<·nsation of thr• water vapor Sf'f'med
to be the most effrctin' way to do th<· jobespPciall y since water at ordinary tf•mperatun·s could be used to cool thf' gas. TPsts,
however, showed that the temperature of the
gas could not be reducPd suflicirntly for the
required degree of watl'r vapor removal.
To solve the problem, Trane Air Enginccrs
providcd a special gas cooling coil. A direct
expansion refrigerant was circulated through
this coil. The temp<'rature "as reduced almost to fref'zing.
Thus Trane providcd thr· means for a truly
protective atmosph<'re completely fre<' of all
harmful oxidizing effects.
As in this and hundreds of other cases,
the facilities of the Trane dr'sign engineering
departmPnt an· at th<' disposal of government
and industn in th<· d<·sign of new and refined equipmPnt to speed th<' "ar effort.
Your ncarl>Y Trane Fidd Oflic!· \\ill be glad
to furnish details.

Also TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO
HEATING • COOLING • AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT FROM 85 OFFICES
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This Unit Cools Protective
Atmosphere to Remove
Dangerous Moisture
Tiu_· Trane Gas Cooling Coil,
utili:.::ing a direct exprnL'iion
rtfril!l'mnt. cools partially mmb11stf'd f{fLS from 90° tn to 0 ,
tht'Tf'l>y remoring danf.(rrous
u·atf'r 1•apor in a vital lu'nl
trmtment process. This rl'prcsents anotlwr of the mrmy
prnbfrms solved thro11f{h the
11sc of Trane Hmt Transfer
Equipmr•nt of hath standnrd
and sprcinl design.
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DESIGNED TO

Protect
Socket
Housing

Heavy-duty
:Mogul Socket

Graduated Verticatl ~
Adjustmen

Locking
Screw

Porcelain Enameled Socket
Extension
Continuous Weld

Safety Chain
Bayonet Slotte~
Reflector Hee

Pivot Bracket

PorcelainEnamele~

Reflector a_n
Housing

Silvered Glass
Reflector

Spun Glass Pad
Spring Steel
Reflector Mounts

weather-tight
Gasket

NOW

A COMPLETE LINE

OF FLOODLIGHTS FOR
EVERY WARTIME NEED
Our engineers have given eyes to the "night watch"
with a new line of protective floodlights that help guard
American war industries.
Westinghouse Types EH and EHG with universal
lamp position, and VEG with vertical lamp position,
arc rugged, weather-tight units. And to meet a variety
of lighting needs, a choice of narrow beam reflector
(silvered glass) or wide beam reflector (porcelain enameled steel) with various lens and lamp combinations, is
available. Both types of floodlights have graduated,
locking adjustments to facilitate aiming and relamping.
For stand-by emergency lighting, Westinghouse Type
E floodlights, with universal lamp position, are available
in sizes from 75-watt to 1000-watt for wide beam
application only.
Producing this line of protective floodlights for
America's "night watch" is an all-out job at Westinghouse today. And the nearest Westinghouse Lighting
Distributor will gladly help answer any protective
lighting problem you may have. Or, you may write for
"Protection with Light" Planning Book, B-2280-A.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Edgewater Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

JANUARY

1943
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Crane designers are
planning the bathroom
and kitchen of

HAT will the bathroom and kitchen of
W tomorrow
be like? Already on the drawing boards of Crane designers are new ideasstartlingly different ideas that promise new
beauty-new comfort and new economy for tomorrow's homes.
Even now plans are being made to submit
these ideas to architects, builders and home
owners. The Crane line of the future will be designed to reflect the wishes of those who are
planning homes and those who will own the
new homes of postwar America.
And when V-Day comes and prospective home owners say "Go Ahead,"
the Crane line promises the architect
a new conception of beauty and efficiency in the bathroom and kitchen.
The Drexel bathroom group shown
at right may contain the fixtures many
of tomorrow's home owners prefer,
and, if it does, it will be included in
the Crane line.

But the introduction of new materials-the development of the new ideas on which Crane
designers are now at work-may mean a bathroom and kitchen of the future radically different from the bathroom and kitchen of the past.
Whatever fixtures are included in Crane's
postwar line, they will embody the years of experience-the technical skill of Crane designers
and engineers-the same regard for beauty and
style, as well as sanitation, that have always
characterized Crane quality equipment.

CRANE

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES:
836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

PLUMBING• HEATING• PUMPS
VALVES • FITTINGS ··PIPE

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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TWO NEW TRIPLE-PURPOSE PRODUCTS
HELP SPEED CONSTRUCTION
OF WAR HOUSING AND DORMITORIES
• • • Now Specified

by the Government

/

)
I

Celo-Siding and Celo-Roof
Combine Strength, Insulation, and
Good Appearance!
is a granule-surfaced siding made
C
from cane fibre board, coated on all sides with
an asphalt compound, then extra-coated on the exELO·SIDING

Celo-Roof Units Go On Fast
Combine Roofing, Decking and Insulation
units are made from %" cane board encased
90 pound mineral surfaced roofing. Heavy butts
form deep shadow lines. Interlocking wood nailing strip
on under surface of each unit eliminates need for shingle
lath or sheathing boards. Size: 7'11 15/16" long by 15\!2"
wide. Exposure 13 inches. Available in red, green, or black.
ELO·ROOF

C in

terior surface. Crushed mineral granules are then
firmly pressed into this exterior surface to form a
beautiful, permanent finish in brown, buff, red, or
green.
Celo-Siding is Ys" thick and 2'x 8' or 4'x 8' in size.
2'x 8' size has T&G joints on long edges. 4'x 8' size
has square edges all around. Each suitable for horizontal or vertical application. All joints can be sealed
with a caulking compound. Thus one material serves
for sheathing, siding, exterior finish, and inm/,ition.

Write for Specification Details and Samples on Both These New Products!

CE I.OTEX
REG, U, S. PAT. OFF.

BUILDING

PRODUCTS

The word Celotex is a brand name identifying a group of products marketed by The Celotex Corporation.

T H E
JANUARY

CELOTEX
1943

CORPORATION

•

CHICAGO
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FOR OUR

A/~/l1ED

FORCES

/;_YDUSTRIAT, A/llFRICA HAS PLEDGED

ALL-OUT A.:VD

RT7RR-l~YCREASI1VG

PRODUCTIOlV

FOR OUR AR/IJED FORCES

-THAT THRY //JAY QUICKE!V THE DAY OF VICTORY

-Tl/AT THEY /lfAY RETURl\T l.:V SAFETY

-AND THAT THE lf'ORLD ,;JJAY BE ASSURED

OF A LASTI.:VG PRACE

t

-

gETH~EfiE~
STEEL
I
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INVEST IN

VWAR
\\\e ~\at\\~
BONDS

Maintain plant facilities in

ACTION -

without

interruption of light or power. Every machine and

lighting unit energized through dependable Controls,
-

H & H Controls. For these are vital PRODUCTION

controls that regulate the amount of work your
machines and operators can do.
"Hot wires", heavy loads, round - the - clock operating schedules, -

these demand super-stamina in

Switches ... Even minor shut-downs cause shortages
at the front.
So install or replace with H & H Switches for
continuous, positive

ACTION

on your production-

lines ... Heavy-duty controls for lighting and power
circuits; specification-grade T-rated 10, 20 and 30
Amp. "Type C" Switches, Rotary Snap Switches,
Ceiling Pull Switches, Door Switches, Flush Tumbler
Switches with or without outlet box covers. You'll
find in them the fighting Quality to keep functioning, -

the sure-fire DEPENDABILITY for war

production.

HART

&

HEGEMAN DIVISION

ARIOW-llAIT & HECEMAN ELECTllC COMPANY, HAITFDRD, CONll.

JANUARY
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ADD THIS TO KEEP THEM WARMER

IJl·p-·
i·

8-L
-~-~~

ATTJc IN.tu. i/f
riA110N
Here's the simple, easy
way to provide more
warmth with less fuel!
Balsam-Wool Attic Insulation is easily applied in
homes and in many existing schools -theatres hospitals and other structures. Satisfaction assured
by the most complete
money-back guarantee ever offered by an insulation.
Protect health-guard comfort-and save up to 20%
in fuel-with Balsam-Wool-the one insulation that
meets every need and condition. Write for complete
information.

Charles S. Leopold, Mechanical Engineer
Baker Smith & Co., Mehring and Hanson, Heating Contractors

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY

Fully guided internally and
externally. Available in
single or double joints for
high pressure and high
temperatures; flanged or
beveled ends.

Dept. 115-1, First National Bank Building
St. Paul, Minnesota

ONLY SLIP-TYPE JOINTS THAT MAY
BE UNPACKED AND REPACKED UNDER
PRESSURE
•

Of all places where costly line shut downs must

be avoided,

Washington's big,

busy

Pentagon

Building is a typical example.
That's why here you'll find ADSCO Piston-Ring
Expansion Joints.

Only slip-type joints of their

Yi
- . ..
;

~

~g;
.

.

.

'

'

.... '

address

o~::::

;i~

4

:;-

BESTAIJBANTS ·\~

pressure,

BOMBAY·BLACK
MIBBOB BOOM

eliminating

interruptions

to

service.
For steam, hot water, oil or gas
lines, specify this modern expansion

.

'

.

'

~ ~.:.:. .... . . .. , , ' .

.

The Fontenelle today establishes
the standard of hotel excellence
for. 1952. The new guest rooms,
smart lobbies and beautiful din·
ing rooms reflect this modern
trend. Hotel Fontenelle is the

kind that can be unpacked and repacked under
thereby

',

***

·;i:

AMBEB BOOM
KING COLE BOOM

joint that is always on the job. Write
for bulletin 35-ISAR.

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM (OMPANY
NORTH TONAWANDA,
Mcken of
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UP TO.DATE

NEW YORK

Steam Line Equipment For Over 60 Yean
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Design and Construction directed by
Lt. Colonel Clarence Renshaw, Distri ct
Engineer of Arlington, Virginia. Chief

Architects, G. E. Bergstrom and D. J.
Witmer. Mechanical Engineer, Charles
S. Leopold, Philadelphi a, Pa. General
Contractors, joint organization of John
McShain, Do yl e & Ru sell and Wi se
Contracting Company, Inc. Mechanical
Sub-Contractor for Refrigeration Plant,
Carlson Bros. of Michigan; for the
Building Conditioning, Baker Smith,
lne. and Mehring & Hanson Company.
Refrigeration Machines and Weathermaster Units by Carrier Corporation.

12 CARRIER CENTRIFUGAL REFRIGERATION MACHINES provide a cooling capacity
of 13,200 tons. This is equivalent to the melting of 26,400,000 pounds of ice daily.

WORLD'S LARGEST OFFICE BUILDING
COMPLETED FOR WAR DEPARTMENT

CORRIDORS AS WELL A S ALL OTHER

space are served by Carrier W eathermaster designed as an integral
part of the building.
This most coveted
honor , the Army·
Navy "E", was
awarded to Carrier
Corporation for ex·
cellence in war
production.

7 ,800 WEATHERMASTER UNITS supply a total of 3,900,000 cubic feet
of conditioned air per minute. Each office enjoys desired temperature
and humidity supplied by the Carrier Weathermaster unit serving it.

Individual Weather Control for each Office
A huge army of government employees - 35,000 strong - moved
into Arlington, Virginia recently
as the War Department occupied
its tremendous new building on the
shore of the Potomac just across
from the nation's capital.
One of the outstanding features
of the building is the Carrier Air
Conditioning System. As a result
of it, several million square feet of
interior space, including basements,
that otherwise would have been
wasted except for storage, have b e-

come available for regular u e.
In addition, the air conditioning
h elps to keep manpower at peak
e fficiency by offsetting the enervating heat prevalent on the shores of
the Potomac in summer and the
vagaries of Washington weather in
winter.
Just as the Pentagon Building is
the largest office structure in the
world so is the Carrier Air Conditioning System the largest of its
type ever installed.

BUILDINGS
TO BUILD THE

NAVAL
AIR ARM
" nests" of our seagoing warbirds are buildings . ..
T HE
vast hangars, assembly and repair shops. You 'll find

LIGHTING

assumes unprecedented
responsibility in the efficient operation of the

WAR DEPARTMENT'S

them at scores of naval air bases and training centers. Also
included are innumerable administration buildings, barracks, houses, and hospitals for the personnel . .. all being
built at remarkable speed.
Many of these air bases rival a small city in size. The
amount of hardware required . . . for doors, windows,
cabinets ... is tremendous, and a large share is being furnished by Stanley.
Since this and other branches of the armed forces have
first call on today's production, the supply a vailable for
normal use is limited to those projects which have
Governmental app~oval. The s.tanley
(STAN LEY)
Works, New Bntain, Connecucut.
Trad• l4uk

STANLEY H.ARDWARE

NEW PENTAGON BUILDING

42,000
KURT VERSEN FIXTURES
perform arow1d-the-clock in the world's largest
office building.
They provide optimum working and seeing conditions for 50,000 office workers, guarding against
eye-strain and fatigue and helping to prevent costly,
if not fatal, errors.
Twenty-five to thirty-five footcandles of scientifically
balanced illumination with a total absence of glare
and shadows are helping to conserve human energy
and high morale.
KURT VERSEN LUCETTES use not more than
11/z lbs. of steel and 4 ft. of copper wire. Their
unparalleled efficiency makes possible a considerable
saving in copper wiring both for fixtures and circuits.

#1 gentleman.

satisfied

Nearly 50 train•
daily between

Clue #2-He's been here for two or

great centers of
war activity.
For better accom·
modations - wire
your reservation
1n advance.

Clue

He's

a

very

Baltimore and

Washington-two

three clays calling on his Baltimore ancl

Washington customers.
Clue #3-He does this often because

The lorcl Baltimore Hotel is perfect 01
bu1ineu headquarten in the BoltimoreWashington territory .
Who is he?

He could be you/

lI
I

urt versen company
109 Sip Street
104

•

Uaioa City, N.

J.

lkLORD BALTIMORE HOTEL
BALTIMORE • MARYLAND
foo room-.ach with radio, tub and 1hower
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Swimmlng pool on the estate of Mrs. George W. Crawford in Greenwich, Connecticut; Russell B. Aitken was the designer and William Lescaze the architect.
The turquoise-liMd pool is 75 feet long by 40 feet wide, and is illuminated.

A BEAUTIFUL POOL UNIFORMLY PROTECTED

I

N planning swimming pools architects
have found that safety is a basis for design. In this regard Mr. Lescaze, the
architect of the beautiful pool shown here,
says,
"The architect's design should result
in the creation of a well planned and
attractive swimming pool. The intelligent use of chlorination should provide sterilization that is continuous
and positive at all times-a uniform
protection for bathers in every part of
the pool. Wallace & Tiernan Chlori"SWIM

IN

nators provide that necessary protection by adequate and reliable chlorination."
Now that W & T equipment is unavailable
due to priorities, the Wallace & Tiernan
organization cooperates with architects
and engineers in keeping present installations in top working condition. Hundreds
of architects are taking advantage of this
nation-wide service.
Aslc for the W & T Swimminq Pool Technical
Publications which review water treatment for
various types of pools.

DRINKING

WATER"

WALLACE & TIERNAN CO., I NC.
Manufacturers of Chlorine and Ammonia Control Apparatus
. . . . .N•E•'W
. .A•R•K•,•N•E•'W
. .J•E•R•SE•Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~1.............
Re•p•r•es•e•nt•e•d•i•n•P•ri•n•ci•pa•J•C••'·h.·e.s. . . ..

JANUARY

1943
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The capacity for producing, the refinements and comforts and conveniences for
the worker, these are the vital features of industrial design! But there is one item
equally important to worker satisfaction .•• that is the incorporation of a drinking
water system that provides a constant supply of trouble-free, health-safe drinking
water. And to that end, one name stands out symbolical of assured sanitation ••.
Halsey Taylor. Get our catalog of pedestal, wall, battery and cooler fountains.
THE

Doing the

HALSEY

W. TAYLOR

WAR
JOBS

Barracks

COMPANY

WARREN, OHIO
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As an accommodation to readers the
RECORD'S book department will endeavor to supply at the price quoted
any book reviewed by Miss Coit in her
monthly column

+
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"REQUIRED READINC"
(see page 26)
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When labor is scarce and building hurried, call on
Cabot's Shingle Stains for your war jobs. These
stains are quickly and easily applied. They give
maximum protection at minimum cost. And they
do not peel or blister even when used on unseasoned
lumber or before the building has dried out.

Booklet-Color Card-FREE! Write today for color
card and your copy of Stained Houses, containing full information about Cabot's Creosote and Heavy-Bodied Shingle
Stains. (Or look at our color card in Sweet's.) Samuel
Cabot, Inc., 1277 Oliver Building, Boston, Mass.
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Cabot's Shingle Stains
CREOSOTE
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HEAVY-BODIED

Thus books from different publishers
may be included in a single order and
with a single remittance.

t{•

+

+
•!•
+
+
+

~:

:i:

+

;!:

Due to risks in transmission of overseas
communications we can not for the
present accept responsibility for orders
to publishers in foreign counties and
respectfully recommend that such orders be sent to those publishers direct.

BIJor-k

<!!ZJFJ4a'JL·Cnzen/
Jr
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119 West 40th St., New York, N. Y.
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-LOST
80 Man-Hours
••• COLDS

modine
UNIT HEATERS

are helping to insure
man-power against colds and accidents
•'-<Ii

AMERICA IS LOSING 400,000,000
work-days of war production yearly
-because of workers' injuries or
sickness!
Every war plant must open a second
front now-to protect workers-to
stop this waste of man-power.
Employee training, preventive
medicine ... and improved working
conditions will do it.
Planned heating will help you prevent worker colds and accidents.
A plant heated by Modine Unit
Heaters is a healthier place to work.
Thermostatically controlled . . .

MODINE

1943

modine

STEEL

UNIT HEATERS

now available to

INDUSTRIES
DOING WAR WORK
VERTICAL DELIVERY MODEL

Look in your phone book for Modine
representative's namc-"Where to Buy
It" section under heating apparatus.

MANUFACTURING

1773 RACINE STREET

JANUARY

Modines automatically maintain even
temperatures in all working spaces.
No chilling drafts stiffen workers'
muscles, or numb their hands and
feet. No hot blasts make them uncomfortable, over-heated, or drowsy.
Modines' healthful, even heating
insures worker comfort, raises resistance, builds up stamina and productivity. And Modines conserve fuel as
well as productive man-power! Get
War Edition Catalogs 142B and 142C.

,

HORIZONTAL DELIVERY MODEL

COMPANY

RACINE, WISCONSIN
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THE PLANS WERE ORArTEO
IN AN UNHEATED orricE"

Unheated or heated -

more drafting rooms in

America use Venus Drawing Pencils than any
other make.

Equipped for Food
and Air Conditioned
out ·with

Draftsmen know they can rely on the strength
and smoothness of Venus Drawing. And they
know that each degree of hardness is exact and
unvarying, whenever or wherever they buy it.
But let Venus Drawing Pencils
The magnificent new Robert Driscoll Hotel
and Office Building, at Corpus Christi, Texas,
uses a total of eleven Frick machines for cold
storage, holding frozen foods, cooling drinking water, and air conditioning the entire
20-story structure-one of the very few now
in use, so well equipped.
Where the greatest adaptability and dependability are required, there is only one
choice-Frick Refrigeration. Full information
will be supplied by your nearest Frick Branch
or Distributor. Or write,

speak for themselves. Just
mail us the coupon belowcircling the two degrees you
would like to try-and we
will send you free samples.

ENUS

"'1J~

Below: Three
of the Fi-c·e

[i

il!l

~·:,.

~r:.:h?~~~tJJi ~tiii ~

·

Driscoll.

PENCILS

.........••.•.................................••.••••••.......

American Pencil· Company
Dept 101, 500 Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.
In Canada: Venus Pencil Company, Ltd., Toronto
Please send FREE samples af the twa grades circled:
9H - 8H • 7H • 6H - SH. 4H - JH - 2H - H. F. HB - B - 28 - JB - 48 - SB - 68

NAME and title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FIRM NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
OTY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S T A T E - - - - - - - -
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An Architect Evaluates
the Built-in Reserve Capacity in

OIL

BURNING

SYSTEMS

John Matthews Hatton is well known as the architect of many
notable industrial and public buildings in the East, and is one of
the architects for New York City's Park Department. Mr. Hatton
has specified Petro equipment for numerous jobs and speaks of oil
burning systems from his practical experience:

"/ have acquaintance with several clients who are responsible fo-r
war production. They tell me that the Petro Oil Burning S-ystems in
their plants were shifted from peace-time to war-time operation
with the minimum of effort and without sacrificing firing efficiency,
and that they are now operating with utmost reliability.

"In our war-time production it is a satisfaction to know that Petro renders this
hundred per cent performance, also that Petro service is available for making
the wisest use of oil. In the post-war world when markets are free I will be glad to
know that Petro Systems are again available for my use in new buildings."

Petro 's Engineering Practice Is Sound
The engineering of the system's installation supplements, and makes effective in operation, the excellences built into the equipment by the manufacturer. And this careful
pre-planning service is being rendered today as fully and effectively as ever on every
installation which existing restrictions permit.
And even under the stresses of war production loads on Petro Systems, we have had
no unusual increase in calls for field service-a fact which supplies its own comment on
the "plusses" which have become traditional in Petro design and manufacture.

OIL IS AMMUNITION
USE IT WISELY
Full data on Petro Industrial Burners are in our Catalog
in Sweet's Catalog file-or we will gladly send copies on
request.

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER COMPANY
STAMFORD
JANUARY

1943

-Maker& of ~ Oil Burning Equipment .ince 1903-

CONNECTICTIT
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MAGNALITE
4-WAY LIGHT-DIFFUSING GLASS
Types A and B, Plain and Wired

CAN'T GET 'EM UP

MAGN ALITE TYPE A-Installed in
doors and other locations. Modern design. Easily kept clean. Wide and even
light distribution. Maximum light
transmission. Highly obscuring. Insures privacy.

Ut-dem~!
It's those luxuriously comfortable
beds at all
DEWITT OPERATED HOTELS

MAGNALITE TYPE B, WIREDRecommended for skylights, monitors.
etc. Will reduce glass areas.

HOTEL HOLLENDEN

NEIL HOUSE

Jn -1cuicadi&i, tJ. Jn e~, k 'Zf.
THE LANCASTER THE BARON STEUBEN

Sold l1y Leading Glass Jnbl•ers Everywlwl"f•

DISTRIBUTED BY

J. MERRILL RICHARDS
25 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.

OTHER PRODUCTS: Thermag glas•-hlock insulating
skylights. Type W-}' single-glazed skylights. P1otectite heat-resisting and anti-corrosion industrial paint.

Consult Sweet's Files for Information

You know how important it is to

BURT

KEEP YOURSELF INFORMED

Ventilators
Fill Every
Specification

on improved design and construction techniques.

articles, studies and reports that help you see

Architects and engineers can confidently look to
Burt for ventilators to meet all needs, for Burt makes
a type and size for every industrial, commercial,
public and residential building. You can depend on
Burt Ventilators for scientific design and substantial
construction of quality materials. They can be relied
upon to operate reliably to full capacity and give
long-time service. Do not hesitate to call on Burt
engineers to cooperate with you in planning and
estimating.

THE BURT MFG. CO.
FILTERS

177 Main St .. Akron. Ohio
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Every issue of ARCHITECTURAL

RECORD present new and original subjects,
Free Flow Gravity

ROOF VENTILATORS •
OIL
EXHAUST HEADS

1

~

...

clearly the widespread changes taking place
and how you can best use your experience
and talent. This is the time to enter your
name on the subscribers' list of the RECORD
to make sure that you get every issue
promptly.
Not necessary to send any money with your
order today. A bill will be mailed after you
receive first issue.
ONE YEAR $3-TWO YEARS $5-THREE YEARS $6

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
119 West 40th Street

New York, N. Y.
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MEETS RIGID STANDARDS r OF/ ClOVERNMENT ENGINEER:
Advantages Over Metal Demonstrated in Important Job
All Over Nation . . .

Millions of pounds of steel have been saved by using Careyduct in ah
conditioning the new War Department Building at Arlington, Va.
and hundreds of other important public and private structures through
out the nation.

Yet saving vital steel is but one of the many advantages of using Carey
duct. Made entirely of asbestos, it is a natural sound absorber; hushe
equipment noises and metallic "cracking" due to pressure changes o
expansion strain. By reducing noise, higher velocities with smaller size
may be used, solving difficult problems where space is limited.

Factory fabrication eliminates shop work; saves time, manpower
Silent erection permits installation in occupied buildings such as hos
pitals, radio stations, banks, etc. With all its advantages, Careyduc
costs no more, frequently less, than insulated metal duct.

To conserve steel - insure better air-conditioning - specify CAREY
DUCT. Write for full information, address Dept. 21.
l'liotoyraplis i11 this a1fr)crtisc111e11t
released bv J1ateriel lJii•., U. S.
, lr111y Fro1~11r1·111c11/ l>i-z:.
Arrhited: George Edwin Bcrpstro111
Gc11cral Co11tractors: John McSlwi11. !11c.
J-leati11g and Air Co11ditioning: Baker S111ith
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A Short Cut to Your

CONSTRUCTION
COST PROBLEMS
Imagine anyone having to
take care of Daddy-but
it's so! He needs someone
to help him choose his food,
spruce-up his clothes, to
remind him gently to look
fit and keep fit. That's why
thousands of wives and
mothers say to husbands
and sons, "For your sake
and ours, stop at a hotel."
AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION

STUCK IN A STORM?-Don't worry
about traffic or transportation if
stormbound returning from a show
or event. Stay at a hotel overnight.

LESS WORK, TOO, FOR MOTHERMother may be a wonderful cook, but
the best cooks in the world like to dine
out-and often! Give Mother a break.

FOR PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Boeckh's Manual contains
cubic and square foot costs
on approximately 500 types
of buildings with a total of
over 7,000 specific base
cost figures and, in addition, thousands of specific
cost variations.
All costs are keyed to
local construction cost conditions through exclusive
index conversion formulas
-Boeckh's Manual never
gets out of date if used
with the conversion index.
Boeckh's Manual of Appraisal is now used by over
8,500 firms, among which
are hundreds of architects
and builders. This Manual
is nationally recognized by
Fire Insurance Companies
and Mortgage Loan Agencies as a standard of Building Construction Costs.
Boeckh's Manual of Appraisals and Pad of Work

~~~et~.. ~~i~~. ~h.i~~'.~~ :,r~~

Local Current Index Conversion Factors (each lo-

contagious diseases exile you from your
home, stay at a hotel during the upset
period. We'll take good care of you.

The Sign of a
Recognized Hotel

~~!~a~~· . -~r.i~~ .. ~~i.p:.i~~

·~kE YOUR

L\fl \ ..~\~

$6
s1

Order now, examine it for JO days,
then if you are not completely satisfied
return the Manual and your money will
be refunded.

for a fresh START
903 TIMES-STAR BUILDING,

STOP at a
112
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WAR TIME
CATALOG SERVICE
Sweet's continues to
meet urgent need for
organized information on
building products.
AREA ENGINEER
" ..• will greatly appreciate receiving the
1943 Sweet's Catalog File as the information contained therein is very helpful to
this office. The 1942 file has been used
extensively during our construction program."
NAVAL OPERATING BASE
" . . . reference new 1943 Sweet's Catalog
File . • . this service has been of exceptional help in our Procurement and Planning Departments.
We have had occasion to use Sweet's for a wide variety
of services."

I

2
3
.4

5
6
7

U. S. ENGINEER OFFICE
" ..• As construction work on this project
is to begin in the very near future, it will
be appreciated if delivery of Sweet's can
be expedited as much as possible."

lATH.PlASURlt
WALLllOAllD

DOORS

;;:~s~~i~~5A~~!~~~; ID
~~~~.~\~E~IALS 11

WINDOWS

STOFIEfRONTS

~~:~:~ 11f~8P,? 11 &l6

PARTITIONS &
WIAEWORll

STAIRS

12

21
22
~ii~~~~~~~\au1P. 23
llCiHTUIG
24
25 ',
~~~~l~LH~~81P.li

mvATORS

tD!O!UIHCAl!ON

WAR DEPARTMENT
" . . . two sets of Sweet's . . . to be sent
to ................. , clearly marked for
transshipment to .......... , Alaska."
NAVAL AIR STATION
" ... These (Sweet's) will be a great help
and it will be greatly appreciated if they
are sent."
AREA ENGINEER
"RUSH
SWEET'S
FASTEST WAY."

Government procurement offices and buying agencies have discovered, during the past two years, what thousands of architects,
engineers and contractors have known for a third of a century-that

CATALOG

FILES

more information and more useful information on building products
can be found in Sweet's File than in any other source, and that it

ARSENAL
" . . . Sweet's is in constant use and is invaluable in the original construction design presently in progress. File should be
addressed to ................."

can be found instantly, whenever needed.
A new 1943 Sweet's File will soon report for duty on the
building front. Of every ten files, one will be directly in government

ARMY AND NAVY GENERAL
HOSPITAL
"Please accept our sincere congratulations
on your fine accomplishment in compiling
this catalog file, and our assurance that
the set will be in constant use."

service. Other thousands of files will serve private organizations
engaged in war construction. Many also will be used for planning
projects for post-war construction-projects which will employ tens
of thousands of former fighting men seeking their way back to
normal life.

A NEW SECTION
has been added to
Sweet's File, Architectural
The 1943 Sweet's File, Architectural,
will contain a new section, '"Contractors and Special Services" in
which will be included information
on the services of 17 2 general and

special contractors.

)Ai'-IUARY

1943

The war-time distribution of Sweet's is being conducted with
all these needs in view. Sweet's will be glad to receive and consider applications from new offices actively engaged in building
planning or construction. Address Distribution Department, Sweet's
Catalog Service, 119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
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GUIDE TO
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
FOR GOVERNMENT BUILDING
by Harold R. Sleeper, AJA
Single copies, 50 cents each

A compilation which lists for quick reference Federal Specifications and Specifications of the American Society for Testing
Materials in the construction field-with notes on their use. A
time and labor saving manual invaluable to all specification
writers. The Guide includes references to other pertinent standard specifications, is arranged by trades.

To order, check No.
on coupon below.
10 or more copies to the
same address, 40 cents each

OTHER HANDBOOKS ON SPECIFICATIONS

2. ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STAND ARDS, by Charles G. Ramsey and Harold R. Sleeper, 3rd edition28-1- pages, 9Y4 x 9Yz in.-Price $6.00.
3. ARCHITECTS' AND BUILDERS' HANDBOOK, by Frank E. Kidder and Harry Parker, 18th edition2,315 pages-4,Yz x 7 in.-Price $8.00.
4. SI:\IPLIFIED EXGINEERING FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS, by Harry Parker. 21-1- pages96 illustrations-5 x 7:)4 in.-Price $2.75.
5. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS, by Harold Reeve Sleeper, A.I.A. 822 pages-Price $10.00.
BOOKS ON HOUSES

6. BETTER HOUSES FOR BUDGETEERS, by Royal Barry Wills. 104 pages-9 x 12 in.-Sketches, plans and
descriptions-Price $3.00.
7. HOUSES FOR GOOD LIVING, by Royal Barry \Vills. 104 pages, 9 x 12 in.-102 illustrations and plansPrice $4.00.
8. THE MODERN HOUSE IN AMERICA, by James Ford and Katherine Morrow Ford. 13-1- pages-8,Yz x 11
in.-193 illustrations, drawings and plans-Price $5.00.
9. THE RESTORATION OF COLONIAL WILLIA.'\lSBURG, a cloth-bound reprint of Architectural Record
for December 1935-104 pages-Price $1.50.
10. WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA IN PHOTOGRAPHS (Official publication of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.)
2nd edition-35 full page illustrations-Price $1.00.
11. THE NEW ARCHITECTURE IN .'\IEXICO, by Esther Born. 159 pages-9 x 12 in.-Special price $2.50.
12. DESIGN OF l\IODERN INTERIORS, hy James Ford and Katherine '.\lorrow Ford. 132 pages, 324 illustrations-8Yz x 10:)4 in.-Price $5.00.
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119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
3. D

4. D

10. D

11.

5. D
D

6. D
12. D

Check or money order for ................. is enclosed.
Name ........................................................................ .

no ex-

tra charge for postage. See
also page 116.

2.

Address ...... .
City and State .......................................................... .
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SPEED

ON UNDERGROUND
• PIPING JOBS! •
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Samson Spot Sash Cord
1 Asbestos felt over asphalt
coated Hel-Cor
2 Thick strip asphalt applied over coupling
3 Pipe support
4 Coupler (in 2 halves) 7 Asbestos felt jacket
5 Air space
8 Steam pipe

In building up our vast system of men and armaments, Ric-wiL
is proud to have a vital part. To put more steam behind the war
effort, steam supply lines themselves are needed, not by the
foot but by the mile. Ric-wiL Insulated Pipe Units make available
efficient steam pipe systems, for underground or overhead use,
with a new kind of speed, because we do in the factory most of
the work that formerly had to be done on the job.
For 33 years Ric-wiL has specialized in underground steam
conduit. Now, for the Army, for the Navy. for war industry
generally-Ric-wiL is working harder, in order that others may
fight better.
For full information on rompll'te Pre-l'ahricaterl Insulated l'ipe
l·nit.s, an'l other 1~·1n'!> of Rfr-u·iL Conduit Systf'm.'f. u·ritc for cutnlog

R IC-WIL

New high, medium and
low pressure Hoffman
Traps now available.
Ask for them.

INSULATED PIPE UNITS
THE R1c-w1L co., cLEVELANo,o.
A~ i-n P~

e;.1,;,u

VALVES• TRAPS• PUMPS
1943

Samson Cordage Works. Boston. Mass.

*
****************************
it
•

i•
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When you buy War Bonds and
Stamps, you help to keep the star
of freedom aglow, lighting
America's way to Victory.

:t•
:t
:t

t
~

:t

****************************

*

CAST IRON

HOFFMAN
JANUARY

By specifying and using Samson Spot
Cord for hanging windows, with suitable weights and pulleys, you obtain
perfect balance by a time-tested
method. You also guard against the
use of inferior unidentified cord.

In a few short years. more than 33.000 Kitchen Maid kitchens have
been sold for housing projects of practically all types- everywhere.
This exceptional experience in advanced cabinetry design and low
cost composite construction should be of great value to you on any war
1
housing job. It's yours
~/
for the asking.Just write
The Kitchen Maid Corp.,
631 Snowden Street,
Andrews, Indiana.
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BOOKS FOR
WAR-TIME

REFERENCE

The books listed below are e'pcc1ally hclpiul f01· architects and engineers in solving their many technical
problems. including those pertaining
to war-timl' construction and the protection of the civilian population.
I.

PLANNED A.R.P., by Tecton. 1\rchitccts.
138 pages--cxtensivch· illu-tratcd with photographs, diagrams
;wd maps-l'rice $2.SO.

Catalogs of concerns marked (s) are filed in Sweet's Catalog File ( 1942)

s

3.

4.

30

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
.\gl•fH", · hillt·r l\;. :-;111ith l.\: Hos:-;, Jll('.

25

AMERICAN
,\gt•JH'~:

DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY.

l.aml:-ilLt>ll,

102

s

112

AMERICAN PENCIL COMPANY
.\.geney: J •01 t>mu:-; & Company

108

s

ANEMOSTAT
.\gt•rn'):

(;,

CORPORATION
P. Ulaeli:bton

..

OF

AMERICA

6.

LCN DOOR CLOSERS.
Agency: J. lt. 1Iarnilton Alh. t\gem·r
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS COMPANY ..
Agency: .Fullt•r & :->mi1h & Hos". In<' .

H .. &

BOECKH,

E.

BRIGHT

LIGHT

CIVIL DEFENSE, hy C. \V. Glover.
Over 9!X> pag-es-fully illustrated, revised and enlarged. The most complete and authoritative hook on the
subject. This volume discusses in
detail the precautions necessary for
the protection of the civilian population-Price $16.50.

s

CABOT, SAMUEL, INC. . . . . . . . . .
Agen<'y: Harolcl Cabot & Company, lnc.

s

CAREY. PHILIP.
MANUFACTURING
PANY
..
...............
Agenl'y: 8. C. Baer Company

s

CARRIER CORPORATION . . . . .
Agency: Charles Dallas 1te8A'h Co.

s

CELOTEX
Agency:

1

REFLECTOR

COMPANY,

s

BYERS, A. M .. COMPANY ...
Agency: Keh'h•um, Ma('Leod & Grove,

7.

ARCHITECTS' AND BU I LDERS'
HANDBOOK, by Frank E. Kidder
and Harry Parker, 18th edition2,315 pages-40 x 7 in.-Price $8.00.
SIMPLIFIED ENCINEERINC FOR
ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS,
by Harry l'arhr. 214 pages-96 illustrations-·-5 x 7}4 in.-Price $2.75.

MESKER BROTHERS
Agency: l'a.d('o, l1w.

12

s

MILLER COMPANY . . . .
Agency: J. ~1. lli('hl'r'-'oll,

100

s

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR
COMPANY
..................... .
Age.r..c}: Addison Lt.•wi,..; & A.ssoci:1tt's

112

s

MODINE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Agenc): ('ramer-J\.ra:-;..;l'JI t'ompan\

s

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
Agency: Hatten. 1fa111111, D11r-,tirw

L

D

2. D
6. D
ordt"r for

s. D
Chel'k or
rndo"'ed.

mone~·

a. D
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I.
R.
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Cover

32
107

20
~""-

(bh1!1ll

. .. 8-9

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY
Agency D'An.·y AdH•1ti...,i11.g (_'ompan\

19

OZALID PRODUCTS DIVISION
Agooey: Young & Hnllka.ni. Inc.

91

&

s

PETROLEUM

s

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE COMPANY.
.Agenc:r: Needlwm & tl1ohm.an

HEAT

POWER COMPANY

llt9

COMIll
103

CORPORATION
.....
A ve:rnnl & t 'OlllD<illY

13

RIC WIL COMPANY.
Agency: Krkhbaurn t'nmJiany

115
110

99

s

RICHARDS

~8

s

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
Agoocy: Callaway As-.;oc1af('s

J.

MERRILL

~Jac}l~a.rland.

I IO

DODGE

s

SLt~~cy ~ ~t~~~ke?~~1r~ ~·~ung.ir;.;.~· i~ · ~,.i~~h
STANLEY
Agency:

WORKS

.......... .

llorton-~oye..,

ST RAN STEEL DIVISION ......... .
Agenc:r: Campbell E\\al1i l'o11ipan~

s

SWEET"S CATALOG

... '.ill Cover

s

TAYLOR. W. HALSEY. COMPANY ..
Agenr)·: \Villiam ( 'ul11•11

106

TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY
Agency: Campbell-Ewald t'ompan~

89

'

rn.,.tg':nEcy~olir.:_:;:n~YB;rt;,[,· "1);,;,ii,;,: & (j;,;,;,:ri

96

s

UNIT STRUCTURES. INC . . .
Agency: Hoffman & Y 01·k

108

GENERAL ANILINE &
FILM
CORPORATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...
Agency: YoUil,g" & Huhicam, Inc.
GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION.
AgenC'y: ('a.mpbeU-Ewald Com1x-1ny

31

•

18

u~:.,~:,~Al~at~:,,LAI~"'~;,.~ ~~;~,.?,?.: & (i.~hm:fi.

18

HOFFMAN SPECIALTY CO.
A.i:ene.r: J•errin-l'aus ('o.

115

HOTEL FONTENELLE
Agency: Harry Atkinson,

102

WALKER BROTHERS ...... .
Agency: Curtis .li. J,i\ingston

Jnc.

IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO . . . .
Agt:>nt'y: 1':rekkt."1 & :'.\le loan, Inc.

KENNEDY. DAVID E .• INC •.....
Agene~: (:Na.Id. 1..esser Adverti-;ing

87
. . . 21

113

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
SUBSIDIARIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age1~cy: Batten. Haiton, Hurstine & Osborn

UPSON COMPANY .......... .
Agency: ~\fr('ann-Erkhson. fill'.

s

31

SERVICE

91

IOI

HART & HEGEMAN DIVISION ..
Agency: NoITis J"' llull

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY.
Agency: (jeare-1\fori-.ton. Im·.

104

('ompan.\

s

FRICK COMPANY

s
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Cover

120

REPORTS

FABER. A. W., INC.
Agen<'.Y: Advertisiru.t Ass<l<•iates
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NESBITT, JOHN J .. INC. . . . . . . .
Agency: Gf'orge .\loll A<ln•rti.,,,i11~

s

DIXONS TYPHONITE ELDORADO PENCILS
Agenl'r: Federal A<ln:rtising Agenc:r

s

AS·

s

1111'.

s

s

8.

'>!ANUFACTURERS

110

COMPANY ..

DE WITT OPERATED HOTELS...
Agen<'): Swafford & Koehl

s

FLOORING

.f~:i~!,?~ub~~>:. ~jiu·ll·.c:. l""- . \\~~ll;1~·(.; · Jrn·.

95

CRANE COMPANY . . . . . .
A gen er: Buclwn Companl

s

104

28

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY ...
Agen<') : Frnsholt Comt•a.IB
BURT MANUFACTURING
Agen<'y: E. D. \Volau•r

27

COMPANY

80

N1~~en<·y:'1.;1:a·c·:r'.. '1(~~1t. "& · ·(_;~mPM;·.' · j,;;.,· · ·

s

MAPLE

101

ASSOCIATES ..

s

PENCIL

LORD BALTIMORE HOTEL
Agenl'y: .Erner.\ Adi. ('<J.

s
ELECTRIC

ARROW.
HART
&
HEGEMAN
COMPANY ..... .
i\J..!.eilt').: ~orris L. llull

BOMBS AND BOMBING, by Willy
Ley.
124 pages-!\ brisk, popular
snney explaining how the several
kinds of bomhs are made and their
prol1ahle effect on .lmilding-s of differrnt types and 011 air raid shelters!' rice $1.25.

ARCHITECTURAL CRAPHIC STANDARDS, by Charles G. Ramsey and
Harold K Sleeper, 3rd Edition-344
pages. 91;.j x 90 in.-l'rice $6.00.

104

COMPANY

117

CIVIL AIR DEFENSE, by Lt. Col.
:\ugn,tin '.IL Prentiss, U.S.A.
A
334-page illu,tratcd treatise on tlie
' B~~~r~c~:c3,7,~,~i~.,~o:i,~dN~ ".\1~i;h,:,_·"" ·
prot('c.tion of the civil population I s BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
again~t air attack-Pricl' $2.iS.
.·\gt·m·y: l<"'"ulln. ~mith & Ross, Jue.

ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS,
hy Harold Reeve Sleeper, A.I.!\. 822
pages- -Price $10.00.

KURT VERSEN

s

s

5.
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s

In('.

AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION..
.\;..:t·rw): .lol1n Falkner Arnd.t & Co., In<'.

KITCHEN
MAID CORPORATION
Agency: Carter .Jon(•,., & Taylor

LINTON

s

2.

Page

Page

AIR REDUCTION SALES
.\gt•w'.\: ti. '.\I. Ha-.t<,ld ('om11aI1)

to 24

. . 92-93

s

WALLACE & TIERNAN COMPANY. INC.
Agency: G. ~I. Ba.sfrml (.'ompa.ny

s

WEBSTER. WARREN & COMPANY ..
Agency: \Villiam .Jenkins Advertising

s

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MANUFACTURING COMPANY .. . .. .. .. . .. .
..15-97
AJ;:"ency: .F'uJJer & :-;rnith & Ho":-;. Jnc.

s

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY .
Agency: Budwn ( 'mu1 1an.\

105
II
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Addre"'~
Cit~'
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..
~latt'
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New York-GeneraJ A1anager: H. Judd Payne. Aavenu1Kg Manager: 1om Tredwell. B. B. Orwig,
119 West 40th Street. Bosron-Robert Marshall. 855 Park ;;quare Bldg.: Chicago-C. B. Riemersma.
F. H. Bowes, 700 )!ercbandise Mart; Cleveland-Homer Andrews, 321 Hanna Bldg.; Lo,
Angeles-W. R. Mcintyre, 400 East Third St.; Philadelphia-Tom Tredwell. 1321 Arch Street.

Check the number.~ of the books you want,
and mail to Architectural Record 1dth your
remittance-no
extra
rharge
for
postage
I.
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